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95TH CONISS HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES Rzrr
2d Se8sion I No. 95-1741

IN THE MATTER OF

REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES H. WILSON
OF CALIFORNIA

OCTOBER 6, 1978.-Referred to the House Calendar and ordered to be printed

Mr. FLYNT, from the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct,
submitted the following

REPORT

[To accompany H. Res. 1414]

INTRODUCTION TO THE REPORT

After an inquiry conducted by the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct (the "Committee") pursuant to House Resolution
252, the committee on July 12, 1978, filed a Statement of Alleged
Violation charging Representative Charles H. Wilson of California
with a violation of the Code of Official Conduct of the House of
Representatives. The charge against Representative Wilson grew
out of his response dated July 28, 1977, to the questionnaire sent by
the committee to each member of Congress. In the response, Repre-
sentative Wilson stated that he had not received anything of a
value greater than $100 from Tongsun Park. In fact, Mr. Wilson
had received United States and foreign currency from Tongsun
Park worth about $1,000 on October 22, 1975. A hearing was held
at which Representative Wilson was represented by counsel. After
the submission of evidence and written and oral arguments by
attorneys for Representative Wilson and by the committee's staff,
the committee voted, 8 to 1, one member present not voting, to
sustain the charge with a modification in the language of the
Statement of Alleged Violation.

The committee found it had been established by clear and con-
vincing evidence that Representative Wilson had made "a false
statement in writing" when in his July 28, 1977 response to the
committee's questionnaire he denied receiving anything of a value
greater than $100 from Tongsun Park and that Representative
Wilson "then and there knew that" that statement was false.

The committee voted, 8 to 1, one member present not voting, to
recommend that, as a result of its findings, Representative Wilson



be reprimanded. The adoption of this report by the House shall
constitute such a reprimand.

This report summarizes the findings made by the committee and
procedures followed by the committee with respect to the said
Statement of Alleged Violation. The record of the hearing with
respect to the Statement of Alleged Violation is set forth in full as
appendices hereto.

DISCUSSION

On February 9, 1977, the House unanimously adopted House
Resolution 252.1 That resolution directed the committee to conduct
a "full and complete inquiry and investigation to determine wheth-
er Members of the House of Representatives, their immediate fami-
lies, or their associates accepted anything of value, directly or
indirectly, from the Government of the Republic of Korea or repre-
sentatives thereof."

In pursuing the investigation mandated by House Resolution 252,
the committee in early June of 1977 mailed a questionnaire to all
current Members of the House and to all persons who had been
Members of the House since 1970 asking them about their contacts
with Tongsun Park and with representatives of the Korean Gov-
ernment. Among other things the committee questionnaire asked
whether Tongsun Park had offered the Member or whether the
Member had received from Tongsun Park anything of a value
greater than $100. Representative Wilson responded to the commit-
tee questionnaire by sending a letter to the Chairman, John J.
Flynt, Jr., dated July 28, 1977, in which he stated that he had not
been offered by and had not received from Tongsun Park anything
of a value greater than $100.

Thereafter, on July 12, 1978, the committee filed a statement of
Alleged Violation 2 against Representative Wilson,s which provided
in its entirety as follows:

STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION

In the matter of--

CONGRESSMAN CHARLES H. WILSON

On or about July 28, 1977, Charles H. Wilson, the re-
spondent, who at all times relevant to this statement of
alleged violation was a Member of the House of Represen-
tatives from the State of California, did conduct himself in

Section 3 of H. Res. 252 provides that the Committee: "After appropriate notice and hearing,
shall report to the House of Representatives its recommendations as to such action, if any, that
the Committee deems appropriate by the House of Representatives as a result of any alleged
violation of the Code of Official Conduct or of any law, rule, regulation, or other standard of
conduct applicable to the conduct of such Member, officer, or employee in the performance of
his duties or the discharge of his responsibilities."

A "Statement of Alleged Violation" is the name given by the Committee's Rules of Proce-
dure to a charge filed after an investigation conducted on the initiative of the committee. The
committee files such a charge, according to its Rules of Procedure, only if it determines that
there is "reason to believe" that a violation of the Code of Official Conduct or any other law,
rule, regulation, or standard of conduct applicable to a Member in his offficial capacity has
taken place.

'Prior to the filing of the Statement of Alleged Violation the Committee, among other things,
took the sworn testimony of Representative Wilson at a deposition in executive session before a
Member of the Committee. The Committee is specifically empowered to take depositions by H.
Res. 252, sec. 4(aXIXA).



a manner which did not reflect creditably on the House of
Representatives (in violation of rule 1 of the Code of Offi-
cial Conduct of the House of Representatives) and did vio-
late the laws of the United States, to wit, title 18, United
States Code, section 1001, in that, in a matter within the
jurisdiction of an agency of the United States, to wit, the
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, the respon-
dent, Charles H. Wilson, knowingly and willfully did make
a false statement and did make a false writing, to wit, in a
letter to the Honorable John J. Flynt, Jr., Chairman of the
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, dated July
28, 1977, the respondent Charles H. Wilson did respond
"No" to the following question contained in a question-
naire issued by the Committee:

Since January 1, 1970:
Have you or any member of your immediate family, or

to your knowledge has any member of your official staff or
any person with whom you are a business partner or co-
venturer

(a) been offered anything of value in excess of $100 by,
(b) received anything of value in excess of $100 from,
(c) attended a function (other than at an Embassy or

official residence) given by, or
(d) had any commercial dealings with-
(1) Tongsun Park.
(2) Kim Dong Jo.
(3) Hancho Kim.
(4) Kim Sang Keun (emphasis added).
When he then and there knew that on or about October

22, 1975, he was offered by Tongsun Park a sum of money
in Korean currency of value in excess of $100, and that
subsequently on that same date, he received from an agent
of Tongsun Park the sum of $600 in United States curren-
cy together with a sum of money in foreign currency, and
when he then and there well knew that his answer was
false. (Rule XLIII (1), Rules of the House of Representa-
tives; 18 U.S.C., sec. 1001)

After the filing of the Statement of Alleged Violation, Represent-
ative Wilson, through his attorney, filed a motion seeking the
dismissal of the Statement of Alleged Violation and seeking a
hearing in executive session. He also filed an Answer sworn to by
Representative Wilson, all as provided for in the Committee's Rules
of Procedure. The staff filed a Response. Later, the committee
denied Representative Wilson's motion to dismiss the Statement of
Alleged Violation. Thereafter Mr. Wilson's attorney was supplied
with copies of documents obtained by and depositions and inter-
views conducted by the staff in its investigation of Representative
Wilson's contacts with Tongsun Park.

On September 14, 1978, Representative Wilson and his attorney
appeared before the committee in executive session. Representative
Wilson read a prepared statement, and his lawyer again argued
that the Statement of Alleged Violation should be dismissed and
that the hearing should be held in executive session.



The committee voted to deny the motion to dismiss the State-
ment of Alleged Violation and voted to proceed instead with an
investigative hearing in public session.' That afternoon, an investi-
gatory hearing was held.

Prior to the hearing, Representative Wilson was given the oppor-
tunity to request the issuance of subpoenas compelling the attend-
ance of witnesses or the production of documents necessary for his
defense. At the hearing, Representative Wilson's attorney was
given an opportunity to cross-examine witnesses called by the com-
mittee's staff and to call his own witnesses and offer evidence.
Representative Wilson testified in his own behalf at the hearing.

The full record of the testimony and exhibits received in evi-
dence at the hearing, Representative Wilson's answer, the staff's
response, opening statements of counsel for Representative Wilson
and the staff are attached hereto as appendices.

After the conclusion of the hearing, Representative Wilson's at-
torney and staff counsel submitted Proposed Findings of Fact and,
on September 27, 1978, made oral arguments to the committee.

At the conclusion of the arguments on September 27, 1978, the
committee immediately began deliberations in executive session
and, later that day, announced in public session that the Statement
of Alleged Violation had been amended by unanimous consent to
read as follows:

STATEMENT OF ALLEGED VIOLATION

In the matter of-
CONGRESSMAN CHARLES H. WILSON

On or about July 28, 1977, Charles H. Wilson, the re-
spondent, who at all times relevant to this statement of
alleged violation was a Member of the House of Represen-
tatives from the State of California, did conduct himself in
a manner which did not reflect creditably on the House of
Representatives, in violation of rule 1 of the Code of Offi-
cial Conduct of the House of Representatives, in that the
respondent, Charles H. Wilson, did before the House Com-
mittee on Standards of Official Conduct knowingly make a
false statement in writing, to wit, in a letter to the Honor-
able John J. Flynt, Jr., Chairman of the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct, dated July 28, 1977, the
respondent Charles H. Wilson did respond "No" to the
following question contained in a questionnaire issued by
the Committee:

Since January 1, 1970:
Have you or any member of your immediate family, or to

your knowledge has any member of your official staff or
any person with whom you are a business partner or co-
venturer

(a) been offered anything of value in excess of $100 by,
(b) received anything of value in excess of $100 from,

(c) attended a unction (other than at an Embassy or
official residence) given by, or

In determining to proceed with an investigation the Committee, pursuant to its own Rules of
Procedure, must determine that "there is credible evidence of [the respondent's] violation of the
code of Official Conduct. " rule 8(bXl).



(d) had any commercial dealings with-
(1) Tongsun Park.
(2) Kim Dong Jo.
(3) Hancho Kim.
(4) Kim Sang Keun (emphasis added).
When he then and there knew that on or about October

22, 1975, he was offered by Tongsun Park a sum of money
in Korean currency of value in excess of $100, and that
subsequently on that same date, he received from an agent
of Tongsun Park the sum of $600 in United States curren-
cy together with a sum of money in foreign currency, and
when he then and there well knew that his answer was
false. (Rule XLIII (1), Rules of the House of Representa-
tives.)

The Committee found by a vote of 8 to 1, one Member present not
voting, that the Statement of Alleged Violation, as amended, had
been sustained by clear and convincing evidence. The Proposed
Findings of Fact of the staff and the evidence set forth and cited in
support thereof are set forth in appendix A hereto. The Proposed
Findings of Fact submitted by Representative Wilson are set forth
in appendix B hereof. The committee found in substance that in his
July 28, 1977 letter Representative Wilson had submitted a false
statement to the Committee when he denied receiving anything of
a value greater than $100 from Tongsun Park, and that Represent-
ative Wilson then and there knew that on or about October 22,
1975 he had received approximately $1,000 in currency from Tong-
sun Park.

At the same time the committee anounced hat it had decided, by
a vote of 8 to 1, 1 member present not voting, to recommend to the
House that Representative Wilson be reprimanded. The adoption of
this report by the House shall constitute such a reprimand.

Accordingly, the committee recommends that the House adopt a
resolution in the following form.

HOUSE RESOLUTION

Resolved, That the House of Representatives adopt the
Report by the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct
dated October 6, 1978, In the Matter of Representative
Charles H. Wilson of California.

Statement Under Rule XI Clause 2(1X3XA) of the Rules of the
House of Representatives

The committee made no special oversight findings on this resolu-
tion.

This report was approved by the Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct on October 6, 1978 by a vote of 7 yeas, 0 nays, 1
Member present not voting.
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The unusual nature of the cash gift from Tongsun Park and the

prominence of Park's name in the media prior to the time Wilson answered

the Committee questionnaire are more than clear and convincing evidence

that Wilson intentionally failed to tell the Committee of the $1,000 in

cash he got from Tongsun Park. Wilson's repeated false stories to

others about his contacts with Park make even more clear that his sub-

mission to the Committee was intentionally false.

CONCLUSION

The Committee should adopt both Findings of Fact set forth

above.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas M. Fortuin
Counsel

TMF:gcj



APPENDIX A

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
SUBMITTED BY THE SPECIAL
STAFF TO THE COMMITTEE
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A. Well, I can't recall anything else not in the
newspaper story." (Tr. 109, 126, 138-139)

With respect to the obviously damaging testimony of John

Pontius, Wilson's own Administrative Assistant, that Wilson told him he

had never met Tongsun Park, Wilson first admitted that he told his staff

he had not met Tongsun Park and then tried to deny it altogether:

Q. Didn't you in fact tell several of your staff

members that you had never met Mr. Park?

A. I very possibly did, yes.

Q. And you don't recall telling any other staff
members that you had never met Mr. Park?

A. No, I don't." (Tr. 110-111)

Wilson sought to avoid the damaging evidence concerning the

FBI interview in a similar manner. He first sought to deny that he had

been asked about Tongsun Park. In his sworn statement he stated:

"I frankly have no independent recollection of
having been asked about Tongsun Park during the course
of that interview. I have checked with my Administra-
tive Assistant and Mr. Gould, who is here, who was
staff director of my subcommittee of the Post Office
Committee, both of whom were present during the inter-
view. Neither of them has any recollection of any
questions about my meeting with Tongsun Park or my
response to it." (Tr. 159)

Then Wilson called George Gould, an employee of Mr. Wilson's

Subcommittee on Postal Personnel and Management, as a witness. Gould also

testified that he did not recall Congressman Wilson's being asked whether
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APPENDIX A

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COPUIITTEE ON STANDARUS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT

In the Matter of Congressman

CHARLES H. WILSON of California

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
SUBMITTED BY THE SPECIAL
STAFF TO THE COMMITTEE

The Special Staff proposes that the Committee adopt the

following findings as a result of the hearing held on September 14,

1978, with respect to Congressman Charles H. Wilson.

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT

I. ON OR ABOUT JULY 28, 1977, CONGRESSMAN CHARLES H. WILSON

MADE AND SUBMITTED TO THE COMMITTEE A FALSE WRITING, TO WIT, A LETTER

SIGNED BY HIM STATING HE HAD NEITHER RECEIVED FROM NOR BEEN OFFERED

"ANYTHING OF VALUE IN EXCESS OF $100 BY" TONGSUN PARK.

II. AT THE TIME HE SUBMITTED THE SAID LETTER, CONGRESSMAN

CHARLES H. WILSON KNEW THAT IN 1975 HE HAD BEEN OFFERED BY AND HAD

ACCEPTED FROM TONGSUN PARK CURRENCY OF AN APPROXIMATE VALUE OF $1 ,000.

DISCUSSION

PROPOSED FINDING NUMBER I

Congressman Wilson first met Tongsun Park on October 16, 1975;

on an airplane flight from Taipai to Korea. (Tr. 77) Wilson was with



his fiance, Hyun Ju Chang, whom he was about to marry. On the plane,

Wilson spoke only briefly with Tongsun Park:

"We had a brief chat during which I informed
him that I was accompanied by my fiance and that I
would meet her family in Korea. He congratulated
us stating he was happy that I was marrying a lovely
Korean lady and he hoped we would see one another in

the future." (Exhibit W-3)

Upon arriving in Korea Wilson was warned to stay away from

Tongsun Park. He testified:

"I had been advised when I got off the plane by
a friend of mine, a long-time Korean friend, that I
ought to stay away from him, because he was not in the
good graces of the Korean Government." (Tr. 84)

Nonetheless, Wilson met with Park the following Wednesday

while both were still in Korea. Wilson testified:

"Q. And thereafter, on Wednesday, October 22, 1975, he
called you at the Chosun Hotel; correct?

A. A representative of his called me in my room at
about 7:30 in the morning and asked if I would
be able to come down to the hotel dining room
and have breakfast with Mr. Park.

Q. And what happened there?

A. I went down and had breakfast with him.

Q. And who was present?

A. Mr. Park, an associate of his, and myself.

Q. And what transpired?

A. Just small talk, again. We had breakfast. As we
were getting ready to break up, he gave me a small
box and said this is a traditional Korean wedding
gift, it is a pair of silver chopsticks, it is not



necessary for you to open it now. And then
he reached in his pocket and pulled out an
envelope filled with Korean currency, handed
it to me, and he said, 'I have a thousand
dollars here for you.'

I said, 'Well, I appreciate your generosity,
but I have no use for this money, it is Korean,
I am leaving today, and it is of no value to me,
but I do appreciate your generosity.'" (Tr. 80-81)

Wilson even recalled the precise cost of the silver chopsticks.

He testified:

"A. We had quite a few sets of silver chopsticks.

Q. From Tongsun Park?

A. No, one set from him. It costs $17." (Tr. 142)

Wilson kept the chopsticks but returned the money because it

was Korean currency. Before Wilson left Korea, however, Park sent him

some U. S. currency, which Wilson kept. Wilson described these events

as follows:

"Q. And then it came about that you actually got some
of the money from Mr. Park; is that correct?

A. Yes. I went back to my room, and packed my bags,
and then came back to the lobby to check out of
the hotel, and another associate, someone who was
not with us at breakfast, approached me and said
he was associated with Mr. Park, and he said, 'Mr.
Park really wants you to have this for a wedding
present.'

And I said, 'Well, it is not necessary.'

And he said, 'Well, Mr. Park wants you to have it.'

So I took it and went back up to the room. There
were six $100 bills in the envelope. And I didn't
count the Korean currency, the rate of exchange,



about five hundred to one. And I handed it to
my wife, the Korean currency, which is customary
when she goes to visit her family in Korea, that
her father gives her a large handful of Korean
money, and she gives it back to him at the airport,
whatever is left over, when she leaves Korea. And
I said, 'When you see your father, your brother
today at the airport, give him this along with
whatever you are turning back.'" (Tr. 82-84)

When, on July 28, 1977, Wilson responded to the Committee

questionnaire about contacts with Tongsun Park, however, he did not tell

the Comnittee about the $1,000 he had received from Park, and, in fact,

stated he had never received nor even been offered anything of value in

excess of $100 by Tongsun Park. His July 28, 1977 response to the

Committee's questionnaire reads as follows:

"Have you or any member of your family, or to
your knowledge has any member of your official staff
or any person with whom you are a business partner or
co-venturer

(a) been offered anything of value in excess
of $100 by,

(b) received anything of value in excess of
$100 from,

(c) attended a function (Other than at an

Embassy of Official residence) given by, or

(d) had any commercial business dealings with

(1) Tongsun Park

(2) Kim Dong Jo

(3) Hancho Kim

(4) Kim Sang Keun

Yes No X " (Exhibit W-3)
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This answer is plainly false, and the Committee should so

find. Wilson does not deny that it is false but instead says he had

simply forgotten getting the money when he answered the questionnaire.

PROPOSED FINDING NUMBER II

Wilson plainly knew his answer was false when he made it.

The receipt of the money from Park was unusual, as Wilson

himself admitted. He told the Committee:

"I admit the wedding present was unusual.
The present was unusual because it came to me in cash;
and although the amount was modest, it was one of the
very few cash presents that Mrs. Wilson and I received
at the time of our wedding. It was unusual because it
came to me from Tongsun Park whom I had never met be-
fore that trip to Korea and never saw again afterward."
(Tr. 69)

Wilson further characterized the gift as "unique" and "a

very unusual gift." (Tr. 138, 140) He could recall receiving only

one other gift of cash and that was not made directly to him. (Tr.

133-37)

Tongsun Park's name had been prominently mentioned in the

media which, as Wilson admitted in his testimony before the Committee,

focused on Park's handing out envelopes filled with cash:

"Q. The issue current at that time [the time of the
Committee questionnaire] was money in envelopes.
Is that not what people were talking about at
that time?

A. Yes.

Q. And you knew Tongsun Park had been mentioned in
that connection?

33-Asl



A. Yes. (Tr. 89-90)

Not only was Park's name associated with cash-filled

envelopes in the public press, but also, Wilson himself had at least

twice before answering the Committee questionnaire been asked about

his contacts with Tongsun Park: first by Washington Post reporters in

December, 1976 and later, eight days before he answered the questionnaire,

by the FBI and an attorney with the Public Integrity Section of the

Department of Justice. (Tr. 84-96, 111-12)

It is simply incredible that Wilson would not remember such

an "unusual" gift of cash or, if he had momentarily forgotten it, that

his memory was not refreshed by the prominence of Park's name in the

media and by the two interviews he had in which his relationship to Park

had come up. The facts surrounding Wilson's ultimate disclosure of the

receipt of money from Park make it even more clear that Wilson did recall

the payment from Park.

In July of 1977, when Wilson answered the Committee's question-

naire, Tongsun Park, as the Committee well recalls, was outside the

territorial limits of the United States; few believed that his testimony

would ever be obtained.

In November 1977, Wilson claims he was asked by Ambassador

'Sneider to intercede with President Park Chung Hee to assist in getting

Tongsun Park to testify. Still his memory was not refreshed.



In the last days of 1977, however, and the early days of

1978, it became clear that Park's testimony would be obtained. On

December 31, 1977, the papers carried the story that the Korean Govern-

ment had agreed to let Mr. Tongsun Park testify in an agreement with

the Department of Justice. (Exhibit W-8)

On January 13, 1978, the Los Angeles Times, which Mr. Wilson

reads regularly, (Tr. 113) announced in banner headlines:

"PARK STARTS TALKING
'Lots of People, Sums of Money' Revealed to Probers

Lawmakers Reported on His List"

(Exhibit W-9)

The article also reported that Congressman Caputo, who had

attended Park's testimony in Seoul, "would report his findings to the

House Ethics Committee." (Exhibit W-9)

On January 14, 1978, the Los Angeles Times reported:

"But Park reportedly said also that dozens
of other members of Congress had accepted amounts
ranging from several hundred dollars to $1,000 or
$2,000 apiece." (Exhibit W-10)

Five days later, on January 19, 1978, a Committee lawyer,

Martha Talley, and a Committee investigator visited Wilson and delivered

a letter from Leon Jaworski. That letter provided, in part:

"Dear Mr. Wilson:

In connection with the Korean Influence Investi-
gation, the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct

as directed that your testimony be taken."



At the deposition,the Committee also desires
that the following be produced:

(3) Correspondence of any nature between you
or your office and any Korean Government official,
Tongsun Park or Hancho Kim between January 1, 1968
and this date ....... .(Exhibit W-4)

Then, Wilson heard again that some incumbent Congressman had

been implicated and that that evidence would be turned over to this

Committee. Wilson testified:

"Q. Shortly after Miss Talley visited you, did you
see the headlines in the Washington Post on
January 21, 1978, which indicated 'Korean Probers
Claim Evidence,' then in big headlines, 'Incumbents
Implicated'? Did you see that?

A. I am sure I did.

Q. Shortly thereafter, [Acting Deputy Attorney
General] Civiletti gave a briefing to some Members
of Congress. Were you present for that?

A. Oh, no. I felt that was very improper, incidentally,
for him to do that.

Q. Do you recall learning that he had told the meeting
that'evidence on an additional 15 to 20 present and
former Members of the House will be turned over to
parallel House investigators for possible disciplinary
proceedings?'

A. I am sure I read it, because I have understandably
been reading everything in connection with the Korean
investigation." (Tr. 122-23)

It was only then, in fear that Park had implicated him and

that the evidence would be turned over to this Committee, that on February

7, 1978, Wilson told the truth about getting the money from Tongsun Park.
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Wilson's explanation for why he failed to tell the Committee

about the $1 ,000 he got from Tongsun Park in response to the question-

naire is wholly unpersuasive. In-his February 7, 1978 letter Wilson

sought to justify his previous false statement to the Committee on the

sole grounds that at the time of filling out the Committee questionnaire

he did not think wedding gifts were called for. He wrote:

At the time of answering your Committee inquiry,
I was thinking in terms of gifts given for the purpose
of influencing a member in his functions as a Congress-
man and not as a courtesy at the time of a wedding.
(Exhibit W-5)

In fact, when Wilson was asked on one occasion about the wed-

ding and on another about wedding gifts in particular he failed to tell

about the $1,000 gift from Park. Indeed, Wilson's numerous inconsistent

stories about his relationship to Tongsun Park establish convincingly

that his failure to correctly answer the Committee questionnaire was a

pattern of conduct in which he repeatedly lied about his relationship to

Tongsun Park.

Wilson told five different false stories to various persons

concerning his contacts with Tongsun Park over the approximately one

year period from December 1976 until January 1978 when the "Koreagate

scandal" was being prominently reported in the media.

Wilson's first false story about his relationship to Tongsun

'Park came in an interview with reporters from the Washington Post on

December 2, 1976. By Wilson's own sworn testimony, he told them about-

the silver chopsticks he received from Tongsun Park but did not tell

!/ There is also the matter of the mysterious ride to the airport which
Congressman Wilson took in Tongsun Park's limousine. No one has been able
to say how it is that Wilson got hold of Park's limousine: both Wilson and
Pontius deny having made any arrangements for the limousine.
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them about the cash he received at the very same time. His testimony

with respect to the Washington Post interview was as follows:

Q. Let me focus your attention back to December
of 1976.

Do you recall December 2, 1976, you were inter-
viewed by Mr. Armstrong and McAllister of the
Washington Post? Do you recall that?

A. How could I forget it?

Q. And did you tell them about getting some silver

chopsticks from Mr. Park?

A. I did. I told you that today.

Q. And you told them that [that] gave you a set of
eight chopsticks?

A. That is right.

A. But you did not tell them about the money offered
at the same time you got the chopsticks?

A. No, I did not. (Tr. 94-96)

It is inconceivable that Wilson could recall the $17 silver

chopsticks and forget the $1 ,000 worth of cash he received simultaneously.

Wilson plainly lied to the Washington Post reporters because, given the

publicity surrounding the "Koreagate scandal," he felt that admitting

receipt of $1,DO0 in cash from Park would be publicly damaging. He was

plainly mad at the Washington Post reporters and felt it was none of

' their business just as, when he answered the Committee questionnaire,

he was angry with the Committee.

With respect to why he did not tell the Washington Post

reporters about the $1,000, Wilson testified:



Mr. Caputo, even if I did have any memory of
it at that time, it-was none of the newspaper re-
porter's business whether I received it or didn't
receive it. (Tr. 141)

With respect to the Committee, he testified:

I will be frank to say that the questionnaire
surprised and annoyed me. (Tr. 55)

Wilson's pattern of false denials with respect to his contacts

with Tongsun Park continued not only through his answer to the Committee

questionnaire but also through his meeting with the FBI, and his meeting

with Committee lawyer Martha Talley on January 19, 1978.

Eight months after the Washington Post interview, Wilson was

interviewed by an FBI agent and an attorney from the Public Integrity

Section of the Department of Justice, Craig Bradley. Bradley described

Wilson's manner as "antagonistic." Once again the wedding in Korea was

mentioned but Wilson did not tell Bradley even about the chopsticks; nor

did he tell him about the meeting at the Chosun Hotel. Bradley, now a

visiting law professor at the University of North Carolina Law School,

testified as follows:

A. I asked Mr. Wilson to describe his connections with
Tongsun Park. I no longer recall what it was he
indicated, but one had to do with his wedding. I
then asked him if he had ever been offered or received
anything of value by or from Tongsun Park, and he said
he had not. He did not relate to me any meeting with
Tongsun Park in the Chosun Hotel in Korea. I would
have remembered that had he done so.

IQ. Was there any comments about any chopsticks or any-
thing of that nature?



A. He made the flat statement he never received
nor had been offered anything. (Tr. 163)

The FBI Report (Exhibit W-13) confirms that the wedding was

discussed but that Wilson still denied the Chosun Hotel breakfast and

that he received anything of value from Tongsun Park:

"The marriage of a U. S. Congressman to a Korean
woman generated a lot of publicity in ROK. It was
during that 1975 visit that TONG SUN PARK introduced
himself to WILSON. Sometime later WILSON attended a
Wine Tasting Party given by the California Wine Pro-
ducers Association at The George Town Club (TGTC) at
which TONG SUN PARK was present. In 1976 WILSON and
his wife were invited to a reception given by TONG SUN
PARK which they declined due to a previous engagement.
WILSON can recall no additional contacts with TONG SUN
PARK. PARK never offered WILSON anything of value."
(Emphasis added) (Exhibit W-13)

To his staff Wilson denied ever having met Tongsun Park.

John Pontius, the Congressman's Administrative Assistant, testified

unequivocally that even after Wilson had gotten the money in 1975 he

denied at least twice even having met Tongsun Park. Pontius testified:

A. This may be an isolated instance, but at one
point in 1976, there were numerous society stories
in the papers as to Tongsun Park entertaining
locally, and Mr. Wilson said in passing he had not
been invited to any of his receptions, and that he,
in fact, had not met the gentleman.

Q. He said he had not met Tongsun Park?

A. That is correct.

Q. How many times did he tell you that he had not met
Tongsun Park, if you recall?

A. Mr. Fortuin, I am not certain. I would say once
or maybe twice, before the questionnaire, and what
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he said at that time in terms of the papers, it
was something said-very lightly in passing as
an aside. There was nothing which precipitated
bringing it up.

Q. What is your best recollection as to when that

conversation took place?

A. In 1976. (Tr. 16)

Q. Other than the incidents you have testified to,
do you have any recollection of conversations
with Mr. Wilson?

A. As to Tongsun Park prior to the receipt of the
questionnaire, no; just those I mentioned. To
summarize, there was a newspaper article about
invitations, where he indicated he had not met
this fella.

Q. Had not Mr. Wilson told you at one time that he
had been told not to meet Tongsun Park?

A. Yes.

Q. When was that?

A. I am really not certain when it occurred.

Q. Tell us what was said?

A. Ambassador Hahm had told Mr. Wilson that he should
not meet him. (Tr. 27-28)

Thus, even to his staff, Wilson sought to falsely minimize his

contacts with Park. Then, on January 19, 1978, a Committee lawyer,

.Martha Talley, and an investigator delivered a letter from Leon Jaworski

-sking Mr. Wilson to produce any correspondence he had with, among others,

Tongsun.Park. Wilson told Martha Talley that he had met Park only once

on an airplane en route to Korea. She testified:



"He reviewed the letter that we had brought
from Mr. Jaworski, and he commented, just as he was
looking over it, reading what the documents we were
asking for, he commented that he was fairly certain
he had no correspondence with Tongsun Park, because
he had met him only once on an airplane flying to
Seoul." (Emphasis added) (Tr. 44)

In fact, he gave Martha Talley the precise date of this meeting, October

16, 1975, (Tr. 45) making it clear that he had reviewed the

events surrounding his marriage in Korea and that he had a precise re-

collection of those events even to the point of remembering the exact day,

month and year of his alleged first meeting with Tongsun Park. It is

preposterous to suppose that Wilson could remember the exact date of

chance encounter but not $1,000 in currency received just six days there-

after.

This evidence establishes a pattern of conduct in which Wilson

falsely denied his contacts with Tongsun Park. Thus, prior to admitting

the receipt of the money from Tongsun Park, Wilson told five false and

different stories concerning his relationship to Tongsun Park. He told

the Committee that he had not received anything of value from Park of

over $100 when, in fact, he received $1,000 in cash. He told the

Washington Post about'the $17 worth of silver chopsticks but did not tell

them about the $1,000 in cash he received at the very same time he re-

ceived the cash. To his own trusted Administrative Assistant, he falsely

claimed he had never met Tongsun Park. He told the FBI he received

nothing of value from Tongsun Park, failing to mention the chopsticks or

the cash. To the Committee's lawyer, Martha Talley, Wilson said that he

had met Park only once, giving her the precise date of the meeting but
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failing to tell her about the meeting a few days later at the Chosun

Hotel, about the silver chopsticks he had mentioned to the Washington

Post more than a year earlier, or about the $1,000 in cash he got from

Tongsun Park. Thus, Wilson was more candid with the Washington Post

than he was with the FBI or Public Integrity Section of the Department

of Justice or the Committee's lawyer.

Recognizing how damaging the evidence was of his inconsistent

false statements to the Washington Post, the FBI and his own staff,

Wilson adopted before the Committee the same strategy he had used to

deal with the receipt of the money from Tongsun Park: except when he

felt the Committee was in possession of clear evidence, he claimed a

failure of recollection.

Thus, at first, thinking the staff had a tape recording of

the interview, Wilson swore that he told the Washington Post about the

silver chopsticks but not the cash (his unequivocal testimony on this

portion of the Washington Post interview is set forth above).

When he found out that the staff had, in fact, not had access

to the recording (Tr. 98), Wilson sought to claim a failure of recollec-

tion with respect to the interview:

'Q. At that time you knew that?

A. I don't know about this, Mr. Fortuin. I am
not going to respond to any question that goes
beyond the actual newspaper article. I cannot
recall the complete conversation, I cannot recall
the type of questions that were asked, I cannot
recall my answers. And I really am reluctant to



respond to anything in connection with that
interview unless I have a copy of the newspaper
article here so I can refresh my memory of what
the reporter did write about his interview with
me.

Q. Do you recall any questions -- Do you now re-
call any questions being directed to you as to
presents from Tongsun Park of any kind or
character?

A. It is very likely questions were directed to
me about any gifts that I may have received
from Tongsun Park, as well as possibly other
Korean people. I cannot recall Vividly. I
would be unable to recall anything in detail at
this time. That was not printed in the paper
and was just a general part of the interview.

Q. Did you have an interview with Washington Post

reporters in early December 1976?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Did you relate to them the gifts you got at your
wedding?

A. No, I didn't.

Q. You told no Washington reporter that you received
silver chopsticks from Tongsun Park at your
wedding as a wedding gift?

A. I can't recall what I told them, Mr. Caputo.
Again, we are getting into the same area that
Mr. Fortuin asked me about. I am not able to
comment about anything that was not in the news-
paper article itself.

It has been too long ago. I cannot recall what
was said in that interview. The only way I can
recollect or recall anything to my mind would be
if I saw the newspaper article itself.

I am not asking for what is in the newspaper story,
but what you --



A. Well, I can't recall anything else not in the
newspaper story." (Tr. 109, 126, 138-139)

With respect to the obviously damaging testimony of John

Pontius, Wilson's own Administrative Assistant, that Wilson told him he

had never met Tongsun Park, Wilson first admitted that he told his staff

he had not met Tongsun Park and then tried to deny it altogether:

Q. Didn't you in fact tell several of your staff

members that you had never met Mr. Park?

A. I very possibly did, yes.

Q. And you don't recall telling any other staff
members that you had never met Mr. Park?

A. No, I don't." (Tr. 110-111)

Wilson sought to avoid the damaging evidence concerning the

FBI interview in a similar manner. He first sought to deny that he had

been asked about Tongsun Park. In his sworn statement he stated:

"I frankly have no independent recollection of
having been asked about Tongsun Park during the course
of that interview. I have checked with my Administra-
tive Assistant and Mr. Gould, who is here, who was
staff director of my subcommittee of the Post Office
Committee, both of whom were present during the inter-
view. Neither of them has any recollection of any
questions about my meeting with Tongsun Park or my
response to it." (Tr. 159)

Then Wilson called George Gould, an employee of Mr. Wilson's

Subcommittee on Postal Personnel and Management, as a witness. Gould also

testified that he did not recall Congressman Wilson's being asked whether



he received anything of value from Tongsun Park at the interview. (Tr.

149) The testimony of Bradley and the FBI Report dictated one week after

the interview establish, however, that these questions were asked and

that Wilson unequivocally denied having received anything of value from

Tongsun Park. (Tr. 163, Exhibit W-13)

Wilson further sought to defend against the charge against

him by making the absurd claim that in November 1977 he interceded with

the President of Korea to urge him to return Park to this country so that

Park could cooperate with this Committee. (Tr. 60-61) Of course, only

Mr. Wilson and President Park know what was actually said at that meet-

ing. (Tr. 117)

Wilson's claim that he was attempting to help the Committee's

inquiry in November 1977 is, however, absurd in view of the fact that

only days before, on October 31, 1977, Wilson had gone on the Floor of

the House angrily denouncing the Committee's first set of hearings held

in October 1977 and calling the Committee's witnesses "defectors and

traitors of Korea." When confronted with this fact, Wilson at first

claimed that he was referring to the Fraser Committee hearings. But the

Congressional Record of October 31, 1977 makes it clear that he was

referring to this Committee:

"I have not had the advantage of participating
in the hearings chaired by the gentleman from Georgia
(Mr. Flynt) but. from what I saw on television of the
hearings that were televised I saw a group of defec-
tors and traitors of Korea who were testifying against
their country so they could have the security of stay-
ing here in the great United States of America."



The unusual nature of the cash gift from Tongsun Park and the

prominence of Park's name in the media prior to the time Wilson answered

the Committee questionnaire are more than clear and convincing evidence

that Wilson intentionally failed to tell the Committee of the $1,000 in

cash he got from Tongsun Park. Wilson's repeated false stories to

others about his contacts with Park make even more clear that his sub-

mission to the Committee was intentionally false.

CONCLUSION

The Committee should adopt both Findings of Fact set forth

above.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas M. Fortuin
Counsel

TMF:gcj
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APPENDIX B
Before the Committee

on
Standards of Official Conduct

Proceedings in Re: Hon. Charles H. Wilson, M.C.

PROPOSED FINDINGS OF RESPONDENT, HONORABLE CHARLES H. WILSON, M.C.

Congressman Charles H. Wilson, by his attorney,

herewith submits his proposed findings in this proceeding

in which the Congressman stands accused of having knowingly

and willfully submitted a false statement to the Committee

in violation of the Standards of Conduct of the House

of Representatives and, apparently, Title 18 U.S.C. S1001.

The cardinal facts in this matter may be simply

put. On July 28, 1977, Congressman Wilson submitted

his response to the Committee's June 15, 1977 questionnaire

issued as a part of its investigation of Korean influence.

He neglected to report the fact that he had received

a wedding present from Tongsun Park at the time of his

marriage in Korea in.October 1975. It is not claimed

that acceptance of the wedding present was illegal or

otherwise improper. Congressman Wilson reported the

fact of the wedding present, and the circumstances

surrounding its receipt, in a letter to the Committee

dated February 7, 1978. This constituted the first informa-

tion the Committee received as to the wedding present;



it occurred prior to any depositions of Congressman Wilson;

and it occurred some months before Tongsun Park himself

acknowledged that the present had been given.

On these undisputed facts, the issue for determina-

tion by the Committee is: whether the original omission

of the fact of the wedding present from Congressman Wilson's

response, although subsequently voluntarily reported,

constitutes the deliberate and willful submission of

a false statement with respect to a fact material to

this Committee's investigation of Korean influence?

Special staff counsel to the Committee asks

the Committee to answer this question in the affirmative.

Counsel does so on the extraordinarily narrow theory

that Congressman Wilson's corrected statement of February

7, 1978 was not voluntary but was motivated out of fear,

generated from press accounts, that the Committee otherwise

knew or soon would find out about the gift in any event;

and upon the theory, never expressly stated but strongly

implied, that the wedding present was so unusual Congressman

Wilson could not possibly have ever forgotten about it.

We respectfully but urgently submit that a finding

that Congressman Wilson has violated the rules of the

Rouse of Representatives and a criminal statute by the

deliberate and willful submission of a false statement

cannot be sustained on special counsel's theory or the
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(d) had any commercial dealings with

(1) Tongsun Park

(2) Kim Dong Jo

(3) Hancho Kim

(4) Kim Sang Keun

3. Respondent admits that, by letter dated July 28,

1977 and delivered on or about such date, he submitted a

response to the aforesaid questionnaire in which the response

to the question set forth in paragraph 2 was "No.'

4. Respondent asserts that, by letter dated February 7,

1978, addressed to the Chairman of this Committee and

delivered to him on or about such date, a copy of which is

annexed hereto and made a part hereof, the negative response

to the above question was amended and amplified as more fully

set forth in the annexed letter; and that Respondent took

other and further acts, including intercession with the

government of the Republic of Korea, in furtherance of this

Committee's investigation.

5. Respondent denies each and every one of the allega-

tions of the Statement of Alleged Violation which asserts or

implies that Respondent's response to the above-referenced

Committee questionnaire and/or his subsequent voluntary

submission dated February 7, 1978, constitute or can be



facts now set forth in the public record in this case.

There are four elements to the offense with which Congressman

Wilson stands accused: there must be (i) a statement;

(ii) which is false; and (iii) which relates to a material

fact; and (iv) which was made deliberately and willfully.

United States v. Lang, 528 F.2d 1280 (5th Cir. 1976).

Of these elements, we submit and will show in these proposed

findings that the presence of two are, at best, doubtful.

There is doubt whether Congressman Wilson's original

submission may properly be characterized as "false" although

it is undeniably incomplete. There is much greater doubt

whether the omission of the wedding present is a fact

material to this Committee's investigation of improper

influence. Above all, it is plain, as we will show in

these findings, that the failure to report the wedding

present was not deliberate or willful but was the result

of sheer, innocent inadvertence. We therefore respectfully

urge this Committee to dismiss the statement of alleged

violation.

In support the following is stated:

I. At best, the third question of the June 15,

1977 questionnaire prepared by the then special counsel

to the Committee must be characterized as cumbersome.

It sought information with respect to (i) the Congressman,

(ii) any member of his immediate family, (iii) any member



of his official staff, or (iv) any person with whom the

Congressman is a business partner or co-venturerer; it

sought to elicit information with respect to four very

different types of transactions, ranging from the casual

-- attendance at "a function other than at an embassy

or official residence" -- to the substantial -- "commercial

business dealings." It sought all of this information

with respect to five different Koreans. The questionnaire

itself permitted only a simple yes or no response and

added -- almost as an afterthought -- that if the answer

to any of the multiple questions propounded is in the

affirmative, the respondent should "furnish complete

details" (Tr. 37; Exh. W-2).

2. As Congressman Wilson testified, under the

format of the question "a lot of things got mixed together."

(Tr. 56). As a result, he stated "I was confused by this

structure." The confusion was compounded in Congressman

Wilson's case because one subpart of the question called

for information which Congressman Wilson clearly did remember

and which he felt necessary to report to the Committee.

He remembered having attended social functions at Suzi

Park Thomson's. Concerned to report these facts accurately

to the Committee under the cumbersome structure of the

question, the Congressman "failed to pay attention to the

other subparts." (Tr. 57-58). Inevitably, the necessity

to report the fact of the wedding present which Congressman
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Wilson and his wife had received three years earlier and

which was not clearly in his mind was obscured by the cumber-

some multi-part question with which he was confronted.

3. On cross-examination, staff counsel sought

to insinuate that the Congressman's confusion is dissembling

and that, if there were genuine confusion the Congressman

should have contacted the Committee's staff as the question-

naire invited him to do. (Tr. 88). The Congressman acknow-

ledged that he should have answered the questionnaire with

greater care and should indeed have retained counsel sooner

to assist him in more effectively parsing the multi-part

question with which he was confronted (Tr. 75, Tr. 88-89).

We may even concede that perhaps the Congressman should

have contacted the Committee's special staff in view of

his confusion. But, none of this alters the fact that

the questionnaire was cumbersome and that the Congressman

was justifiably confused by it.

4. We have grave doubts whether, as a matter of policy,

this Committee should base a charge of submitting false

statements on a question which is itself a trap for the

innocent. Certainly, Congressman Wilson's answer to the

question was not entirely responsive to all of its multiple

subparts. But there is serious question whether the answer



was, in view of the structure of the question, legally

false. As the Supreme Court has said in a somewhat related

context, "It is not uncommon for the most earnest witnesses

to give answers that are not entirely responsive. Sometimes

the witness does not understand the question, or may in

an excess of caution or apprehension read too much or too

little into it." Bronston v. United States, 409 U.S. 358

(1973). This is why, in perjury cases, the courts will

not sustain convictions unless the question is unmistakably

incapable of confusing the witness and unless the answer

is entirely false. Bronston, supra. It is highly debatable

whether Congressman Wilson's answer although undeniably

incomplete and therefore inaccurate, meets this standard

of falsity. In any event, the record establishes that

(i) the cumbersome structure of the question afforded

justification for confusion and (ii) Congressman Wilson

was genuinely confused. These facts must be taken into

acccount by the Committee in determining whether his

omission of the fact of the wedding present was deliberate

and willful.

5. The Committee must also consider the materiality

and importance of the omitted fact in assessing whether

Congressman Wilson's action was deliberate and intended

to deceive the Committee. Congressman Wilson did not

regard the wedding present as illegal; he had no reason

to believe that Tongsun Park was an agent of a foreign



government because he knew-that Mr. Park "was not in

the good graces of the government of Korea." (Tr. 144-145).

It is manifest that the gift was in no way intended to

influence Congressman Wilson's vote on pending legislation

affecting Korea or otherwise. Indeed the Congressman

expressly testified and the record will confirm that

he was a supporter of United States aid to Korea "long

before Tongsun Park was ever heard of." (Tr. 74). If

Tongsun Park had a motive, other than simple generosity

in making the present, it was to impress Congressman

Wilson's father-in-law, a prominent Korean businessman

and not to influence Congressman Wilson's views. (Tr.

132). Congressman Wilson has expressed regrets at having

accepted the gift (Tr. 75) but that is a purely personal

judgment which does not bear upon the propriety of the

gift itself. In a word, the gift was neither illegal

nor, in the circumstances, was its acceptance improper.

6. Thus, there was no "motive to falsify." Freidus

v. U.S., 223 F.2d 598, 603 (D.C. Cir., 1956). It is

equally the case that the fact omitted from Congressman

Wilson's response to the questionnaire has only a tenuous

relationship to the purposes of the Committee's investiga-

tion. Pursuant to House Resolution 252, the purpose

of the investigation was to ascertain whether 'members



of the House have been the object of efforts by certain

foreign governments or persons and organizations acting

on behalf of foreign governments.., to influence the

members official conduct by conferring things of value

on them.* So far as we are aware, it was not the purpose

of the Committee to investigate or to expose any and

all contacts, no matter how innocent or innocuous between

members of Congress and persons such as Tongsun Park

who might otherwise be engaged in nefarious activities.

Whatever else Tongsun Park may have done, the wedding

present he gave to Congressman and Mrs. Wilson was innocuous

and its acceptance was neither illegal nor improper.

7. For precisely this reason, the failure

to report the wedding present in Congressman Wilson's

original response to the questionnaire does not constitute

the omission of a material fact. It seems to be the

position of special counsel that any misstatement or

omission, no matter how trivial, can serve as the basis

of a finding of violation and the imposition of sanctions.

That ought not to be, we submit, this Committee's policy.

Rather, only those statements which have "a natural tendency

to influence or was capable of influencing the decision".

Robles v. United States, 279 F.2d 401, 404 (9th Cir.

1960) are material. The fact of the wedding present

is no more relevant to the purposes of the Committee's



investigation than was the fact, fully reported by Congress-

man Wilson, that he attended two or three social functions

given by Suzi Park Thomson. The omission was immaterial

because the omitted fact was simply incapable of influencing

the Committee's investigation of Congressman Wilson's

affairs. At the very least, the Committee must take

into account the singular unimportance of the wedding

present, and the absence of any motive to keep it from

the Committee, in determining whether Congressman Wilson's

original mistake was inadvertent. Freidus, supra.

8. Congressman Wilson squarely addressed the

question of why the gift was forgotten at the time he

responded to the original questionnaire. He forthrightly

apologized to the Committee for having made the mistake.

(Tr. 75). He explained that his response to the questionnaire

had been prepared quickly and almost entirely from memory.

(Tr. 57). He openly set forth the circumstances under

which he received the present and which significantly

contributed to his failure to remember it three years

later. In acknowledging that the gift itself was somewhat

unusual, Congressman Wilson pointed out that the entire

circumstances surrounding his marriage to Mrs. Wilson

'?were highly unusual" (Tr. 70). The sudden decision

to marry in Korea was d time of great excitement and

happiness. There were, the Congressman stated, "many



parties, presents, expressions of goodwill and congratula-

tions." (Tr. 70) As a result, the events of that five

day period are "for the most part a blur. The present

from Tongsun Park along with many others that we received,

disappeared from my mind." (Tr. 71) In preparing the

response to the questionnaire from memory, working perhaps

more quickly than he should have, troubled by the structure

of the question itself the Congressran explained that

"there is simply no way that an isolated incident which

had occurred three years earlier at an exciting and busy

time of my life, involving a man whom I never saw again,

would come to mind." (Tr. 74).

9. Above all, the Congressman pointed out that

as soon as he remembered the present and realized the

necessity, with the assistance of counsel, to report

it to the Committee he did so, "voluntarily, freely."

(Tr. 68) As the Courts have long recognized "willingness

to correct a misstatement.., is potent to negative a

willful intent to swear falsely." Beckanstin v. United

States, 232 F.2d 1, 4 (5th Cir. 1956).

10. The attack on this simple, straightforward

narrative rests, by contrast, on innuendo and surmise.

Much of the evidence adduced by special staff counsel

to show that the mistake was willful and deliberate is

non-probative; some is simply irrelevant; and the balance



affirmatively supports the conclusion that the mistake

was indeed inadvertent and was corrected as soon as it

came to Congressman Wilson's attention. The essential

"facts" adduced by special staff counsel are these:

(a) Sinister significance is attached to the fact

that it took slightly more than a month for Congressman

Wilson to respond to the questionnaire after it was received.

(Tr. 32-34) But, as Congressman Wilson himself explained,

the delay in responding the questionnaire is nothing more

than the result of his decision to see whether other

members of Congress intended to reply to it. Although

a number of members of Congress apparently did not ultimately

respond, Congressman Wilson subsequently determined that

he had a responsibility to cooperate with the Committee

and he did so. (Tr. 57.) Mr. Pontius, testifying for

the special staff, confirmed that the delay in responding

the questionnaire was merely a function of Congressman

Wilson's uncertainty as to whether it was necessary to

respond at all. (Tr. 33). The delay in responding to

the questionnaire is thus non-probative.

(b) Similarly, some significance is attached by

special staff counsel to the fact that Congressman Wilson

was taken to the airport, either in the Fall of 1975

or the Spring of 1976, in a limousine owned by Pacific

Development Corporation. (Tr. 23-27). The apparent

theory is that if Congressman Wilson received a favor --
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no matter how innocent -- from a corporation owned by

Tongsun Park he should have remembered the wholly unrelated

wedding present in preparing his response to the Committee's

questionnaire. The theory itself is specious. Moreover,

although the exact facts as to the procurement of the

limousine are extremely unclear, this much is certain:

Congressman Wilson did not himself make the arrangements

for the limousine nor did he instruct his staff to obtain

it from Tongsun Park or Pacific Development Corporation

(Tr. 35-36); and Tongsun Park, assuredly, was not in

the car (Tr. 72). The evidence concerning the limousine

is at best, non-probative and more aptly simply irrelevant.

(c) It is suggested that, as a matter of probabilities,

Congressman Wilson should have been more likely to remember

the wedding present than meeting Tongsun Park on the

flight from Taipei to Seoul. This conjecture is based

upon the fact that, one week before he responded to the

questionnaire, Congressman Wilson was interviewed by

an FBI Agent and an attorney from the Department of Justice

and told them of his meeting Tongsun Park on the flight

from Taipei to Korea in October 1975 but denied having

*'/ Special staff counsel itself seems to recognize that
the dinner invitation to Tongsun Park from a "Congressman
and Mrs. Wilson" is equally non-probative. As Congressman
Wilson testified "that was not me" (Tr. 71). Special staff
counsel did not pursue the matter.



received anything of value from Tongsun Park (Tr. 164;

Exhibit W-13). Neither the FBI witness nor the report

itself were, however, models of clarity. Most importantly,

witness Bradley's account of Congressman Wilson's demeanor

during the FBI interview entirely substantiates Congressman

Wilson's testimony that he did not remember the wedding

present when he was interviewed by the FBI and did not

remember it a week later when he prepared the response

to the questionnaire. (Tr. 60) Witness Bradley stated

that Congressman Wilson answered questions about himself

and his personal involvement with Suzi Park Thomson and

Tongsun Park calmly; he became hostile only when asked

for information about other members of Congress (Tr. 167).

That is not the conduct of a man who has guilty knowledge

and is seeking to protect himself! Further, as Congressman

Wilson testified, there was a particular reason to remember

the airplane from Taipei to Seoul: in addition to Tongsun

Park, then Congressman Passman was also on the flight.

In light of subsequent developments with respect to both

of these men, it is entirely possible that the airplane

*/ The witness, a relatively young man, stated he had
no recollection of when the interview with Congressman
Wilson had taken place or of having reviewed the report
prior to its filing; yet he claimed he would have remembered
if Congressman Wilson had told him of meeting Tongsun
Park at the Chosun Hotel in Seoul. (Tr. 163; Tr. 161;
Tr. 165.) The report itself is flatly inaccurate: we
are prepared to offer proof that the California Wine
Tasters party at The Georgetown Club took place in 1971,
not 1975, as asserted in the report, and, as Congressman
Wilson testified, if Tongsun Park was at that 1971 party,
Congressman Wilson did not see him (Tr. 60).



ride would stick in his mind when the meeting at the

Chosun Hotel, which occurred five days later and under

very different circumstances, did not. (Tr. 125). At

most, the testimony concerning the FBI interview in July

1977 is non-probative; in fact, it tends to support the

conclusion that the omission of the wedding present from

Congressman Wilson's original response was genuinely

inadvertent.

(d) Finally, special staff counsel tried to insinuate,

through questioning, that Congressman Wilson had told

a reporter for The Washington Post at least of the chopsticks

he had received from Tongsun Park in conjunction with

an interview which the Congressman gave to the Post in

December 1976. (Tr. 94-98.) The apparent theory of

this line of questioning was to establish that the meeting

at the Chosun Hotel was still in Congressman Wilson's

mind at least as late as December 1976. There is no basis

in the record for determining exactly what was said in

that December 1976 interview. If there is a record of

the interview -- either in the form of reporters' notes,

or a tape recording -- it was not offered into evidence.

Neither did special staff counsel produce the reporters

as a part of his direct case or for purposes of impeachment.

Congressman Wilson has testified that he has an imperfect

memory; and repeatedly stated that he had no independent

33-E
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recollection of the interview. (Tr. 95-96). Yet special

staff counsel, for whatever reason, declined to make

available a copy of the article in order to refresh Con-

gressman Wilson's recollection and did not offer the

article itself in evidence. It may be doubted whether

there was any discussion of wedding presents during the

course of that interview. Certainly, the only direct

testimony concerning the interview came from Mr. Gould,

who was present during the interview and who had no recol-

lection of any questions being asked about wedding presents

or about Tongsun Park in particular. (Tr. 148). The

record concerning the December 1976 interview is, at

best, inconclusive.

11. The claim that Congressman Wilson knowingly

and willfully submitted a false statement to the Committee

thus comes to rest ultimately on the naked proposition

that the wedding present was so unusual that he could

not have forgotten it and that, when he corrected the

*/ Our objection to special staff counsel's line of
questioning was thus based both on legal and policy con-
siderations. There was no foundation to the line of
questions concerning the December 1976 interview because
that interview was neither a part of special staff counsel's
direct case or of Congressman Wilson's testimony. It
is not the practice of the Courts to permit counsel,
in the guise of questioning, to present evidence, because
that "evidence" is beyond the reach of cross-examination
('fr. 98). Yet, that is exactly what special staff counsel
did here. (Tr. 96) And, if facts are to be adduced
on the basis of documents, such as newspaper accounts,
reporters notes or tape recordings, those documents should
be made a part of the record.
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statement by his letter of February 7, 1978, he did so

not because he had remembered the present but because

he was fearful that the Committee already knew or would

somehow find out about the present independently. The

Congressman candidly acknowledged in his testimony that

the wedding present was "unusual" (Tr. 69). It was unusual

because it came in cash, was one of the few cash presents

the Congressman has received either at the time of his

marriage or otherwise (Tr. 130-31). And, the Congressman

acknowledged, it was unusual because it came from . man

whom Congressman Wilson "had never'met before that trip

to Korea and never saw again afterward. (Tr. 69). But,

the insinuation that because the present was somewhat

out of the ordinary it was impossible for Congressman

Wilson to have forgotten it when he responded to the

Committee's questionnaire in July 1977 is a non sequitur.

The entire circumstances surrounding the wedding present

were unusual; it is a perfectly human reaction to completely

lose track of one isolated and not very significant incident

during a "busy and exciting time of my life." (Tr. 74).
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The present and the possibility that it might be forgotten

must be viewed in context.

12. Equally without evidentiary foundation is the theory

that Congressman Wilson submitted the February 7 letter

not to voluntarily correct his own prior mistake but out

of fear that the Committee would otherwise learn of the

gift or already knew of it. The relevance of Ms. Talley's

testimony concerning her meeting with Congressman Wilson

on January 19 (Tr. 41-44) is by no means apparent except

to establish the fact of a conversation between Congressman

Wilson and the Speaker of the House several days earlier.

But, that conversation with the speaker would be probative

of the proposition that Congressman Wilson submitted the

February 7 letter out of fear only if the Speaker had told

the Congressman that he was suspected by the Committee;

and this did not occur. (Tr. 121). Otherwise, the testimony

as to Ms. Talley's interview with Congressman Wilson on

January 19, 1978 is largely irrelevant. Congressman Wilson

himself volunteered the observation that he had only met

Tongsun Park once; and Ms. Talley did not ask whether he

had received anything of value during the course of that



one meeting. (Tr. 44; Tr. 47) Special staff counsel's

theory thus continues to rest on'the accident of timing --

that the interview occurred on January 19 and Congressman

Wilson corrected his original response to the questionnaire

shortly thereafter. But, as Congressman Wilson himself

explained, it was not until after that meeting with Ms.

Talley that he remembered the present. (Tr. 63-64)

13. The press accounts (Exs. W-6 to W-11) which special

staff counsel introduced to establish that Congressman

Wilson's corrected statement of February 7 was motivated

by fear are essentially without probative value. The accounts

after January 19 are entirely irrelevant: on that date

Congressman Wilson retained counsel and the decision was

made to correct the response. (Tr. 123) Moreover, as

Congressman Wilson testified, he was of course aware of

the earlier accounts; "it was impossible not to be." (Tr.

67) But the press accounts showed Tongsun Park to be an

exceptionally evasive witness, and staff counsel's own

exhibits confirm this. In those circumstances "the calculated

decision would have been for me to say nothing to the Committee

and to take the chance... that Tongsun Park would say nothing

either." (Tr. 67) If they have any probative value,

*/ In fact, Tongsun Park did not acknowledge the wedding
present until some months after it had already been reported
to the Committee by Congressman Wilson.



the press accounts tend to confirm the conclusion that

Congressman Wilson freely and voluntarily submitted the

February 7 letter.

14. Finally, the theory that the corrected statement

was submitted out of fear cannot be reconciled with the

extraordinary step which Congressman Wilson took in November

1977, after the original response had been filed and before

it was corrected. He affirmatively interceded with high

governmental officials of the Republic of Korea to assist

in the return of Tongsun Park for questioning by the full

Committee. (Tr. 59-61)

15. It is undisputed that that on November 1977 trip

Congressman Wilson, Congressman Daniel and Mr. Marshall

met with the American Ambassador; that the American Ambassador

requested Congressman Wilson to convey a message to the

President of the Republic of Korea urging the return of

Tongsun Park for questioning. (Tr. 61) Staff counsel

seeks to cast doubt whether Congressman Wilson actually

carried out that mission. Staff counsel refers to a speech

made by Congressman Wilson on the floor of the House in

which he castigated as "traitors" Korean governmental officials

then appearing before the Committee. (Tr. 115) But that

statement has been taken out of context. More importantly,

counsel has omitted a crucial passage.
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16. As a reading of the full speech will disclose, its

essential thrust is that there is a difference between

conventional pressure which Congressmen may receive from

foreign governments seeking United States aid and

illegal conduct and that it was therefore necessary to

be "very cautious and not do anything to disrupt the friend-

ship" with the Republic of Korea, of which Congressman Wilson

had long been a supporter. At the same time, the Congressman

explicitly stated "Of course, there is no defense for bribery,

if bribery has taken place." (Congressional Record H. 11819,

October 31, 1977.) We ask the Committee to take official

notice of the entire text of Congressman Wilson's October

31 speech. There is no inconsistency between Congressman

Wilson's disdain for Korean officials whom he believed

willing to trade information for asylum and his willingness

to aid the Committee's efforts to ferret out improper conduct

for which, he said "there is no defense." Congressman

Wilson's testimony that he interceded with the Republic

of Korea in November 1977 in aid of this Committee's inves-

tigation is entitled to full credit.

17. This action alone is compelling evidence that Congress-

man Wilson's omission of the wedding present from his original

/ This incident serves to underscore the soundness of
the legal policy which prohibits counsel from testifying
and which requires that if documentary evidence is to be
relied upon it be made available to the witness and placed
in the record.
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response was entirely inadvertent and innocent. He acted

innocently in aid of the Committee's investigation because

he had genuinely forgotten the present and because he was

and is innocent of any attempt to withhold information

from the Committee.

Conclusion

For these reasons, we respectfully submit that the

statement of alleged violation issued against Congressman

Wilson should be dismissed and that no further action be

taken against him. Congressman Wilson's explanation of

the circumstances surrounding his failure to remember the

gift, his consequent failure to originally report it to

the Committee, his free and voluntary correction of his

own mistake, is probative, creditable, and indeed, compelling.

There was a genuine oversight, freely corrected. The conten-

tion that the original omission was deliberate and that

the correction was self-serving rests entirely upon innuendo,

speculation and surmise which is wholly lacking in a factual

foundation. This type of evidence cannot as a matter of

law and should not as a matter of policy be permitted to
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serve as the basis for recommendation of sanctions by this

Committee. Congressman Wilson should therefore be exonerated.

Respectfully submitted

CHARLES H. WILSON

Ian D. Volner

Cohn and Marks
1920 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

His Counsel
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APPENDIX C

THE COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT

IN THE MATTER OF
STATEMENT OF

CONGRESSMAN CHARLES H. WILSON ) ALLEGED VIOLATION

COMES NOW Charles H. Wilson ("Respondent"), pursuant

to Rule 7 of this Committee's Rules of Procedure, and

answers the above-referenced Statement of Alleged Violation

issued by Resolution of this Committee adopted July 12, 1978,

as follows:

1. Respondent admits that he is a member of the

House of Representatives from the State of California.

2. Respondent admits that on or about June 15, 1977,

he received a questionnaire issued by the then Special Counsel

to this Committee containing the following question:

Since January 1, 1970:

Have you or any member of your immediate family, or
to your knowledge has any member of your official
staff or any person with whom you are a business partner
or co-venturer

(a) been offered anything of value in excess of
$100 by,

(b) received anything of value in excess of $100
from,

(c) attended a function (other than at an Embassy
or official residence) given by, or
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construed to constitute conduct in violation of Rule 1 of the

Code of Official Conduct of the House of Representatives or

in violation of the laws of the United States. Without

limiting the generality of the foregoing, Respondent specifi-

cally denies that he knowingly and willfully made a false

statement and a false writing in the letter dated July 28,

1977 and further specifically denies that, at the time of

preparation and transmission of his letter of July 28, 1977,

he then and there well knew that the above recited answer to

the Committee's questionnaire was false.

6. Respondent affirmatively asserts that his conduct

in conjunction with the Committee questionnaire does not

reflect adversely upon the House of Representatives or

violate Rule 1 of the Code of Official Conduct because,

among other things, the letter of February 7, 1978 amplifying

such response was submitted voluntarily and at Respondent's

own volition; because such letter was submitted prior to the

conduct of any proceedings by this Committee or its staff of

matters to which the questionnaire was addressed; because

Respondent took other and further acts, including interces-

sion on behalf of the Committee with the government of the

Republic of Korea, in furtherance of the Committee's investi-

gation; and because Respondent has otherwise comported him-

self in a manner consistent with the purposes of House

Resolution 252 and Rule 1 of the Code of Official Conduct.
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7. Respondent further affirmatively asserts that,

because his July 28, 1977 letter is a negative response

contained in an unsworn statement arising from an investiga-

tive proceeding, it does not, as a matter of law, constitute

a violation of IS USC 1001 or of Rule 1.

WHEREFORE, Respondent respectfully prays that this

Committee be convened as provided in Rule 10 of the

Committee's Rules; tht a hearing in Executive Session be

held on the matters addressed in the Statement of Alleged

Violation; that REspondent be afforded an opportunity to be

beard; and that, upon conclusion of such hearing, the Committee,

by resolution or report, dismiss the above-referenced State-

ment of Alleged Violation as improvidently issued or,

alternatively, exonerate Respondent from the unfounded and

unfair charge made therein.

Respectfully submitted

Charles H. Wilson

Sworn to before me this -9"
day of f I,'/.2-_ , 1978.

,Notary Public

My Commission Expires: V
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February 7, 1978 ,. ",

Honorable John J. Flynt, Jr.
Chairman,Committee on Standards
of Official Conduct

Room 2360
Rayburn Rouse Office Building

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On July 28, 1977 I replied to a letter of in-
quiry from Special Counsel to your Committee concerning
having been offered or received anything of value in
excess of $100. 00 from Korean Government officals or
certain named individuals. I replied in the negative.

Subsequently I realized that I had failed to
mention my wife and I were the recipients of certain
wedding gifts given to us at the time of our wedding in
Seoul, Korea on Saturday, October 18, 1975.

At the time of answering your Committee inquiry,
I was thinking in terms of gifts given for the purpose
of influencing a member in his functions as a Congress-
man and not as a courtesy at the time of a wedding.

My then fiance Hyun Ju Chang, a U. S. citizen,
but a native of Korea, and I traveled to Korea from
Taipei on October 16, 1975. During the course of the
flight I was introduced to Tongsun Park. We had a
brief chat during which I informed him that I was ac-
companied by my fiance and that I would meet her family
in Korea. He congratulated us stating he was, happy that
I was marrying a lovely Korean lady and he hoped we would
see one another in the future.

Upon arrival at Seoul we were met by U. S. Embassy
personnel, members of my fiance's family and a Korean-
American friend of ours, Ki Su Shin. While waiting for
the transfer of my baggage to my hotel I was chatting
with my friend Mr. Shin who stated that he noticed Tongsun
Park. get off the plane. I stated that I had been introduced
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to Tongsun Park on the flight to Seoul and Mr. Shin
stated that he understood that Tongsun Park was not
viewed with favor by the Korean Government.

With the aid of U.S. Embassy personnel Hyun
Ju Chang and I were married in a civil ceremony at
Seoul City Hall on Friday, October 17, 1975 and a re-
ligious ceremony on Saturday, October 18,.1975 at the
U. S. Army Base in Seoul.

I had many meetings with Korean Government offi-
cials over the next few days and my wife and I were
guests at several luncheons, dinners, and receptions
given by her family, the U.S. Ambassador and Korean offi-
cials to celebrate our wedding.

I had a meeting with the Prime Minister who pre-
sented us with a calligraphy that he had made himself in
honor of our wedding and at a dinner given by the Director
of the ECIA he presented us with a painting that he had
made in honor of our wedding. There is no way to deter-
mine the value of these personalized wedding gifts.

On our last day in Korea (Wed., Oct. 22) Tongsun
Park called me at the Chosun Hotel where we were staying
and asked me to join him at the Hotel for breakfast.

During the breakfast meeting he again congratulated
me on my marriage and expressed his pleasure that my wife
was Korean. He stated he wished to give us a wedding
present and presented me a small box containing two chop-
sticks and an envelope which contained Korean currency.
I thanked him but returned the envelope to him stating
something to the effect that we were departing Korea and
would be unable to use the currency. I thanked him for
his generous gesture. I do not know the amount of the
Korean currency.

We parted and I returned to the room to prepare to
check out of the hotel. _Later when I returned to the
lobby to complete the check out from the hotel I was ap-
proached by a Korean, whom I did not know, who said he was
an associate of Tongsun Park who handed me an envelope
and said Tongsun Park wanted me to receive it as a wedding
gift.
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I returned to my room, opened the envelope and
found $600.00 in U.S. currency and some Korean cur-
rency.

I suggested to my wife that she might want to
leave the Korean money with some member of her family
which she did.

The meetings outlined above are the only times I
have ever met Tongsun Park.

Very truly yours,

Charles H. Wilson
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APPENDIX D

THE COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT

In the Matter of

CHARLES H. WILSON

RESPONSE OF SPECIAL STAFF TO
THE ANSWER OF CHARLES H. WILSON

The Special Staff to the Committee submits this

memorandum pursuant to Rule 7(2) of the Committee Rules in

response to the answer of Congressman Charles H. Wilson to the

Statement of Alleged Violation (the "Statement") served on him.

First, Mr. Wilson argues that his letter of February 7, 1978,

in which he admitted for the first time the receipt of money from

Tongsun Park "was submitted voluntarily and at [his] own volition"

and "because such letter was submitted prior to the conduct of

any proceedings by this Committee or staff of matters to which this

questionnaire was addressed." The latter point is erroneous in

that the staff had conducted countless depositions during the

period of July 28, 1977 through February 7, 1978 attempting to

learn which Congressmen had been the beneficiaries of Park's

largess.

In any event the Statement alleges that Congressman

Wilson deliberately withheld information when he answered the



questionnaire and it is plainly unethical for a Congressman to

lie to a Committee of Congress even if he later admits that he

lied. Moreover, the staff will urge at the hearing that the

timing of Wilson's letter of February 7, 1978, makes it clear that

he recanted only because he feared at the time that the falsity

of his statement had become manifest to the Committee. Wilson

had been informed on January 19, 1978 that he was the subject of

the Committee's inquiry and at that time was requested to produce

correspondence with Tongsun Park. Newspaper accounts at that time

made it clear that Park was supplying the names of Congressmen to

whom he had given money in his testimony in Korea, and Congressman

Wilson, no doubt, feared that Park had implicated him.

Second, Wilson argues that the July 28, 1978 letter

could not provide the basis for a violation of Title 18, United

States Code, Section 1001 because "it is a negative response con-

tained in an unsworn statement arising from an investigative pro-

ceeding." Section 1001 of Title 18 prohibits anyone from making

"any false, fictitious or fradulent statement or representation"

or using "any false writing or document knowing the same to con-

tain any false, fictitious or fradulent statement or entry" in any

matter "within the jurisdiction of any Department or Agency of

the United States." This provision has been held to be applicable

to false statements made to the Congress. United States v.

Bramblett, 348 U.S. 503 (1955). Moreover, such statements need



not be under oath. Adler v. United States, 380 F.2d 917, 922

(2d Cir.), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 1006 (1967). !/

For the most part, Congressman Wilson simply denies

that his response, dated July 28, 1977, to the Committee

questionnaire was knowingly false. This claim and indeed his

other claims merely raise a factual issue which can only be re-

solved at a hearing before the Committee. In fact that is all

that Congressman Wilson requests. V

Conclusion

The Committee should proceed with the hearing requested

by Congressman Wilson pursuant to the Committee rules.

Respectfully submitted,

Thomas M. Fortuin
Counsel

*/ While we are aware that some courts have concluded in the con-
text of criminal investigations that an "exculpatory 'no'' in an
oral unsworn response to oral questioning by criminal investigators
does not constitute a "statement" within the meaning of Section
1001, see, e.g., United States v. Bedore, 455 F.2d 1109 (9th Cir.
1972); Paternostro v. United States, 31] F.2d 298 (5th Cir. 1962);
United States v. Erlichman, 379 F.Supp. 291 (D.D.C. 1974); United
States v. Stark, 131 F.Supp. 190 (D. Md. 1955), those cases have
no applicability here where the false statement was contained in a
written document signed by the Congressman and was supplied in re-
sponse to a written questionnaire.

**/ Congressman Wilson, however, requests that this hearing be
held in executive session. The staff opposes this request for the
reasons set forth in its response to a similar request made by
Congressman Edward R. Roybal.
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PROCEEDINGS RE: REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES
H. WILSON

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT,

Washington, D.C
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:20 p.m., in room

H-140, the Capitol, Hon. John J. Flynt, Jr. (chairman of the com-
mittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Flynt, Spence, Quillen, Bennett, Preyer,
Fenwick, and Caputo.

Also present: John M. Swanner, staff director; Martha Talley,
committee counsel; Jeffrey Harris, Thomas M. Fortuin, and John
W. Nields, Jr., professional staff members.

Mr. FLYNT. The committee will come to order. The staff director
will call the roll.

Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Flynt.
Mr. FLYNT. Here.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Spence.
Mr. SPENCE. Here.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Teague.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Quillen.
Mr. QUILLEN. Here.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Bennett.
Mr. BENNETr. Here.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Quie.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Hamilton.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Cochran.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Preyer.
Mr. PREYER. Here
Mr. SWANNER. Mrs. Fenwick.
Mrs. FENWICK. Here.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Flowers.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Caputo.
Mr. CAPUTO. Here.
Mr. SWANNER. Seven present; five absent, not voting.
Mr. FLYNT. A quorum is present.

(71)
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At this time, it is the duty of the Chair to make a statement of
the committee's authority to hold hearings and to state the purpose
and scope of this hearing.

This investigative hearing is held pursuant to House Rule X
4.(e)(1)(B), which provides that the Committee on Standards of Offi-
cial Conduct shall:

* * * investigate, subject to subparagraph (2) of this paragraph, any alleged
violation, by a Member, officer, or employee of the House, of the Code of Official
Conduct or of any law, rule, regulation, or other standard of conduct applicable to
the conduct of such Member, officer, or employee in the performance of his duties or
the discharge of his responsibilities, and, after notice and hearing, to recommend to
the House by resolution or otherwise, such action as the committee may deem
appropriate in the circumstances;

Additionally, House Resolution 252, 95th Congress, 1st session,
mandates, in section 3, that this committee:

* * * after appropriate notice and hearing, shall report to the House of Represen-
tatives its recommendations as to such action, if any, that the committee deems
appropriate by the House of Representatives as a result of any alleged violation of
the Code of Official Conduct or of any law, rule, regulation, or other standard of
conduct applicable to the conduct of such Member, officer, or employee in the
performance of his duties or the discharge of his responsibilities.

The scope and purpose of this hearing is to resolve the allega-
tions contained in the statement of alleged violation with regard to
Charles H. Wilson.

The object of this hearing shall be to ascertain the truth.
The statement of alleged violation has been served, and do you

insist that the statement be read, or do you waive the reading?
Mr. VOLNER. We will waive the reading.
Mr. FLYNT. The respondent and counsel waive the reading of the

alleged violation, and without objection the statement of alleged
violation will be included in the record at this point.

Reading of the response of the special staff to the answer of
Mr. Wilson is waived by the staff and by the committee and without
objection is to be inserted at this point.

[The information is set forth as Appendix D, hereof.]
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Volner, have you been supplied a copy of the

supplemental rules of procedure?
Mr. VOLNER. I have, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. I just wanted to make sure the record shows that you

have.
The committee counsel, Mr. Nields, or his assistant, Mr. Fortuin,

will now under the rules make an opening statement, if either one
so desires.

Mr. FORTUIN. If it please the committee, the evidence in this case
will show on July 28, 1978, the respondent, Congressman Charles
Wilson, of California, responded to a questionnaire which had been
sent out by the committee in which the committee asked whether
or not, among other things, he had received anything of value over
$100 from Tongsun Park.

The evidence will show he indicated he did not. He signed the
questionnaire and forwarded it to the committee.

There is no dispute that statement was false. In fact, at the time
of his wedding in Korea in 1975, Mr. Wilson received approximate-
ly $600 in American money as well as Korean currency from
Tongsun Park.



The staff submits the evidence will further establish Mr. Wilson
knew the answer was false when he made it and he intended to
deceive the committee.

The evidence will show he kept the questionnaire for 7 weeks.
At this time, as the committee well recalls, Tongsun Park was

outside the territorial limits of the United States; few believed he
would ever be a witness before this committee. There seemed little
likelihood his truthful testimony would be obtained.

In the last days of 1977, however, and the early days of 1978, all
that changed.

On December 31, 1977, the papers carried the story the Korean
Government had agreed to let Mr. Tongsun Park testify in an
agreement with the Department of Justice.

On January 13 and 14, 1978, the papers indicated Park had
begun testifying in Korea to the Department of Justice. All this
time, Mr. Wilson was silent with respect to the questionnaire re-
sponse he submitted to the committee.

Five days later a lawyer and investigator visited Mr. Wilson with
a letter over the signature of the special counsel, Leon Jaworski,
and requested information as to contacts Mr. Wilson had had with
Tongsun Park.

Thus, in short order, Mr. Wilson learned Mr. Park was testifying
in Korea and the committee was conducting an investigation.

The press carried numerous stories of the testimony being given
in Seoul. That was in early February of 1978. It was against this
background on February 7, 1978, that Mr. Wilson sent in a letter to
the committee in which he admitted for the first time having
received a large sum of cash-large at least by my standards of
receiving currency-in the sum of $600 from Tongsun Park. He
claimed at the time he answered the questionnaire he was thinking
of gifts to a Member for the purpose of influencing his functions
and not as currency given as a present for a wedding.

Then he indicated he had been interviewed by an FBI member
and an attorney for the Department of Justice and he admitted
meeting him, but not the fact that he had received anything from
Tongsun Park.

This chronology makes it clear Mr. Wilson admitted receiving
money from Tongsun Park only when the falsity of Mr. Wilson's
questionnaire would become manifest. In fact, Mr. Park did not tell
of the payment, but Mr. Wilson did not know that, because these
were secret meetings. The impression was that Park had told all.

That is the outline of the evidence I will present in arguing these
facts after the conclusion of the presentation of evidence. Thank
you.

Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Volner, do you wish to make an opening state-
ment at this time?

Let the record show Representative Charles H. Wilson is present
and is represented by his counsel, Mr. Ian D. Volner.

Mr. VOLNER. The baseline facts in this proceeding are not very
much in dispute, although counsel has set them forth at some
length. We freely admit and the Congressman has admitted from
the beginning that his original statement was at least incomplete
insofar as he failed to report the receipt of the wedding present
from Tongsun Park.



In February 1978, that omission was corrected voluntarily and
freely by the Congressman of his own free will and volition; and as
staff counsel belatedly acknowledged, long before that information
had been supplied to the committee by Tongsun Park.

The question then is very simple: Did Congressman Wilson delib-
erately and willfully fail to report the information to the commit-
tee? Did he try to suppress that information? Did he try to with-
hold it from the committee? Is there any evidence to support that
impression?

Your counsel has said that is a matter of circumstantial evi-
dence, but there is a difference between circumstantial evidence
and speculation and guesswork.

You will hear testimony from Congressman Wilson that he genu-
inely forgot the wedding present at the time he was interviewed by
the FBI and at the time he responded to the questionnaire. You
will hear, having filed the questionnaire, he took the unusual step
of interceding with the Government of Korea to procure the return
of Tongsun Park from Korea so this committee could have his
testimony. That is not the action of a guilty man trying to suppress
knowledge from the committee.

You will hear from Congressman Wilson, that when he discov-
ered his mistake, he promptly disclosed it to the committee long
before Tongsun Park ever came forward.

Under these circumstances, we submit if this committee finds
Congressman Wilson should be sanctioned or reprimanded, the
committee will not only have done an injustice but you will do your
own committee a disservice, making it impossible for future Mem-
bers of this House to correct mistakes they may have made.

We believe and can clearly show the Congressman's action was
sheer inadvertence; that it was corrected as soon as possible. For
this he should be commended for his candor in coming forward and
reporting his own mistake to the committee.

Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Fortuin, call your first witness.
Mr. FORTUIN. The staff calls John Pontius.
Mr. FLYNT. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will

give before this committee in this matter will be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. PONTIUS. I do.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN PONTIUS
Mr. FLYNT. Are you represented by counsel?
Mr. PONTIUS. Yes, I am.
Mr. FLYNT. Will you identify him?
Mr. PONTIUS. Charles Schulze.
Mr. SCHULZE. My name is Charles Schulze, 1010 Vermont

Avenue, Washington, D.C.
Mr. FLYNT. You are attending this hearing in company with Mr.

Pontius as his counsel?
Mr. SCHULZE. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. By whom are you employed?
Mr. PONTIUS. Charles H. Wilson of California.
Mr. FORTUIN. What is your position with Mr. Wilson?
Mr. PONTIUS. That of administrative assistant.
Mr. FORTUIN. How long have you been so employed?



Mr. PONTIUS. I have been employed with Congressman Charles
Wilson since February 23, 1971.

Mr. FORTUIN. Do you recall a time, Mr. Pontius, when a question-
naire from this committee was received in the offices of Mr. Wilson
which dealt with his contacts with Koreans and the Korean Gov-
ernment?

Mr. PONTIUS. Yes, I do.
Mr. FORTUIN. Prior to that time did you have any discussion with

Mr. Wilson or were you present at any discussion in which the
name Tongsun Park came up with Mr. Wilson at which Mr. Wilson
was also present?

Mr. PONTIUS. This may be an isolated instance, but at one point
in 1976, there were numerous society stories in the papers as to
Tongsun Park entertaining locally, and Mr. Wilson said in passing
he had not been invited to any of his receptions and that he, in
fact, had not met the gentleman.

Mr. FORTUIN. He said he had not met Tongsun Park?
Mr. PONTIUS. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. How many times did he tell you that he had not

met Tongsun Park, if you recall?
Mr. Poimus. Mr. Fortuin, I am not certain. I would say once or

maybe twice, before the questionnaire, and what he said at that
time in terms of the papers, it was something said very lightly in
passing as an aside. There was nothing which precipitated bringing
it up.

Mr. FORTUIN. What is your best recollection as to when that
conversation took place?

Mr. Poi-'us. In 1976.
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you have any other conversation with Mr.

Wilson or in Mr. Wilson's presence relating to Tongsun Park prior
to the time your office received the questionnaire?

Mr. PONTIUS. There were two communications from Mr. Spencer
Robbins concerning the use of a limousine and an invitation, but
those were the only times Mr. Park's name came up.

Mr. FORTUIN. When was the first time that you spoke to Mr.
Robbins?

Mr. PONTIUS. It is hard to recall the time. It was possibly in the
fall of 1975, before Congressman Wilson went on a trip before his
marriage to his present wife, possibly the spring of 1976.

Mr. FORTuIN. That is Capt. Spencer Robbins, an employee of
Tongsun Park?

Mr. PoiIus. I spoke to Spencer Robbins; yes.
Mr. FoRTuIN. Did you call him, or did he call you?
Mr. PONTIUS. I called him.
Mr. FORTUIN. How was it that you came to call Mr. Robbins?
Mr. PONTIUS. For some reason, I had a slip of paper on my desk

which had Mr. Spencer or Mr. Spencer Robbins and a phone
number on it.

Mr. FORTUIN. Do you know who gave you that piece of paper?
Mr. PONTIUS. I am not completely certain who gave it. In one of

my depositions I mentioned if it was before Mr. Wilson went to
Korea it possibly could have been the gentleman who escorted him
on the trip.

Mr. FORTUIN. Who was that?



Mr. PONTIUS. Minister Hu, minister of China-Taiwan Embassy.
Mr. FORTUIN. Do you recall what he told you when he gave you

that slip of paper?
Mr. PONTIUS. No; I do not really recall. It was just to call Mr.

Spencer Robbins.
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you call Mr. Robbins?
Mr. PONTIUS. I did.
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you discuss this with Mr. Wilson before doing

so?
Mr. PONTIUS. No; I do not believe I talked to Mr. Wilson.
Mr. FORTUIN. What did you say when you spoke to Mr. Robbins

on this first occasion?
Mr. PONTIUS. I introduced myself, and it was a very brief conver-

sation, and it was either that conversation or a second conversation
about an invitation. The two may have occurred at the same time,
but the subject of the use of a limousine came up.

Mr. FORTUIN. Tell us first about the conversation. Who was
inviting whom?

Mr. PONTIUS. The invitation was being initiated by Mr. Park for
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson to attend a breakfast between the three of
them, a breakfast or a dinner.

Mr. FORTUIN. When you say Mrs. Wilson, are you referring to
the second Mrs. Wilson?

Mr. PONTIUS. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. Were they, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, at that time or

had they yet to be married?
Mr. PONTIUS. I cannot recall. If it was fall of 1975, they had yet

to be married. If it was spring of 1976, they were in fact married.
Mr. FORTUIN. In any event, the trip they were about to go on was

to be paid for by whom, that Mr. and Mrs. Wilson were to go
on--

Mr. VOLNER. Mr. Chairman, I am going to object to that ques-
tion. The scope of that is whether the Congressman knowingly,
deliberately then and there well knew if his answer was false.

This question is as to his travel arrangements. He may have
been going to California. Even if he were going to Korea, it is
beyond the scope of this hearing.

Mr. FORTUIN. It is when he first had contact with Tongsun Park.
The only way to get at that is it is a matter of setting you a
chronology so we have every contact of Mr. Wilson with Mr. Park.
There are several trips, and if I do not identify it, the record will
be unclear as to which trip we are talking about.

Mr. VOLNER. The witness has already testified as to the date of
this invitation.

Mr. FLYNT. What would be the relevance of the answer to the
question that you just asked?

Mr. FORTUIN. It would fix the trip as only one possible trip, the
October 1975 trip. If counsel stipulates that is the trip we are
talking about, I will withdraw.

Mr. VOLNER. I will not specifically stipulate, but he may ask the
witness the best of his recollection at the time the limousine was
arranged for. The witness has said, if it was in the fall of 1975, it
was before he was married, and if it was in the spring of 1976, it



was after he was married. I will stipulate to that. But where the
trip was to, I have a great deal of objection to that.

Mr. FORTUIN. The answer will identify which trip it was and will
resolve the ambiguity the counsel is objecting to.

Mr. VOLNER. I do not object to the ambiguity.
Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Witness, where do you believe Mr. Wilson was

going on this occasion, on the occasion you spoke to Mr. Robbins?
Mr. PONTIUS. I spoke to Mr. Robbins on either one or two occa-

sions. The subject matter of the limousine and the invitation could
have been the same call or a different call. The invitation would
have occurred probably in the spring of 1976 or the fall of 1975.

Mr. FORTUIN. How about the discussion with respect to the lim-
ousine?

Mr. PONTIUS. It could have occurred at either of those times as
well.

Mr. FORTUIN. You said you got the card with respect to Spencer
Robbins from Mr. Hu at the Embassy?

Mr. PONTIUS. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. Does that help you establish where Mr. Wilson was

going on the trip for which he needed the limousine?
Mr. PONTIUS. I am just really not certain.
Mr. FORTUIN. That does not help you?
Mr. PONTIUS. No.
Mr. FORTUIN. And you have no idea why Mr. Hu, of the Chinese

Embassy, why he asked you to call Mr. Robbins?
Mr. PONTIUS. I mentioned earlier, of the people who possibly

gave me a piece of paper, it could have been Mr. Hu, and Mr.
Wilson did go to Korea a couple of weeks after I saw Mr. Hu. There
was one time about the limousine or invitation Mr. Wilson said he
was unavailable. I do not know if he was going to his district or on
a trip.

Mr. FORTUIN. So you have no idea which trip it was in which you
had this discussion about a limousine. You do not have any idea
which that was?

The trip in which Mr. Hu accompanied Mr. Wilson occurred
when?

Mr. PONTIUS. That is precise. It occurred probably late Septem-
ber, early October 1975.

Mr. FORTUIN. That is the trip on which the Congressman ulti-
mately got married?

Mr. PONTIUS. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. But you do not know if that is the trip when Mr.

Hu gave you the card with respect to Mr. Robbins?
I thought you testified earlier you believed you got the slip of

paper from the person who was going to accompany Mr. Wilson on
the trip.

Mr. PONTIUS. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. That would be Mr. Hu?
Mr. PONTIUS. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Hu accompanied Mr. Wilson on the trip in

October 1975?
Mr. PONTIUS. That is right.
Mr. FORTUIN. So you got the note with respect to Spencer Rob-

bins in October of 1975?



Mr. PONTIUS. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. Then you did call Spencer Robbins?
Mr. PONTIUS. I did.
Mr. FORTUIN. Tell us as best you recall the conversation you had

with Mr. Spencer Robbins.
.Mr. PONTIUS. I called the number not knowing who Mr. Spencer

Robbins was. The girl put me on hold and there was music in the
background while I was on hold.

Mr. Robbins answered the phone and I said I was John Pontius
of Congressman Wilson's office. The whole call only lasted a
minute or two, but at some point during the call, the matter of a
limousine came up.

Mr. FORTUIN. Who brought up the idea of a limousine?
Mr. PONTIUS. I cannot specifically recall if he brought it up or I

brought it up. But he knew what I was talking about, because the
limousine was subsequently arranged.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did you ask Mr. Robbins for a limousine or did he
offer it to you?

Mr. PONTIUS. My recollection is uncertain, honestly uncertain.
Mr. FORTUIN. What did you tell Mr. Robbins with respect to the

limousine?
Mr. PONTIUS. I said it is possible Mr. Wilson could use a limou-

sine.
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you tell him to deliver it at a certain time or

place?
Mr. PONTIUS. No, I did not.
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you tell him you would get back to him and

tell the time and place?
Mr. PONTIus. As I recall, I did.
Mr. FORTUIN. How did you leave it with Mr. Robbins?
Mr. PONTIUS. As I recollect, I left it with Mr. Robbins, there was

a limousine available for Congressman Wilson, but we did not tie
down where the Congressman lived or what time he wanted to get
the limousine.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did you then have communication with anybody
else in the office about the limousine?

Mr. PONTIUS. I do not know if I mentioned it to Congressman
Wilson, but he would be the only person.

Mr. FORTUIN. You had to mention it to someone so they could
call the limousine and tell it where to go, did you not?

Mr. PONTIUS. For some reason, the whole incident is rather un-
usual, because I was caught in the middle of a series of fact
situations: Order a limousine; ascertain the time and place-it
seems to me Mr. Robbins knew more about it than I did. I was not
even certain at the time that the limousine was ever used. There
was just that one call--

Mr. FORTUIN. You later became certain that the limousine was
used?

Mr. PONTIUS. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. You had a conversation with Mr. Wilson and he

told you he had used Park's limousine?
Mr. PONTIUS. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. Other than the incidents you have testified to, do

you have any recollection of conversations with Mr. Wilson?



Mr. PONTIUS. As to Tongsun Park prior to the receipt of the
questionnaire, no; just those I mentioned. To summarize, there was
a newspaper article about invitations, where he indicated he had
not met this fellow.

Mr. FORTUIN. Had not Mr. Wilson told you at one time that he
had been told not to meet Tongsun Park?

Mr. PONTIUS. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. When was that?
Mr. PONTIUS. I am really not certain when it occurred.
Mr. FORTUIN. Tell us what was said.
Mr. PONTIUS. As I said in my deposition, I believe-and inciden-

tally, I have not received a copy of my deposition.
Mr. FORTUIN. I did give you the opportunity to read them yester-

day.
Mr. PONTIUS. You gave me the first opportunity to quickly

review them. I was never given an indication before Monday or
Tuesday that the committee was thinking of using me, and those
depositions go back to May.

Ambassador Hahm had told Mr. Wilson that he should not meet
him.

Mr. FORTUIN. I told you I would meet with you, I would be there
at any hour of the day or night to review those transcripts; is that
not correct?

'Mr. PONTIUS. Yes. You also said that my counsel would have to
request permission of the committee and the committee probably
could not get a quorum, so the question was moot.

Mr. FORTUIN. I told you if you desired a copy, to keep within
House rules, the committee would have to consider the request.
But in any event, I would make it available to you. Is that correct?

Mr. PONTIUS. Correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. Tell us further as to the instance in which he was

told not to meet Tongsun Park.
Mr. PONTIUS. There was no further conversation. He just men-

tioned that Tongsun Park-it was not necessary to know Tongsun
Park or to meet with Tongsun Park.

Mr. FORTUIN. He had been told not to meet him; is that correct?
Mr. PONTIUS. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. Who told him?
Mr. PONTIUS. Ambassador Hahm.
Mr. FORTUIN. I take it, Mr. Pontius, you have told us of every

conversation you recall in which Mr. Wilson was present prior to
the receipt of the committee questionnaire.

Mr. PONTIUS. Yes, I believe so.
Mr. FORTUIN. After the committee questionnaire arrived, you

had other discussions with Mr. Wilson as to how he should respond
to the questionnaire?

Mr. PONTIUS. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. How many such conversations were there, as best

you recall?
Mr. PONTIUS. I would imagine a few, particularly the day it came

in.
Mr. FORTUIN. The day it came in? What was said the day it came

in?

'I



Mr. PONTIUS. We received the questionnaire and also a letter
from Mr. Lacovara stating all Members of Congress were respect-
fully asked to state if they had any communications with any
member of the Government of Korea; and they were also asked
about office accounts. When the letter came in, the personal secre-
tary gave it to me and I gave it to the Congressman. The Congress-
man then asked, were all Members asked to send in the question-
naire? Why do they use January 1970, rather than any other date,
and questions of that sort, and whether it was necessary to respond
or not.

Mr. FORTUIN. Thereafter, did you have subsequent conversations
with the Congressman in his answering of the questionnaire?

Mr. PONTIUS. No; he just set the questionnaire aside for a period
of time until the day came to answer it. When that time came, he
answered it very quickly and promptly.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did you go over the questionnaire with Mr. Wilson,
Mr. Pontius?

Mr. PONTIUS. What do you mean? Did I go over it?
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you go over it with him as to what his re-

sponses would be?
Mr. PONTIUS. Really, not in that much depth. The Congressman

is a very intelligent individual and he had received a copy of a
questionnaire in which they have asked the Congressman himself
to answer. He asked me only to provide him-to verify the dates of
various trips he had taken and in a previous letter to the commit-
tee, we had mentioned trips of 1975 and 1976 which you asked us
to verify. The Congressman said there may be a trip earlier and
there was a 1971 trip. We actually took the questionnaire and filled
in where applicable.

When he was ready to answer the questionnaire he dictated it
and a couple of sentences which are at the bottom of the question-
naire.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did he express any hesitancy to you about answer-
ing the questionnaire?

Mr. PONTIUS. Hesitancy in what sense, counsel?
Mr. FORTUIN. That he did not think he should respond to it too

quickly.
Mr. PONTIUS. No; not in that respect, just in the sense of well, I

guess all my other colleagues are beginning to answer it, and I
think it is time for me to answer, and he dictated a few minutes
later.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did you have any conversation about who he knew,
the people listed on the questionnaire, about which ones Congress-
man Wilson knew and which he did not know?

Mr. PONTIUS. The only individual I believe was, as I recall him
saying something about, was Suzi Park Thomson. He mentioned he
had seen her or had been invited to a reception or dinner party at
her house.

Mr. FORTUIN. What did you say?
Mr. PONTIUS. I said Suzi Park Thomson-I guess at the time she

was the former Speaker's personal assistant and it would not be
unusual for people in the Congress to know Suzi Park Thomson.

Mr. FORTUIN. How many times was the questionnaire response
redrafted, Mr. Pontius?



Mr. PONTIUS. I have not really been asked that before. I would
have to check my files. But the questionnaire came in, because the
meat of the questions were very confusing. If you answered the yes
to any of the above, this whole long list of people and incidents, the
press could possibly say-if Mr. Wilson answered yes to had you
met Suzi Park Thomson, they could say, yes, he had met A, B, C,
and D. So all we did was take the questionnaire and clip it to a
piece of paper with his closing remarks. I remember him dictating
it; I wrote it out in longhand, and I gave it to his personal secre-
tary who typed it up, and she in turn typed in the 1971 trip. So it
possibly could have been one draft, maybe two, if there was a
typing thing.

Mr. FORTUIN. But you took time to make sure the answers were
unambiguous; is that right?

Mr. PONTIUS. I do not know if anybody is taking the time to
make certain answers were unambiguous, but we took time to
make sure Suzi Park Thomson was in a certain part of the re-
sponse.

Mr. FORTuIN. Because she was the only person the Congressman
had a positive reply for?

Mr. PONTIUS. I only took the names--
Mr. FORTUIN. The answers were no except Suzi Park Thomson; is

that correct?
Mr. PONTIUS. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. No further questions of this witness, Mr. Chair-

man.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Volner.
Mr. VOLNER. Mr. Pontius, as to the limousine episode, you have

no recollection as to whether that trip was in the fall of 1975 or
spring of 1976?

Mr. PONTIUS. That is correct.
Mr. VOLNER. Did Congressman Wilson instruct you to call Pacific

Development Corp. to get a limousine for the trip?
Mr. PONTIUS. No, counsel. It is my recollection he did not know

what Pacific Development Corp. Inc., was.
Mr. VOLNER. Was there any time prior to February 1978 when

Congressman Wilson told you that he had met Tongsun Park?
Mr. PONTIUS. Would you repeat your question? Was there any

time before January or February 1978 that he had said he had
actually met Tongsun Park?

Mr. VOLNER. Correct.
Mr. PONTIUS. The answer is no, there was no time.
Mr. VOLNER. Did you ever see Tongsun Park in the office?
Mr. PONTIUS. No.
Mr. VOLNER. Did you ever see Congressman Wilson in any other

place with Tongsun Park?
Mr. PONTIUS. No.
Mr. VOLNER. No further questions, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. FLYNT. Redirect.
Mr. FORTUIN. Nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. You may step down, Mr. Pontius.
Call your next witness.
Mr. FORTUIN. I would like to offer some documents.



Counsel and I have reached a stipulation that the letter from
Philip Lacovara and the questionnaire marked as exhibits W-2 and
W-1 for identification were received by Mr. Wilson, and Mr.
Wilson responded to the above-mentioned letter and questionnaire
by a letter signed by him dated July 28, 1970, which has been
marked as exhibit W-3 for identification. And the stipulation con-
tinues that W-3 for identification was received at the committee
offices on or shortly after July 28, 1977. I would offer those exhibits
at this time, W-1, W-2, and W-3.

Mr. FLYNT. Any objection.
Mr. VOLNER. No objection.
Mr. FLYNT. Without objection they will be received as marked.

(See exhibits.)
Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Chairman, at this time I would also like to

offer certain public-record material consisting of newspaper arti-
cles, from December 31, 1977, through mid-January, prior to Janu-
ary 19, 1978, which have to do with the testimony of Tongsun Park
in Seoul, Korea-these articles are from the New York Times, the
Washington Post, and the Los Angeles Times-to establish what
was going on in the public record at this time with respect to Mr.
Park's testimony.

Mr. FLYNT. Do you have a stipulation on that?
Mr. FORTUIN. I do not at this time. We just got them all together.

They are marked as exhibits W-6, W-7, W-8, W-9, W-10, and
W-11.

Mr. VOLNER. Mr. Chairman, I have some reservations about the
relevance of this testimony. But I will not object to its introduction,
for what it is worth.

Mr. FLYNT. If there is no objection, they will be received.
[Whereupon, committee hearing exhibits Nos. W-6 through

W-11, inclusive, were received in evidence.] [See exhibits.]
Mr. FLYNT. However, the Chair is going to state in order to have

any probative value, I think you would have to establish that Mr.
Wilson has seen them.

Mr. FORTUIN. Well, I hope to review these with Mr. Wilson at the
time when I have his testimony. But I do think what is going on in
the public domain certainly in a city like this is relevant to a
hearing like this. In any event, counsel has no objection, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. VOLNER. I do suggest that it does not have probative value,
because it has not been linked to the Congressman. It has not been
linked to anything which is at issue in this proceeding. I will wait
for cross-examination.

Mr. FORTUIN. I do not think the Congressman will deny he reads
the Los Angeles Times. That is his home district.

Mr. FLYNT. Without objection it will be received.
Mr. FORTUIN. Special staff calls as its next witness Martha

Talley.
Mr. FLYNT. Ms. Talley, will you take the stand please, ma'am.
Will you raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear that the

testimony you will give before this committee in the matter now
under consideration will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?

Ms. TALLEY. I do.



Mr. FLYNT. You may be seated.

TESTIMONY OF MARTHA TALLEY, PROFESSIONAL STAFF
MEMBER, COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT

Mr. FLYNT. You are Martha Talley?
Ms. TALLEY. That is correct.
Mr. FLYNT. Are you employed by this committee?
Ms. TALLEY. Yes, sir, I am.
Mr. FORTUIN. What is your position with the committee?
Ms. TALLEY. I am an attorney. I am on the special staff investi-

gating the Korean influence matter pursuant to House Resolution
252.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did there come a time when you had a conversa-
tion with Congressman Charles Wilson?

Ms. TALLEY. I have had a number of conversations with Con-
gressman Wilson.

Mr. FORTUIN. Focusing your attention now on the first such
conversation, when did that occur?

Ms. TALLEY. I believe the first conversation I had with Congress-
man Wilson was in his office, on January 19, 1978.

Mr. FORTUIN. Who was present?
Ms. TALLEY. Congressman Wilson, his administrative assistant,

John Pontius, myself, and a committee investigator, Harold Gos-
sett.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did you bring with you any documents on that
occasion that you gave to Mr. Wilson?

Ms. TALLEY. Yes, I brought with me a letter signed by then
Special Counsel Leon Jaworski.

Mr. FORTUIN. Let me show you form letter marked W-4, and ask
you if that is a blank form letter of the type of letter that you
delivered.

Ms. TALLEY. Yes; it is.
Mr. FORTUIN. And was the letter that you actually delivered

filled out, I take it?
Ms. TALLEY. Yes; it had Congressman Wilson's name on it. All

the blanks were filled in.
Mr. FORTUIN. And that letter requests, does it not, among other

things, correspondence of Mr. Wilson with Tongsun Park; is that
correct?

Ms. TALLEY. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. Now, the form I notice is blank. What period of

time was requested, if you can recall?
Ms. TALLEY. I believe it went back to 1967.
Mr. FORTUIN. Incidentally, the reason we are using a blank letter

is that the committee copy is still with the Jaworski firm. Is that
correct?

Ms. TALLEY. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. Now, will you tell us what was said on this occa-

sion with respect to the letter, W-4, and what was said with
respect to other matters when you spoke to Mr. Wilson on January
19?

Ms. TALLEY. As I recall, we came into the office, introductions
were made. I had spoken to Mr. Pontius previously on the tele-
phone I think in setting up the interview. Mr. Wilson commented



that he was frankly surprised to hear from us, or request for this
appointment, because he had shortly before been informed by the
Speaker, Mr. O'Neill, that he was not under investigation by the
committee. He reviewed the letter that we had brought from Mr.
Jaworski, and he commented, just as he was looking over it, read-
ing what documents we were asking for, he commented that he
was fairly certain he had no correspondence with Tongsun Park,
because he had met him only once on an airplane flying to Seoul.
From the conversation it seemed that it was an accidental meeting,
and they had a casual conversation.

He went on to say that he had written one letter that he recalled
to President Park of Korea, commending the work of Ambassador
Hahm, I think that was when Ambassador Hahm was leaving the
United States. He asked about the format of the proceeding. He
asked-he was sort of wondering aloud whether he should have
counsel. He asked about the format. We explained the deposition-
we explained there would be a single Congressman present, we
gave him the general outline of the kinds of questions we would be
asking. He mentioned that-both he and Mr. Pontius mentioned
they were concerned about-concerned that the investigation
would proceed expeditiously.

He mentioned he had a primary election in June, and we indicat-
ed that we also were interested in having the investigation go
quickly.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did Mr. Wilson mention to you the date of the
meeting that he had with Tongsun Park on the airplane?

Ms. TALLEY. According to the memorandum that I wrote at the
time, he did, yes.

Mr. FORTUIN. And do you have an independent recollection of
the date?

Ms. TALLEY. I don't have an independent recollection of the date.
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you make a memo of that at the time of your

conversation?
Ms. TALLEY. Yes; I made a memorandum the same day.
Mr. FORTUIN. Let me just show you a copy of your memorandum.

Is that a copy of your memorandum?
Ms. TALLEY. That is the original of the memorandum.
Mr. FORTUIN. Does that contain the date of the meeting Mr.

Wilson told you about with Tongsun Park?
Ms. TALLEY. Yes; it does.
Mr. FORTUIN. What is the date?
Ms. TALLEY. October 16, 1975.
Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Mr. VOLNER. I have a few questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Volner.
Mr. VOLNER. You put into your memorandum Congressman

Wilson said not only he had no correspondence with Tongsun Park,
but he only met him once on October 16, 1975, on a flight from
Taipei to Seoul. Did you ask Congressman Wilson whether he ever
received anything of value from Tongsun Park?

Ms. TALLEY. I don't believe I asked him any such question.
Mr. VOLNER. Did you ask him whether he ever met Tongsun

Park again?
Ms. TALLEY. No, I didn't.



Mr. VOLNER. So you simply noted that information and went on?
Ms. TALLEY. That is right.
Mr. VOLNER. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORTUIN. Nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. You may step down, Ms. Talley.
Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Chairman, we have an additional stipulation.

Incidentally, I would offer exhibit W-4, which is the Jaworski
letter.

Mr. FLYNT. Any objection?
Mr. VOLNER. I don t know whether I have objection. I would like

to see it. I think we might be able to do better, because I have a
copy of the letter received by Mr. Wilson.

Mr. FORTUIN. If we could substitute that, we would be happy to
do that.

Mr. VOLNER. I would like to see that one.
Mr. FORTUIN. Certainly.
Mr. VOLNER. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman. I do have one further

question from Ms. Talley.
Mr. FLYNT. Do you have any objection?
Mr. FORTUIN. No objection.
Mr. FLYNT. Ms. Talley, would you resume the stand.
Mr. VOLNER. Ms. Talley, were you subsequently supplied copies

of correspondence of any nature between Congressman Wilson,
Korean governmental officials, Tongsun Park, Hancho Kim, be-
tween January 1, 1968, and the date of this letter by Congressman
Wilson or by me?

Ms. TALLEY. Yes, I was. But the correspondence did not include
letters from Tongsun Park, as I recall.

Mr. VOLNER. You have answered my question, thank you.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Fortuin, do you have any questions?
Mr. FORTUIN. No questions.
Mr. VOLNER. I think you might do better to offer the real letter

in evidence.
Mr. FORTUIN. I would prefer to do that. With that understanding,

I would offer as Exhibit W-4 the original version of the Jaworski
letter that was referred to in Ms. Talley's testimony.

Mr. FLYNT. I understand it is a copy.
Mr. VOLNER. It is a Xerox copy.
Mr. FORTUIN. That is fine.
Mr. FLYNT. Without objection it is entered in the record. [Where-

upon, Committee hearing exhibit No. W-4 was received in evi-
dence.] (See exhibits.)

Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Chairman, we have a further stipulation that
on or about February 7, 1978, Congressman Wilson caused to be
delivered to the committee a letter dated February 7, 1978, and
bearing his signature, which is exhibit W-5. And I would offer that
at this time. I would dispense with reading these exhibits, because
I believe the committee has been furnished copies of them.

Mr. FLYNT. Do you have any objection?
Mr. VOLNER. No objection.
Mr. FLYNT. Without objection, it is received and made a part of

the record.
[Whereupon, committee hearing exhibit No. W-5 was received in

evidence.] (See exhibits.)
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Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Chairman, special staff has no further evi-
dence to offer at this time with respect to the statement of alleged
violation filed against Mr. Wilson.

Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Volner.
Mr. VOLNER. Mr. Chairman, we hate to impose upon the commit-

tee but Congressman Wilson has a prepared statement which he
would like to read.

Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Wilson, would you please rise and let me admin-
ister the oath. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will
give before this committee in the matter now under consideration
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you God?

Mr. WILSON. I do.
Mr. FLYNT. You are Representative Charles H. Wilson.
Mr. WILSON. That is correct.
Mr. FLYNT. A Representative from the 25th District of the State

of California?
Mr. WILSON. Thirty-first District.
Mr. FLYNT. Thirty-first District, excuse me. Thirty-first District

of California.
Do you wish to make a statement to the committee rather than

to have questions posed to you by your counsel at this time?
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I am reluctant to give you the same

statement I did in executive session. Yet since this has been opened
up, I feel in fairness to myself I should--

Mr. FLYNT. Yes.
Mr. WILSON. It is as difficult for me to do it, Mr. Chairman, as it

may be for you to hear it a second time. But I would like to do
that.

Mr. FLYNT. Well, I think it is necessary both for you and the
committee that it be read into the record.

Mr. WILSON. Thank you.

TESTIMONY OF HON. CHARLES H. WILSON, A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee.
I welcome the opportunity to appear before you today and to be

afforded the chance to squarely address the serious charge which
has been made against me.

For 24 years I have served the people of California, first in the
California Legislature and then in this House of Representatives.
This is the first time that I have ever been accused of misconduct
by my colleagues. For that reason, I regard the allegation as a
matter of the utmost importance. And I am deeply appreciative of
this opportunity to demonstrate my innocence.

As I understand it, the charge against me is that I knowingly
and willfully submitted a false statement to this committee. This is
based upon the fact that, in my original response to this commit-
tee's questionnaire of June 15, 1977, I failed to report the wedding
present which Mrs. Wilson and I received from Tongsun Park on
the occasion of our wedding in Seoul, Korea, in October 1975. I
freely admit that, in my original response to this committee's
questionnaire, I did neglect to report the fact of the wedding pres-
ent. But I subsequently discovered my mistake; and I voluntarily



corrected it. I am accused of having lied even though I told the
truth.

I solemnly and earnestly swear to you that I did not knowingly,
deliberately, or willfully supply this committee with false informa-
tion. The mistake I made was an innocent one. I know of only one
way to demonstrate this. That is to set forth, as clearly and careful-
ly as I can, the facts. These facts will show that my mistake was a
genuine good faith error.

Let me start with the circumstances surrounding the preparation
of my response to the committee's questionnaire. As you will recall,
the questionnaire was issued by the committee's then Special Coun-
cil on June 15, 1977. I will be frank to say that the questionnaire
surprised and annoyed me. I felt that the questionnaire was arbi-
trary and confusing. It was not clear to me whether the informa-
tion sought related to my official capacity or my personal life.
Moreover, some questions had a number of subparts. As a result, a
lot of things got mixed together. In particular, question 3-the
question which I am charged with having deliberately falsified my
answer to-dealt with me, my immediate family and my staff; it
asked for information of four different types of dealings; and it
then set forth a list of five different Korean names. But only a
"yes" or "no" answer was called for. Thus, any answer would
seemingly apply to myself, my staff or my family, all the different
transactions covered and all five of the different persons named. I
was confused by this structure.

I remember complaining to my Administrative Assistant, Mr.
John Pontius, about the confusion caused by the questionnaire and
I believe that Mr. Pontius confirmed this in his deposition. So,
when the questionnaire first came in, I did nothing about it.

Toward the end of July 1977-in other words, about a month
after I had received it-I decided that I should answer the ques-
tionnaire. I understand that some Members never did respond to
the questionnaire. But I knew that many of my colleagues were
attempting to do so and I concluded that it was my duty to respond
to the questions-confusing though they were-as best I could. I
prepared my answer almost entirely from memory. I made a list of
the trips which I had taken to Korea in order to respond to ques-
tion 1. As it turned out, I made a mistake in the compilation of
that list, as well as in my response of question 3. I corrected this
omission concerning my trips to Korea in a letter dated February
21, 1978.

Question 3 presented a separate problem for me because of its
structure which, as I have said, seemed to mix a number of differ-
ent transactions and people, but called for only one answer. I
remembered clearly attending two or three social functions at Suzi
Park Thomson's home. Of the remaining four names, two-Hancho
Kim and Kim Sang Keun-were totally unknown to me. As to the
last two names, Tongsun Park and Kim Dung Jo: I knew who they
were, but I had never attended any social function given by them.

Because of the complex layout of question 3, I was concerned
about how to report to the committee that I had attended social
functions given by Suzi Park Thomson but not with the other
persons. As a result, I failed to pay attention to the other subparts
of the question which, among other things, asked whether I had



ever been offered or received anything in excess of $100 from any
of the five people. As I recall, my secretary typed up my response
on my instructions. When the completed response came to me, I
glanced at it to satisfy myself that the facts concerning my attend-
ance at social functions given by Suzi Park Thomson were clearly
and separately reported. I signed it and sent it on to the commit-
tee.

About a week before I prepared my response to the question-
naire, I was also interviewed by an FBI agent and an attorney
from the Department of Justice. As I recall it, the interview dealt
primarily with the activities of former Congressman Hanna. I
frankly have no independent recollection of having been asked
about Tongsun Park during the course of that interview. I have
checked with my Administrative Assistant and Mr. Gould, who is
here, who was staff director of my subcommittee of the Post Office
committee, both of whom were present during the interview. Nei-
ther of them has any recollection of any questions about my meet-
ing with Tongsun Park or my response to it. However, apparently
during the course of that interview, I mentioned that I had met
Tongsun Park on the flight from Taiwan to Korea in 1975. If there
was any such mention, it was fleeting. It came up in the context of
an inteview which covered a number of other wholly unrelated
subjects and passed from my mind, as well as the other persons
present, as quickly as it occurred. The FBI report of that interview
is not factually correct in several respects. For example, the Cali-
fornia wine-testing party at the George Town Club was before I
went to Korea in 1975, not after; and if Tongsun Park was at that
California Wine Producers function, I surely never saw him. I
simply did not remember the wedding present when I was inter-
viewed by the FBI any more than I remembered it a week later,
when I prepared the response to the committee's questionnaire.

I had no further occasion to look at or think about my response
to the questionnaire until late January 1978. Indeed, so far was the
questionnaire from my mind during 1977 that an event occurred in
the fall of 1977 which, as much as anything else, demonstrates that
my omission of the wedding present from my original response was
innocent. I interceded on behalf of your committee with the Presi-
dent of Korea to enable this committee to take testimony from
Tongsun Park.

In November of 1977, I was in Korea on an official trip for the
Armed Services Committee. At that time, our Ambassador was in
the process of his negotiations to try to get Tongsun Park to come
to the United States to testify before this committee. He was en-
countering difficulties. Knowing of my good relationship with
President Park and that I intended to pay a courtesy call upon the
President, he asked me to convey to President Park the importance
of cooperating in every way with this committee's investigation. I
told Ambassador Snyder that I would be happy to deliver this
message. Congressman Dan Daniel was with me on that trip and
was present at the time the request for my intercession was made.
My counsel has supplied you with an affidavit from him confirming
these facts, as well as an affidavit from Mr. Ralph Marshall, a staff
member of the Armed Services Committee.



As I promised, when I met with President Park I did indeed urge
him to do everything possible to enable Tongsun Park to return for
questioning by the committee.

I want to emphasize that I took this step after my original
response to the questionnaire had been put on file and before I had
corrected it.

As elected officials, we all become students of human nature. I
ask you to ask yourselves whether I would have interceded with
the President of Korea if I knew in November of 1977 that the
answer which I had already filed with this committee was false
and, if I wanted to keep that fact a secret. Why would I attempt to
expedite Tongsun Park's return for questioning by the committee if
I wanted to keep the pftsent a secret? Tongsun Park was, after all,
virtually the only other person who could possibly testify to the
fact of the wedding present. The fact is that I did not remember
the wedding present at the time that I completed the question-
naire; or did I recall it in November 1977. I never intended the
present to be kept a secret; and I carried out Ambassador Snyder's
request because I was, and am, innocent.

That was in the late fall of 1977. As I have said, I did not
remember about the wedding present until the end of January
1978. Not more than 2 weeks later, I corrected my response to the
original questionnaire.

At the end of January 1978, I was visited by Ms. Martha Talley
of your staff and an investigator. They wanted certain materials
from my files and to schedule a deposition for the taking of my
testimony. I asked about the scope of, and procedures concerning,
the deposition. I believe I also asked whether it was appropriate to
have counsel. I had never been deposed before and was unfamiliar
with what this involved. Of course, I agreed to supply the materials
from my files requested by your staff and I have done so. As a
matter of fact, I think in one of my depositions there was a state-
ment made by Ms. Talley that I probably submitted as much if not
more material than any other Member of Congress.

Immediately after the meeting with Ms. Talley, I was in my
office with my administrative assistant reflecting on the visit from
your staff. I remembered that I was puzzled by the visit because, I
said, I had no useful information to supply to the committee,
having had no dealings with any of the people who seemed to be
involved. And, then, I remembered the breakfast I had had with
Tongsun Park 3 years earlier, and the wedding present given to us
after that breakfast. As I recall it, I said to John something to the
effect "I have mentioned in the past that I have not met Tongsun
Park, but I have." The conversation with my administrative assist-
ant did not go further; he indicated he did not want to discuss it
with me and I respected his wishes.

At that point I decided to retain counsel to advise me. Counsel
and I met shortly thereafter. One of the first things we did was to
look at my response to the committee's questionnaire. We then
realized-for the first time-that I had not only failed to report my
social contact with Mr. Park, but the wedding present, as well. We
agreed that it was necessary to inform the committee of the fact of
the wedding present as soon as possible. We concluded that this



should be done by letter; and I did so in my letter of February 7,
1978, a copy of which you have.

It has been suggested that if I had not reported it, this committee
never would have learned of the omission in my original response
to the questionnaire. Whether that is true or not, it is certainly the
case that the first information the committee received concerning
the wedding present came from me. The first time that my re-
sponse to that multipart question 3 was known to be incomplete
was when I corrected it.

I know this to be so based on this committee's own records. We
have recently been supplied with extracts from the depositions of
Tongsun Park taken in executive session. They show that Mr. Park
was deposed in executive session on March 1, 1978, and again on
March 6, 1978, nearly a month after I delivered my letter correct-
ing my original response. On both of those occasions Tongsun Park
continued to deny that he had given Mrs. Wilson and me a wed-
ding present.

On both of those occasions your staff repeatedly pressed him as
to whether there had been any wedding presents to any Members
of Congress and to me in particular. Your staff knew-because I
told them in my letter of February 7-that there had been a
wedding present to me. But Tongsun Park continued to deny it;
and he did not get around to acknowledging the fact of the present
until his public hearing in April. This was 2 full months after I had
reported the present to the committee. I share with many Ameri-
cans the view that Mr. Park had been less than a candid and
straightforward witness.

It really does not matter to me whether Mr. Park would have
ultimately come forward. My decision was not in any way based
upon whether or not Tongsun Park had told the committee-or
would tell the committee-about the wedding present. Consider-
ations whether the committee knew or could otherwise find out
about the wedding present simply did not enter into my decision to
submit the letter of February 7.

Your staff contends that the "timing" of my letter proves that I
corrected the omission because I was afraid that the fact of the
wedding present had already "become manifest to the committee."
I vigorously denounce this entirely unsubstantiated attempt to
inpugn my motives for the submission of the February 7 letter.

If I had believed that the present, in your staff words, "had
become manifest," then there would have been absolutely no logic
to my filing the letter. It simply would have been too late.

Your staff suggests that I was motivated out of fear based upon
press accounts of Tongsun Park's testimony; they suggest that I
was concerned that Park might tell the committee and that I
wanted to beat him to the punch. Of course, I was aware of the
press accounts; it was impossible not to be. But those press ac-
counts also made plain that Tongsun Park was an extraordinarily
evasive witness. Your staff implies that I am not only dishonest,
but foolish. Precisely because it was nearly 6 months after the
original response, and because Tongsun Park's evasions were be-
coming well known, if I had wanted to keep the present a secret,
the calculated decision would have been for me to say nothing to
the committee and to take the chance-which would have been



pretty good incidentally -that Tongsun Park would say nothing
either. But I did not do this. I did not do so because neither the
press accounts about Tor gsun Park nor the imminence of my own
deposition entered into n y decision to rectify the omission.

That decision was, ratf er, based upon the fact that I have always
been open-even too outspoken-in my dealings with my col-
leagues. The course to me was clear: I had forgotten the breakfast
and wedding present at the time I originally responded to the
questionnaire; I remembered them in January; it was my duty to
correct the questionnaire and I did so as promptly as possible. I do
not regret that action. I am only surprised that I now stand
charged with having been less than honest with this committee
when I myself voluntarily, freely came forward.

This is the first time that these facts have been heard. Not once
in the depositions by your staff was I asked to explain how the
wedding present slipped my mind at the time that I prepared the
original response. Not once was I asked or permitted to discuss the
confusion which the multipart question itself caused and which
significantly contributed to the omission. Certainly, there is noth-
ing in the records or in my narration which can be pointed to by
anybody as a basis for saying, "This proves that, in the words of
the complaint, 'he then and there well knew' that the statement
was false." Instead, I have a feeling that the entire charge against
me rests upon the single proposition that the wedding present was
so unusual that I could not possibly have forgotten about it when I
came to answer the question.

I admit the wedding present was unusual. In my own deposition
I testified to that. The facts surrounding my wedding and the
present to my wife and me are set forth in my letter of February 7
which you have before you. The present was unusual because it
came to me in cash; and although the amount was modest, it was
one of the very few cash presents that Mrs. Wilson and I received
at the time of our wedding. It was unusual because it came to me
from Tongsun Park, whom I had never met before that trip to
Korea and never saw again afterward.

But it does not follow, because the present was somewhat out of
the ordinary, that it should be indelibly printed on my mind when,
3 years later, I came to respond to the committee's questionnaire.

In the first place, the entire circumstances surrounding my mar-
riage to Mrs. Wilson were highly unusual. As you know, Mrs.
Wilson is a U.S. citizen who was born in Korea. Her family lives
there. I met her in early 1975, about a year after the death of my
first wife. We went to Korea in October 1975, for the sole purpose
of my meeting her family. We were to be married here in Novem-
ber. Because of her family's wishes, we were married not once, but
twice while we were in Korea. We were then married again here
on our return. The Korean trip was a time of great excitement and
of happiness. It was particularly a time of delight to the people of
Korea because I was the first, and may well be the only, elected
American official who is married to a Korean woman. There were
many parties, presents, expressions of good will and congratula-
tions.

Certain details of that trip stand out in my mind with startling
clarity: We had hamburgers and champagne for our wedding lun-



cheon on October 17 which the Embassy so graciously arranged for
us on such short notice. But, the events of that 5-day period are, for
the most part, a blur. The present from Tongsun Park, along with
many others that we received, disappeared from my mind.

Second, I literally never saw Tongsun Park nor had any dealings
with him again after that Korean trip in October 1975. I am aware,
from the materials which the committee has given us, of a dinner
invitation apparently made by a "Congressman Wilson and Mrs.
Wilson" to Tongsun Park in August 1976. The invitation is referred
to in a telex from one of Park's employees to Park. All I can say is
that was not me. At that time, my wife and I were still living in
the apartment which I had before we were married. We enter-
tained no one other than immediate family until we moved into
our house later that year. As you know, there are several Congress-
men Wilson. And even Tongsun Park's employee admitted that he
did not know which of the Congressmen Wilson was referred to in
his own telex.

I am also aware of the matter of the limousine. I remember
going to the airport in a limousine for an early morning flight in
the spring of 1976. I remember, in the afternoon before the trip,
remarking to my staff that I would like to have a ride because I
don't like to drive in the early morning traffic. That night I had a
call from my office advising me that a car would come for me. I
have some recollection of having been told that the limousine
belonged to Pacific Development Corp. or Tongsun Park.

But I most assuredly did not make the arrangements for that
limousine. I haven't the slightest idea how it came about. And,
based upon the materials which the committee has given us, it is
plain that neither my staff nor Tongsun Park's employee has a
clear recollection of the circumstances surrounding it.

This much I can say with certainty: If it was Tongsun Park's
limousine, he certainly was not in it. I absolutely never saw him or
spoke with him or had any contact with him after October 1975.

I am sorry that I did not reject Tongsun Park's offer of a wed-
ding present the second time as I did when it was first offered to
me. I bitterly resent the insinuation in his public testimony that I
solicited the present. That is simply untrue. The fact is that I
unthinkingly accepted the present and spent the $600. Because I
never saw him again, Tongsun Park and his wedding present
slipped from my memory shortly after we returned from our wed-
ding trip.

I admit that I have an imperfect memory. Unfortunately, we did
not make a list of presents received or send thank you notes after
our wedding. As I have said, I found the questions confusing. As a
wedding present, the gift was to me and my wife. Even if I had
records, I would not have been sure that the questionnaire intend-
ed to reach my personal life or dealt only with official matters, like
campaign contributions.

I was having difficulty figuring out how to report the social
functions which I attended at Suzi Park Thomson's but not at the
other named Koreans. I did not focus on the other parts of the
question which dealt with receiving things of value. Even if I had,
there is simply no way that an isolated incident which had oc-
curred 3 years earlier at an exciting and busy time of my life,



involving a man whom I never saw again, would come to mind.
Indeed, I cannot explain even now what suddenly caused me to
remember the present in January of this year when I reported it to
you.

There are certain things which may relate to my appearance
today, for which I have no apology. I was a champion of our
support and aid-military and economic-to Korea long years
before Tongsun Park was ever heard of; and I will continue to urge
that support for as long as that policy seems to me to be needed. I
also have no apology for my marriage to a lovely woman who
happens to be Korean; I would make that wedding trip again
today. I also have no regrets for my decision to rectify the omis-
sion, which has caused me more difficulty and anguish that the
incident would seem to warrant.

At the same time, I recognize that I have made several mistakes
in connection with this matter. I should have refused the present
the second time as I did when it was first offered. I should have
answered the questionnaire more promptly and with greater care. I
made an error. I wish I had remembered and corrected my re-
sponse sooner than I did.

But these things are not a basis for the issuance of a statement
of alleged violation. They most certainly are not grounds for repri-
mand or sanction.

I am not a lawyer and I am not interested in legalisms as to the
jurisdiction of this committee or the significance of my exculpatory
negative response to the question of the original questionnaire. I
leave those matters to my lawyer. What is ultimately at stake here
is the integrity of my 24 years of service as an elected official and
my relationship with my colleagues.

And, on that central issue, I swear to you that I did not knowing-
ly and willfully submit a false statement; I did not, when I original-
ly answered, "then and there well know" that my answer was
incomplete, much less false; I did not deliberately suppress infor-
mation and I did not ever intend to deceive or mislead the commit-
tee. My oversight was genuinely innocent. I corrected it as soon as
I became aware of it. I hope and trust that these facts, which are
absolute truth, will convince you of this and that the statement of
alleged violation will be dismissed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Thank you, Mr. Wilson.
Mr. Volner, do you wish to ask any questions before I recognize

Mr. Fortuin?
Mr. VOLNER. I may have some after.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Fortuin, you may cross examine.
Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Wilson, let's first review the contacts that you

had with Tongsun Park. When did you first meet Mr. Park?
Mr. WILSON. As I stated in my deposition, I met him for the first

time on the airplane from Taipei to Seoul on October 16, 1975.
Mr. FORTUIN. Had you seen him prior to that at any public

function?
Mr. WILSON. No. He may have been at some public function, but

I never saw him. I would-the answer is "No."



Mr. FORTUIN. I thought you said-how about this California
Wine Producers Association at the George Town Club; didn't you
see him there?

Mr. WILSON. No; I didn't see him there. I did not say I saw him
there when the FBI interviewed me.

Mr. FORTUIN. But he was present?
Mr. WILSON. I don't know whether he was present or not. I didn't

see him.
Mr. FORTUIN. But didn't you tell the FBI that he was present?
Mr. WILSON. No; I didn't.
Mr. FORTUIN. I take it, Mr. Wilson, you have seen the official

FBI report of the inteview with you; correct?
Mr. WILSON. Yes; I have.
Mr. FORTUIN. And your statement in it is false?
Mr. WILSON. My statement is what?
Mr. FORTUIN. Let me show it to you so we know what we are

talking about.
Mr. WILSON. The statement is false; yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. So the FBI agent wasn't correct here?
Mr. WIlSON. He was not correct. He has the time wrong also. He

says that I mentioned the wine-tasting party happened after I
came back, and after we were married. It would be very easy to
verify when that wine-tasting party was.

Mr. FORTUIN. But--
Mr. WISON. It was before, 1973.
Mr. FORTUIN. There was a wine-tasting party but Tongsun Park

was not present; is that correct?
Mr. WISON. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. FORTUIN. And the statement in the FBI report is not so?
Mr. WILSON. They misunderstood apparently some statement

that I made. I think the way this came up, they asked me if I had
ever been to the George Town Club, and I said on two occasions.
And one was a wine-tasting party that was given by the California
Wine Dealers Association, or something like that, and the second
one was just a private cocktail party prior to a Black Caucus
dinner, where the hosts of the table were having their table guests
get together before going over to the dinner.

Mr. FORTUIN. Now, then you did meet him on the airplane. How
long did you talk to him on the airplane?

Mr. WILSON. Very shortly. I went into the restroom, and he came
down and introduced himself to Mrs.-to my fiancee at the time,
the future Mrs. Wilson. And when I came out, he was back in his
seat, and his associate with him came down to me and said Mr.
Park would like to meet me, and I went back and visited with him
for a few moments, and then came back to my seat.

Mr. FORTUIN. Was there anything about that meeting that made
it stand out particularly in your mind?

Mr. WISON. No; only that that was the first time I had ever met
him. I had heard so much about him. I never met him before. I was
surprised to see him on the same plane I was on.

Mr. FORTUIN. And that was a relatively brief meeting with noth-
ing particularly important that transpired; is that correct?

Mr. WISON. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. And that was on October 16, 1975?



Mr. WILSON. Correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. And thereafter, on Wednesday, October 22, 1975,

he called you at the Chosan Hotel; correct?
Mr. WILSON. A representative of his called me in my room at

about 7:30 in the morning and asked if I would be able to come
down to the hotel dining room and have breakfast with Mr. Park.

Mr. FORTUIN. And what happened there?
Mr. WILSON. I went down and had breakfast with him.
Mr. FORTUIN. And who was present?
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Park, an associate of his, and myself.
Mr. FORTUIN. And what transpired?
Mr. WILSON. Just small talk, again. We had breakfast. As we

were getting ready to break up, he gave me a small box and said
this is a traditional Korean wedding gift, it is a pair of silver
chopsticks, it is not necessary for you to open it now. And then he
reached in his pocket and pulled out an envelope filled with
Korean currency, handed it to me, and he said: "I have $1,000 here
for you."

I said: "Well, I appreciate your generosity, but I have no use for
this money, it is Korean, I am leaving today, and it is of no value
to me, but I do appreciate your generosity."

Mr. FORTUIN. Now I take it at this time Mr. Park didn't know
you other than the two meetings you told us about; is that correct?

Mr. WILSON. He had no reason to know me.
Mr. FORTUIN. And he didn't know your wife; is that correct?
Mr. WILSON. He knew of her family.
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you find it unusual for somebody to be offering

you an envelope full of money, someone you personally never met,
other than casually on the plane?

Mr. WILSON. No, no. My son married a little Italian young lady
of Italian parentage and background, and I was standing in the
receiving line at the reception afterward, and her mother was
there with a big bag, and I never saw so many envelopes handed to
her by people that we had never seen before in my life. And I can
tell you that was-they got a lot more than I did.

Mr. FORTUiN. OK. Then I take it you returned the envelope to
Mr. Park; correct?

Mr. WILSON. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. And did you thank him for it?
Mr. WILSON. Well, I thanked him for his generosity, but returned

the envelope to him.
Mr. FORTUIN. And then it came about that you actually got some

of the money from Mr. Park; is that correct?
Mr. WILSON. Yes. I went back to my room, and packed my bags,

and then came back to the lobby to check out of the hotel, and
another associate, someone who was not with us at breakfast,
approached me and said he was associated with Mr. Park, and he
said, "Mr. Park really wants you to have this for a wedding pres-
ent."

And I said, "Well, it is not necessary."
And he said, "Well, Mr. Park wants you to have it."
So I took it and went back up to the room. There were six $100

bills in the envelope. And I didn't count the Korean currency, the



rate of exchange, about 500 to 1. And I handed it to my wife, the
Korean currency, which is customary when she goes to visit her
family in Korea, that her father gives her a large handful of
Korean money, and she gives it back to him at the airport, what-
ever is left over, when she leaves Korea. And I said, "When you see
your father, your brother, today at the airport, give him this along
with whatever you are turning back."

Mr. FORTUIN. So as between the two meetings that you had with
Mr. Park, certainly the second one was longer; is that correct?

Mr. WISON. Well, it was the length of a breakfast, yes.
Mr. FORTUIN And it was more eventful in that he offered you a

wedding present of some silver chopsticks; correct?
Mr. WILSON. Well, I don't know that it was more eventful, Mr.

Fortuin. I was surprised to get the call. But at that time you must
recall that Mr. Park was still a very well, highly respected person
here in Washington. There had been no allegations made against
anybody. People were still anxious to be invited to his parties. And
I didn't consider this anything particularly improper. I had been
advised when I got off the plane by a friend of mine, a long-time
Korean friend, that I ought to stay away from him, because he was
not in the good graces of the Korean Government.

Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Fortuin, would you suspend just a minute? I am
not trying to hurry you. I am just inquiring how long you think the
cross-examination will take. Because we do have a vote.

Mr. FORTUIN. I would think about 20, 25 minutes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. There is a vote in progress on the floor of the House.

I suggest that we retire from the hearing room, and proceed to the
floor of the House to cast our votes. I respectfully request all
members to return promptly.

The committee will stand in recess until we vote.
[Recess.]
Mr. FLYNT. Seven members are present. The committee will

come to order.
At this time, Mr. Fortuin, you may continue.
Mr. FORTUIN. I think the pending question was--
Mr. FLYNT. I do not think there was a pending question. A

question had been answered and I think I asked you to suspend.
Mr. FORTUIN. I think you told us the meeting at which Tongsun

Park offered you the money did not have any greater impression in
your mind than the occasion when you ran into him on the air-
plane.

Mr. WILSON. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. You had been told after you landed in Korea to

stay away from Mr. Park?
Mr. WILSON. I was advised there would be no point in having

anything to do with him because he was not in the good graces of
the government, the Korean friend that met me along with Mrs.
Wilson's family and some American Embassy people. They thought
we may have been traveling together because they saw him come
off the plane behind us. He was just trying to caution me.

Mr. FORTUIN. But notwithstanding the caution, you had break-
fast with him?

Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. And you got money from him?



Mr. WILSON. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. But that event was no greater in your mind than

meeting him on the airplane?
Mr. WILSON. Right.
Mr. FORTUIN. Let us talk about the committee questionnaire.
You testified you found it confusing.
Mr. WILSON. I certainly did.
Mr. FORTUIN. So you retyped it and rearranged the questionnaire

so it would not be confusing; is that correct?
Mr. WILSON. Well, instead of filling out the questionnaire itself, I

took each question in order and then responded to it in that
manner rather than using the questionnaire as it was presented.

Mr. FORTUIN. Incidentally, the questionnaire provided at the
bottom if you would prefer to discuss your answers directly, please
telephone the committee offices to arrange for members of the staff
to meet with you.

Did you ever call the offices and tell them you felt it confusing
and ask for a face-to-face meeting as to the questionnaire?

Mr. WILSON. No. I think probably one of the biggest mistakes I
made in this whole thing was when the questionnaire came, as it
did to every Member of Congress, I should have talked to counsel
then. I was not aware then of section 1001. I was not aware of the
type of penalties that can come to someone by making a wrong
answer to a governmental agency or a committee in Congress. I
was completely ignorant of this type of thing. The only advice I can
ever give to anyone in the future is to hire a lawyer.

Mr. FORTUIN. Are you telling me when you filled out the ques-
tionnaire you did not think there was anything wrong in making a
false statement?

Mr. WILSON. No, no. I did not think I was making a false state-
ment. I said that in my statement, and I have said it over and over
again.

Mr. FORTUIN. So the lawyer could not have been of any help to
you.

Mr. WILSON. Well, the lawyer might have asked me more ques-
tions and told me to take more time than I did. I tried to do this
too quickly and it was based purely on memory.

Mr. FORTUIN. It took you 7 weeks--
Mr. WILSON. No; it took me 1 day. It took me 7 weeks to decide

whether I would reply or not.
Mr. FORTUIN. You had Mr. Pontius assist you?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. And you tried to rearrange it to make it clear?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. What the committee was trying to get at was

whether you had received any money--
Mr. WILSON. It involved bribery of an American Congressman by

the Korean Government. I had no reason to think that I was
involved in any way whatever either by bribery or Government
officials.

Mr. FORTUIN. The issue current at that time was money in
envelopes. Is that not what people were talking about at that time?

Mr. WILSON. Yes.



Mr. FORTUIN. And you knew Tongsun Park had been mentioned
in that connection?

Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. But it was that question you answered falsely--
Mr. VOLNER. I object.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Fortuin, the Chair is going to advise you to use

the word "inaccurate" rather than "false."
Mr. FORTUIN. I did not mean to characterize it-it goes more to

intent.
Mr. VOLNER. I object to your characterization.
Mr. FORTUIN. When you said in response to the question:
Have you or any member of your immediate family, or to your knowledge has any

member of your official staff or any person with whom you are a business partner
or coventurer

(a) Been offered anything of value in excess of $100 by,
(b) Received anything of value in excess of $100 from,
(c) Attended a function (other than at an Embassy or official residence) given by,

or
(d) Had any commercial business dealings with-

(i) Tongsun Park,
(ii) Kim Dong Jo,
(iii) Suzi Park Thomson,
(iv) Hancho Kim, or
(v) Kim Sang Keun

You answered no. That was not so.
Mr. WILSON. It was an inaccurate statement; an error that I

made at the time. My memory was foggy at the time.
Mr. FORTUIN. And that question is not particularly confusing, is

it, the way you have it set forth here?
Mr. VOLNER. I object to that question as calling for a legal

conclusion.
Mr. WILSON. It was confusing to me.
Mr. FORTUIN. Question No. 3, the way it was retyped, you felt it

was confusing?
Mr. WILSON. No; I felt I had responded to it in the best manner

possible.
Mr. FORTUIN. So that is not confusing, what you have here, No.

3.
Mr. WILSON. Let me review the way I have it.
No; I think that is stated reasonably, and I attempted to answer

it in as reasonable a manner as I could.
Mr. FORTUIN. You say in your statement, because of the complex

layout of the question, number 3, I was concerned as to how to
report to the committee that I had attended social functions given
by Suzi Park Thomson, but not by other persons. As a result I
failed to pay attention to other subparts of the question which
asked among other things if I had been offered or received any-
thing in excess of $100 by five people.

Mr. FORTUIN. You cannot have thought the committee was more
interested in parties Suzi Park Thomson was sponsoring.

Mr. WILSON. Why did you have her on the questionnaire if you
were not concerned about it?

Mr. FORTUIN. And you thought that was more important than
the receipt of cash from Tongsun Park?

Mr. WILSON. She was in the paper more than anybody else. I
wanted to separate that because as I said before if I had said yes, it



could have applied to any one of those people, and there was only
one occasion that I recall where I attended any social function with
any of them, and that was Suzi Park Thomson, at her apartment.

Mr. FORTUIN. And you wanted to make it clear that your yes
answer referred to a completely innocent contact?

Mr. WILSON. I answered that question, Mr. Fortuin, to the best of
my ability. I did not know if she was innocent, guilty or what she
was, and I do not know yet.

Mr. FORTUIN. But you wanted to report in your yes answer the
only contact with her that you had had was a contact that was
completely innocent?

Mr. WILSON. I do not know what is in your mind, whether you
would think it was innocent or not. You are reading things into my
mind, and I am having difficulty in knowing what you have in your
mind.

Mr. FORTUIN. I will move along if you have difficulty with that.
Before the questionnaire arrived, in fact the question of wedding

gifts that you would receive had been a subject matter of concern
to you and a matter of question quite some time before the commit-
tee questionnaire arrived, was it not, Mr. Wilson?

Mr. WILSON. No; I cannot recall wedding presents we had re-
ceived was a matter of concern. As I mentioned, We received quite
a few wedding presents, and unfortunately, Mrs. Wilson did not
keep a record of who we got them from, and we never acknowl-
edged any of them. So it was not of any concern to me at all at the
time.

Mr. FORTUIN. Let me focus your attention back to December of
1976.

Do you recall December 2, 1976, you were interviewed by Mr.
Armstrong and McAllister of the Washington Post? Do you recall
that?

Mr. WILSON. How could I forget it?
Mr. FORTuIN. They had a tape recorder present?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. At that time they asked you about wedding gifts,

did they not?
Mr. WILSON. They possibly did. I do not have the article in front

of me.
Mr. FORTUIN. Do you recall telling them you received no cash

gifts, or other negotiables, from anyone, whether Korean or not?
Mr. WILSON. I may have. I was not thinking at all of any of the

wedding gifts we received.
Mr. FORTUIN. You did tell them that you had met Tongsun Park

when you were in Korea; is that correct?
Mr. WILSON. I may have. Again, I do not have the story in front

of me, and I am not going to answer any direct question as to what
was in that story or what I told them, unless I have it in front of
me.

Mr. FORTUIN. I am just asking for your best recollection. Do you
not recall telling them about going to the girls' school Mr. Park
sponsored?

Mr. WILSON. I may have done that. I do not recall it.
Mr. FORTUIN. And you did tell them about getting some silver

chopsticks from Mr. Park?



Mr. WILSON. I did. I told you that today.
Mr. FORTUIN. And you told them that that gave you a set of

eight chopsticks?
Mr. WILSON. That is right.
Mr. FORTUIN. But you did not tell them about the money offered

at the same time you got the chopsticks?
Mr. WILSON. No; I did not.
Mr. FORTUIN. You also told them Tongsun Park never gave you

money of any kind, did you not?
Mr. WILSON. I do not recall. Again, you are asking me some

things that I cannot recall, and if you want to give me a copy of
the newspaper article--

Mr. FORTUIN. It is not all in the newspaper article.
Mr. WILSON. Then how do we knoW what you are talking about?
Mr. VOLNER. I assumed, because I assumed counsel was reading

from the article. It now appears counsel is developing his whole
line of questioning from I do not know what.

At this point, I cannot in all fairness let the question go on any
further at least until the article is made available to us.

I do not know what is in the article.
Mr. WILSON. He is talking about the tape recording.
Mr. VOLNER. I not only object to questions apparently not based

on any document, but based upon materials counsel has declined to
provide us in the face of our discovery request.

My request was all encompassing for everything pertaining to
the wedding presents and others.

I do not know what counsel is depending on for this question. If
it is the newspaper article, we ought to see it; if it is other evi-
dence, we ought to recess and be allowed to be made aware of it.

Mr. QUILLEN. In the discovery request, I thought the request
would be granted. I want to ascertain if that is the case.

Mr. FLYNT. Have you had access to a tape recording?
Mr. FORTUIN. I cannot answer that question, Mr. Chairman. I

will happily answer it to the committee in executive session.
Mr. FLYNT. The Chair directs you to answer.
Mr. FORTUIN. The answer is I have not.
Mr. FLYNT. Do you have it?
Mr. FORTUIN. The answer is I have no access to it.
Mr. FLYNT. Have you had access to the contents of it?
Mr. FORTUIN. I have been informed orally of what I believe to be

the substance of the conversation.
Mr. FLYNT. Did you know that at the time the request for discov-

ery was served upon you?
Mr. VOLNER. Do I understand these questions are based on hear-

say information submitted to counsel?
Mr. FLYNT. I think if you want to proceed further along this line

of questioning, you will have to bring the person in.
Sustain the objection.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, I request a ruling by a majority of

the members of the committee.
A lawyer may ask a witness any question he has a good-faith

basis to ask. Mr. Fortuin has a good-faith basis to ask the questions
of Mr. Wilson.

I appeal your ruling to the committee.



Mr. FLYNT. I think a request for an appeal has to come from a
member of the committee.

Mr. CAPUTO. I will request it.
Mr. QUILLEN. Before the question is put, let me say this, that I

think this is most unusual. I am not an attorney, but under the
ground rules of the committee, I thought the discovery information
requested would be granted, and I think that certainly it should
have been, or it should not be part of the questioning by counsel.

Therefore, I want to say that I am going to support the chairman
in his ruling and urge the other members of the committee to do
likewise.

Mr. BENNETT [presiding]. Will the reporter read back the ruling?
What is the resolution you are submitting?
Mr. CAPUTO. I prefer to make my own motion.
Mr. BENNETT. I would prefer that you did.
Mr. CAPUTO. I understand the counsel objected to a certain line

of questioning. The chairman sustained the objection. I would like
to appeal the ruling of the chairman for making that objection.

Mr. BENNETT. What is the objection?
Mr. VOLNER. My objection, Mr. Chairman, is that if there has

been a failure of discovery here, then I object to the whole line of
questioning. If counsel is asking questions based upon a document,
that document should be put before the witness. If questions are
being asked on other forms of evidence, that evidence should be put
before the witness. If counsel is proceeding from a line and just
asking questions, then it should be made clear that he is extrapo-
lating in the area. I do not care if counsel is in good faith or not.

Mr. BENNETT. I think we understand the motion now.
Mr. CAPUTO. May I be heard on my motion?
Is it the position of the counsel that when it becomes my turn to

ask questions, I will not be able to ask questions as to documents or
other sources of evidence that you have not seen?

Mr. VOLNER. That is my position, yes, sir.
Mr. BENNETT. We will not find it easy to have a real thorough

discussion. I doubt if it is debatable. I sought to get definitely what
it was.

Mr. CAPUTO. I would like unanimous consent to explain my view
on this motion.

Mr. BENNETT. All right. I have no objection.
Mr. CAPUTO. It seems a preposterous position by counsel that

Members of Congress cannot ask questions of witnesses--
Mr. BENNETT. Suppose you restate your motion, if you are going

to construe your motion.
Mr. CAPUTO. Let me make a coherent statement without inter-

ruptions.
Second, it seems to me it is somewhat futile to seek this motion

at this stage when I will ask the same question later on.
Third, in the history of this committee we have asked repeatedly

questions of witnesses without the source of the Government infor-
mation leading to the question.

Fourth, it seems reasonable for the witness to answer the ques-
tions as to what he told people from time to time-that is probative
of the state of his knowledge from the time he got the gift to the



time he stated he did not get it; at what point in time did his
memory fade?

Mr. BENNETT. We are prepared to vote. The motion was to over-
ride the chairman's ruling.

All those in favor of overriding the position of the Chair let it be
known by raising your right hand.

All those who wish to sustain the position of the Chair?
Four and four.
I have a little difficulty in using the attorney for the prosecution,

which I assume you practically are, as my adviser because I do not
feel at ease with that. Have we other counsel in the committee?

Mr. FLYNT. Staff director.
Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Chairman, under the rules of the House a tied

vote does not pass.
Mr. BENNETT. I have been advised by the staff director under the

rules of the House it is not overruled.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, may I be heard?
Mr. BENNETT. Yes.
Mr. NIELDS. I would like to have an opportunity to be heard on

the issue of whether the ruling of the Chair should be sustained or
overridden.

Mr. BENNETT. We have already voted.
Mr. NIELDS. I request to be heard.
Mr. BENNETT. You are too late.
Mr. NIELDS. So you will not permit explanation--
Mr. BENNETT. I indicated we were cutting off discussion.
Mr. NIELDS. I request a re-vote after having an opportunity to be

heard.
Mr. BENNETT. I understand as a matter of fact the parliamentary

rules of the House state it is not debatable, anyway. I let Mr.
Caputo raise the question because it is not a debatable question
and because we are used to letting Mr. Caputo raise nondebatable
questions.

According to the rules of the House--
Mr. NIELDS. Congressman-
Mr. QUILLEN. I would assume this committee is running this

investigation. If we are not, I move we adjourn.
Mr. BENNETT. It has been a long time since I have practiced law,

and I may have well been wrong as to proper things, but I could
have a heart of gold as to what is fair and proper.

The thing I took offense to personally, not on a legal basis, was
the implication in the lawyer's language that he was referring to a
paper and it was a newspaper account, and it developed later on it
is a conversation you had with somebody who had heard a tape
recorder.

Mr. FORTUIN. I was asking Mr. Wilson about the conversation he
had with the reporters which resulted-

Mr. BENNETT. But you are basing questions on the theory that
there is something which exists that you know about which has
application to you because some person told you what they had left
on the tape recorder.

I think that is remote in evidence to bring before any court of
law or pseudo court of law, and I think your question is, therefore,
not proper. I am not sure what the rule of Wigmore cites, but I



have a feeling that is not the way in which evidence should be
submitted, and if you submitted your questions in another manner,
we could make progress.

If you merely ask the witness whether he, in fact, had a conver-
sation with somebody, he could say yes, no, but to lead him into
believing what is supposed to have been a newspaper account is
not, is not fair. So, as far as I am concerned, and I now turn the
chair back over to the real care of the committee.

As far as I am concerned if you would proceed by merely asking
the witness as a matter of fact did you have a conversation with
somebody, that would be proper. But to base it on a newspaper
account, as we thought you were doing, then to discover you were
doing it on the basis of a tape recording which you yourself have
never heard, is distressing to me.

Mrs. FENWICK. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. VOLNER. I have no objection, but my objection was based on

the same.
Mrs. FENWICK. If the counsel is not allowed, surely a Member of

Congress can speak. I do believe, at least I understood clearly,
there does exist some tape recording, but that there was a conver-
sation, and the person who had the conversation reported that
conversation to Mr. Fortuin. Surely Mr. Fortuin has a right, as I
would think any member of this committee has, to question any
witness, Ms. Tally, or anybody else who comes before us, as to the
veracity of that conversation and the facts reported in that conver-
sation. Otherwise--

Mr. BENNETT. Nobody ever said they would not. I said they could.
It was the way in which he asked the question. He led the witness
to feel that he was relying on a newspaper account. He did not ask
direct questions as to whether or not Mr. Wilson had in fact had a
conversation with the person and said these things. He had a
perfect right to ask that. What was wrong with his questions was
that he implied by the way he asked the questions that it was
based upon some information coming from a newspaper account.

Mrs. FENWICK. Then we will proceed on that basis.
Mr. FORTUIN. That is what I intended to do, Mr. Bennett.
Mr. BENNETT. Unfortunately, you didn't.
I yield the Chair back to Mr. Flynt. I am just doing that out of

sheer feeling of gut fairness. And I have no Wigmore's rules to cite.
Mr. FLYNT. Thank you, Mr. Bennett.
You may proceed, Mr. Fortuin.
Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Chairman, let me get the ruling clear, because

I do not want to inadvertently contravene the ruling. As I under-
stand Mr. Bennett's last statement, I may ask questions about the
conversation and that is all.

Mr. BENNETT. You can ask Mr. Wilson if he had a conversation
with a particular person and if in that conversation he said x, y
and z.

Mr. FORTUIN. That is fine. Is that the chairman's understanding?
Mr. FLYNT. I think the gentleman from Florida stated the situa-

tion precisely.
Mr. FORTUIN. All right.



So that, Mr. Wilson, there was no question in December 1976
that you knew Tongsun Park and had met with him; is that cor-
rect?

Mr. WILSON. Well, yes, I don't think I have kept any secret of the
fact that I met him on the plane.

Mr. FORTUIN. And that you received some silver chopsticks from
him at that time?

Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. At that time you knew that?
Mr. WILSON. I don't know about this, Mr. Fortuin. I am not going

to respond to any question that goes beyond the actual newspaper
article. I cannot recall the complete conversation, I cannot recall
the type of questions that were asked, I cannot recall my answers.
And I really am reluctant to respond to anything in connection
with that interview unless I have a copy of the newspaper article
here so I can refresh my memory of what the reporter did write
about his interview with me.

Mr. FORTUIN. Well; let me ask you this question. You have told
us there was never any question in your mind that you met Park
on the airplane. Mr. Pontius testified this morning that you told
him on a couple of occasions that you never even met Mr. Park.
How did that come about?

Mr. WILSON. Well; I can't recall Mr. Pontius' testimony. He was
very confused about several things. I don't recall that I ever dis-
cussed Tongsun Park with him.

Mr. FORTUIN. Didn't you, in fact, tell several of your staff mem-
bers that you had never met Mr. Park?

Mr. WILSON. I very possibly did, yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. But that wasn't so? You had met him?
Mr. WILSON. Well, what time frame are you talking about? I said

all the way along the line that I met him on the plane.
Mr. FORTUIN. I am talking about the period prior to the question-

naire. Didn't you tell your staff members prior to the questionnaire
you never met him?

Mr. WILSON. I don't recall what I told any staff members prior to
that time.

Mr. FORTUIN. You heard Mr. Pontius' testimony. You told him
you were warned not to meet Mr. Park and you didn't?

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Pontius said I was warned not to meet him by
Ambassador Hahm, and that is incorrect. The only person who
ever suggested I should not have any dealings with him was Mr.
Jay Shin Ryu, a friend of mine who is a businessman in Korea.

Mr. FORTUIN. And you don't recall telling any other staff mem-
bers that you had never met Mr. Park?

Mr. WILSON. No; I don't. I had no occasion to tell any other staff
members, because none of them-they do their work, and their
work has nothing to do with my social affairs. Or with any of the
relationships I have.

Mr. FORTUIN. Then there came a time when you were inter-
viewed by the FBI. Do you recall that?

Mr. WILSON. Yes; I have a copy of their--
Mr. FORTUIN. ,That is correct. And when you met with them-

well, let me go back a moment.



Mr. WILSON. Which incidentally was misquoted from earlier
today, too.

Mr. FORTUIN. In your letter you said at the time of your answer-
ing your committee inquiry "I was thinking in terms of gifts given
for the purpose of influencing a member in his functions as a
Congressman, and not as a courtesy at the time of a wedding."
Now, when you spoke to the FBI you did speak about the wedding;
is that correct?

Mr. WILSON. Well; let me see what they say I said.
Mr. FORTUIN. I am asking for your best recollection.
Mr. VOLNER. Would you indulge us for a moment, so we can

get-
Mr. FORTuIN. I am just asking you to recall, Mr. Wilson, what-

ever you can recall. If your recollection is not good, I accept that.
Mr. WILSON. There are errors in this FBI statement. I am sure

they are honest errors. Because they were just keeping notes and
didn't have a reporter with them. Now, what is the question?

Mr. FORTUIN. The question is, you mentioned to them that you
had met Park when you visited Korea in connection with your
marriage; is that correct?

Mr. WILSON. Yes; I did mention that to them.
Mr. FORTUIN. And you also told them that Park had never of-

fered you anything of value; is that correct?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. Now I want to go to the period of late 1977 and

early 1978. Towards-let me ask you this question. Do you on a
regular basis read the Los Angeles Times?

Mr. WILSON. Fairly regularly, yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. How about the Washington Post?
Mr. WISON. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. So that in late 1977 you became aware that Tong-

sun Park had agreed to testify in Korea; is that correct?
Mr. WILSON. Yes; in fact, I indicated in my statement, I helped to

try and get him to talk and tried to get him over here for the
committee.

Mr. FORTuIN. Well-
Mr. WILSON. In November of 1977.
Mr. FORTUIN. Well; let me ask you about that, Mr. Wilson.

Maybe I will come back to this.
You say in your answer that you were interceding with the

Government of the Republic of Korea on behalf of this committee;
is that correct?

Mr. WILSON. The committee did not contact me and ask me to do
it. The Ambassador, the American Ambassador in Korea asked me
if I would mind discussing the matter with President Park and
impress upon him to the best of my ability the importance of
having Mr. Tongsun Park come back and testify in the United
States as well as the testimony he was to give there.

Mr. FORTuIN. And you told us this morning that you did that; is
that correct?

Mr. WILSON. That is correct.
Mr. FORTUIN. Because you wanted to help out the committee's

inquiry; is that correct?
Mr. WILSON. I was anxious to help them in any way I could.



Mr. FORTUIN. In fact, when the committee held hearings in Octo-
ber, you characterized the witnesses as defectors and traitors of
Korea; didn't you?

Mr. WILSON. What committee are you talking about?
Mr. FORTUIN. This committee.
Mr. WILSON. No. That was-I don't think this committee-Octo-

ber of when?
Mr. FORTUIN. 1977. We had hearings October of 1977, early Octo-

ber, and in late October. You characterized the witnesses, the
Korean witnesses as defectors and traitors, didn't you?

Mr. WILSON. I was making reference to the witnesses appearing
before Mr. Fraser's committee, I believe.

Mr. FORTUIN. Let me read to you, Mr. Wilson, from the Congres-
sional Record of October 31, 1977. This is Charles H. Wilson of
California:

I have not had the advantage of participating in the hearings chaired by the
gentleman from Georgia (Mr. Flynt) but from what I saw on television of the
hearings that were televised I saw a group of defectors and traitors of Korea who
were testifying against their country so they could have the security of staying here
in the great United States of America.

Mr. WILSON. That is what my feelings are and were at that time,
yes.

Mr. FORTUIN. So notwithstanding these feelings in October it was
shortly thereafter that you went out unsolicited to help out the
committee's inquiry with Tongsun Park?

Mr. WILSON. That is right. I see no inconsistency. At that time I
believe you had several Korean witnesses-perhaps that was the
time Mr. Hanna was being interviewed or questioned. And as I
recall, all of them were defectors, and people who were taking
advantage of the committee to try and prove they would be of
value to the United States. I think they were traitors and defec-
tors.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did you take any State Department personnel
along with you when you visited with President Chung Park Hee?

Mr. WILSON. No; Ambassador Snyder purposely felt it would be
better to go there alone. If a State Department person had been
with me on that occasion, he said, it would appear too much as if it
was a State Department request I was making. I wanted to make
the request on my own.

Mr. FORTUIN. So the only persons present were you and Presi-
dent Park Chung Hee?

Mr. WILSON. Yes, and his assistant, who was an interpreter.
Mr. FORTUIN. Now let me go back to the time when you learned

that Tongsun Park was testifying, and that would be about the end
of 1977; is that correct? The last day I believe it was announced.
Maybe I can refresh your recollection.

Mr. WILSON. Well, didn't he testify in Korea in January? And
then he came here in March and April, I believe.

Mr. FORTUIN. That is correct. Maybe I can just show you some of
these articles that will refresh your recollection.

Mr. WILSON. I saw all the newspaper articles that were in any-
thing but in the New York Times. I am sure I saw the articles that
were in the Los Angeles Times and the Washington Post and the
Washington Star.



Mr. FLYNT. The committee will suspend while the members
repair to the floor of the House to record their votes.

[Recess.]
Mr. FLYNT. The committee will come to order and resume the

hearing.
With the approval of the committee, the Chair will entertain a

motion which must be made in open session with a quorum pres-
ent.

I will recognize Mr. Spence.
Mr. SPENCE. Mr. Chairman, I move that pursuant to House Rule

XI 2.(gXl), the committee upon the adjournment of this hearing
resolve itself into executive session for the purpose of hearing from
Representative Edward J. Patten.

Mr. FLYNT. This is a motion which must be made in open session
with a quorum being present. The committee is in open session and
a quorum is present. Further, a vote must be taken by a rollcall
vote.

As many as favor the motion when their names are called will
vote aye; those opposed, no.

The staff director will call the roll.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Flynt.
Mr. FLYNT. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Spence.
Mr. SPENCE. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Teague.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Quillen.
Mr. QUILLEN. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Bennett.
Mr. BENNETr. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Quie.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Hamilton.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Cochran.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Preyer.
Mr. PREYER. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mrs. Fenwick.
Mrs. FENWICK. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Flowers.
[No response.]
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Caputo.
Mr. CAPUTO. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Seven members aye, five absent, not voting.
Mr. FLYNT. On this motion by rollcall vote, the ayes seven, the

nays are none. The motion is agreed to, and upon the adjournment
of this hearing, the committee will go into executive session.

Mr. Fortuin.
Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Wilson, I am sorry I did not get the name of

the friend who told you that Tongsun Park was not in favor with
the government.

Mr. WILSON. Kyu Shu.



Mr. FORTUIN. Has he ever had any dealings with the Korean
Government?

Mr. WILSON. No; he is a private businessman.
Mr. FORTUIN. You were visited by Miss Talley and Mr. Gossett.

They requested, among other things, correspondence.
Mr. WILSON. The letter from Mr. Jaworski asked for all commu-

nications from Korean officials, not just Tongsun Park.
Mr. FORTUIN. You told Miss Talley that the Speaker had told you

that you had been cleared in the inquiry?
Mr. WILSON. Well, I do not know exactly how I said it. The day

before I had a meeting with the Speaker in connection with some
legislation. At the end of the meeting, he felt pretty jovial, and he
said, "Charlie, one thing I am happy to be able to tell you is that
neither you nor I are under investigation as to this Korean thing."

Then, the next thing, Miss Talley and Mr. Gossett dropped in on
me, and it was upsetting.

Mr. FORTUIN. You have read Mr. O'Neill's sworn testimony in
which he denies saying that?

Mr. WILSON. Yes. He and I have an honest difference of opinion,
I think, in what the conversation was. He told you what he recol-
lected, and I told Miss Talley what I recollected. I am sure there is
no real conflict.

Mr. FORTUIN. Shortly after Miss Talley visited you, did you see
the headlines in the Washington Post on January 21, 1978, which
indicated "Korea Probers Claim Evidence," then in big headlines,
"Incumbents Implicated?" Did you see that?

Mr. WILSON. I am sure I did.
Mr. FORTUIN. Shortly thereafter, Mr. Civiletti gave a briefing to

some Members of Congress. Were you present for that?
Mr. WILSON. Oh, no. I felt that was very improper, incidentally,

for him to do that.
Mr. FORTUIN. Do you recall learning that he had told the meet-

ing that evidence on an additional 15 to 20 present and former
Members of the House will be turned over to parallel House inves-
tigators for possible disciplinary proceedings?

Mr. WILSON. I am sure I read it, because I have understandably
been reading everything in connection with the Korean investiga-
tion.

Mr. FORTUIN. Then you learned, probably February 1, 1978, or in
that period, you learned that Park had agreed to testify in closed
session before the committee?

Mr. WILSON. I am sure I read it; yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. All that came before you sent the committee your

letter of February 7?
Mr. WILSON. Yes-the February 1 date, I might say, I retained

counsel the day-the 19th of January. We had our discussion be-
cause it was then that I recalled that there were some wedding
gifts that I had neglected to mention in the original questionnaire,
and the decision to send a letter was made prior to February 1. It
did not get prepared and sent to you until February 7. Mr. Volner
verified or, correct me if I am wrong, he was out of town for some
time on other cases and was not able to immediately prepare the
letter. I can honestly tell you that our decision is not related to
anything stated in the papers February 1 or at any time.



Mr. FORTUIN. When you responded to the committee question-
naire, you had no idea what the committee knew from Tongsun
Park, did you?

Mr. WILSON. No.
Mr. FORTUIN. I did not mean to say the questionnaire. When you

wrote the letter in February 1978, you had no idea what Tongsun
Park had told the committee?

Mr. WILSON. No, I did not.
Mr. FORTUIN. You did know from press accounts Mr. Caputo had

been in Seoul during the questioning of Mr. Park?
Mr. WILSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. FORTUIN. Mr. Chairman, if I may confer a moment, I think I

am just about finished.
[Brief recess as counsel confer.]
Mr. FORTUIN. I have no further questions of this witness.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Volner, have you any questions?
Mr. VOLNER. I have one or two questions, Mr. Chairman, and I

have one further witness to call, as well, a very brief witness.
Congressman Wilson, you have been asked by counsel several

questions which are inclined to suggest you would remember the
breakfast meeting better than the airplane ride. Is there anything
about the airplane ride that particularly sticks in your mind?

Mr. WILSON. Well, there was a couple in the first-class section-
there were only 12 first-class seats, 3 rows, a gentleman, chairman
of the board of the Sunkist company in California, and his wife,
who I had known from previous occasions. They were staying at
the Chosen hotel, where we were staying, and they also came to
the wedding reception Saturday night, October 18. Also, Congress-
man Passman was on the plane. I recall the trip probably as much
as some of the later events because of the people who were on the
plane in the small section.

Mr. VOLNER. When you had breakfast with Tongsun Park, you
had not previously met Park except on that airplane, is that right?

Mr. WILSON. No.
Mr. VOLNER. Do you know his associate's name?
Mr. WILSON. No; I do not. There was a young man traveling with

him, and I did not get his name or I do not recall it.
Mr. VOLNER. Now, you were asked a series of questions about an

interview you gave to the Washington Post, I believe it was.
Do you recall any questions-do you now recall any questions

being directed to you as to presents from Tongsun Park of any kind
or character?

Mr. WILSON. It is very likely questions were directed to me about
any gifts that I may have received from Tongsun Park, as well as
possibly other Korean people. I cannot recall vividly. I would be
unable to recall anything in detail at this time. That was not
printed in the paper and was just a general part of the interview
itself.

Mr. VOLNER. When counsel asked you about that article in the
Washington Post, you said, "How could I help it?" Why was that?

Mr. WILSON. It was a horrible story. I never should have given
the interview.
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Mr. VOLNER. You were asked questions as to certain witnesses
who appeared before the committee. Was Tongsun Park at that
time testifying before this committee, do you know?

Mr. WILSON. At what time?
Mr. VOLNER. You were asked a question about a statement you

put in the Congressional Record--
Mr. WILSON. Oh, that was in October 1977; he did not testify

before the committee until March 1978, I believe.
Mr. VOLNER. So the persons referred to in your statement did not

include Tongsun Park?
Mr. WILSON. No.
Mr. VOLNER. As far as you know, Tongsun Park was still back in

Korea, playing hide-and-seek?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. VOLNER. I have no further questions.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Bennett.
Mr. BENNETT. No questions.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Spence.
Mr. SPENCE. No questions.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Hamilton.
Mr. HAMILTON. No questions.
Mr. FLYNT. Mrs. Fenwick.
Mrs. FENWICK. What was the date of this interview? I am afraid

I must have missed it.
Mr. WILSON. I am glad you did. It seems to me it was in early

November or December 1976.
Mrs. FENWICK. This confrontation as to the newspaper story?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mrs. FENWICK. Where were you going in 1976 on the trip where

you took the limousine?
Mr. WILSON. Out to my district. As I recall it, I was going to my

district in March or April 1976. This was after Mrs. Wilson and I
were married. That is my memory of the limousine incident.

Mrs. FENWICK. All right. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Judge Preyer.
Mr. PREYER. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Caputo.
Mr. CAPUTO. Your testimony is that you received $600 in Ameri-

can currency, plus an unidentified amount of Korean currency,
from Tongsun Park on--

Mr. WILSON. October 22.
Mr. CAPUTO. Can you identify the approximate amount of

Korean currency at the second installment?
Mr. WILSON. When he first offered me the envelope in the dining

room, he said, "I have $1,000 for you," so I assume it was in the
neighborhood of $1,000, if that was an accurate amount that he
mentioned.

Mr. CAPUTO. Had you ever received an amount of cash like that
from anyone before?

Mr. WILSON. Oh, I have received cash gifts in the past. It is the
only wedding present such as that, that I have received. I might
say there were gifts from time to time-we were remarried in
Washington on November 22; I had a few friends who knew we did



not need anything in a material way of gifts, and they knew there
would be a large expense in connection with the reception, and we
did go to Trader Vic's restaurant, and there were several people
who made direct contact with the restaurant and paid amounts
toward that. There was one $500 contribution, I believe, by a party
at that time.

Mr. CAPUTO. I had difficulty in hearing. Somebody gave you $500
in cash?

Mr. WILSON. It was made to Trader Vic's restaurant.
Mr. CAPUTO. Do you know his name?
Mr. WILSON. Donald Page.
Mr. CAPUTO. Did you report that as income?
Mr. WILSON. No, no. It was a gift. It went against expenses of the

reception. That was his wedding gift.
Mr. CAPUTO. Did you ever receive cash on another occasion

from--
Mr. WILSON. From what?
Mr. CAPUTO [continuing]. From any person in excess of $500.
Mr. WILSON. I cannot recall, Mr. Caputo. It is possible. I am 61

years old. I have lived a long life, and I may have received personal
gifts.

Mr. CAPUTO. But there were not several $500 or more cash gifts
to you, cash?

Mr. WILSON. No.
Mr. CAPUTO. There have only been two, in your entire life?
Mr. WILSON. I do not know that there were only two, but I

cannot recall how many or what the circumstances were or any-
thing of that sort.

Mr. CAPUTO. You do not find it unusual to get more than $500 in
cash from an individual?

Mr. WILSON. Yes; I would say it is unusual.
Mr. CAPUTO. How well do you know Mr. Don Page?
Mr. WILSON. Well, at the time of the wedding, I knew him quite

well. I have not had any contact--
Mr. CAPUTO. In November of 1975, you had known him for sever-

al years?
Mr. WILSON. About a year prior to that time.
Mr. CAPUTO. Is it not even more unusual to get $1,000 from

someone you do not know?
Mr. WILSON. I do not think so. I did not connect-you are talking

about Mr. Park's gift?
Mr. CAPUTO. I am talking about anyone who you do not know.
Mr. WILSON. Well, the only one in question is the gift by Mr.

Tongsun Park. I did not consider that too unusual, and I did not
consider it as anything to try to influence me or anything of the
sort. Mrs. Wilson's father is a very important businessman in
Korea. At that time, he was preparing to put up a large building, a
zinc refinery, and there must have been a half dozen people who
contacted me during my stay there to find out if I could put in a
good word for them, and if they could be considered for the con-
tract work. I suspect Mr. Park was as much involved in trying to
impress me for that purpose as anything else.-

Mr. CAPUTO. At the time you received the money you felt he was
trying to impress you?



Mr. WILSON. No; not exactly, because of his reputation in addi-
tion to that. But I tried to figure out why all of a sudden when I
had been neglected as to all his parties and never been invited--

Mr. CAPUTO. Tell me how you remember the $500 gift from Mr.
Page and not the $1,000 gift from Mr. Park?

Mr. WILSON. I have been trying to recall since this-there were
other gifts in Korea that we also reported at the time we amended
our questionnaire. I do not really consider-there is really no
reason why I should not have reported this. I am not ashamed of
receiving it. It was not illegal.

Mr. CAPUTO. You seem to remember well the $500 gift from Mr.
Page, or was that a recent recollection?

Mr. WILSON. No. I had no reason to remember that.
Mr. CAPUTO. At the time you filed your questionnaire in 1977,

would you have remembered the $500 from Page?
Mr. WILSON. Well, it would depend upon-I do not know whether

I would have or not. I really do not.
Mr. CAPUTO. Yet you have only received two large cash gifts,

ever.
Mr. WILSON. No; I am not going to say that I have only received

two, ever. I cannot respond to you in connection with that, Mr.
Caputo.

Mr. CAPUTO. I have some more questions, Mr. Chairman. Do you
want to break now?

Mr. FLYNT. The committee will suspend while members cast
their votes. The Chair requests all members to return promptly.

[Recess.]
Mr. FLYNT. The committee will come to order.
Let the record show that seven members are present.
Mr. Caputo?
Mr. CAPUTO. I think I find myself questioning your reaction to

receiving $1,000 from a stranger. I just want to, now that we have
had a moment to reflect, be sure that you did not receive large
amounts of cash from anybody else to your memory today, other
than Mr. Page--

Mr. WILSON. You mean throughout my life?
Mr. CAPUTO. No; since you have been a Member of Congress. I

don't care about prior to that.
Mr. WILSON. Well, not that I can recall.
Mr. CAPUTO. Can you tell us what Mr. Page's occupation is? He is

an employee of Trader Vic's?
Mr. WILSON. Oh, no, no, no. He is an employee of the Northrop

Corp.
Mr. CAPUTO. Northrop?
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. CAPUTO. What does he do for them, do you know?
Mr. WILSON. I don't know what his title is. He was back here

doing some Government relations work for them at the time.
Mr. CAPUTO. Does that mean lobbying?
Mr. WILSON. Yes; I guess so. He was contacting California repre-

sentatives and their staffs at the time.
Mr. CAPUTO. Do you know if he gave $500 in cash to any other

Member of Congress?



Mr. WILSON. I don't really know whether this was cash or how it
was handled. He handled it directly with Trader Vic's. He either
used a credit card, or he gave them cash, or he gave them a check.

Mr. CAPUTO. Gave who?
Mr. WILSON. Trader Vic's Restaurant.
Mr. CAPUTO. In other words, you had a line of credit there worth

$500?
Mr. WILSON. No; I didn't. That is where we held our Washington

wedding and had a large reception there.
Mr. CAPUTO. Let me back up. I understood you to say earlier that

you received $500 in cash from Mr. Page.
Mr. WILSON. I am not sure how it was handled, but it was a $500

wedding gift, that was other than a dish or something like that. It
was equivalent to money.

Mr. CAPUTO. Well, either it was cash or it wasn't.
Mr. WILSON. I didn't see it.
Mr. CAPUTO. Maybe I am confused. My memory of your testimo-

ny only a few minutes ago was that Mr. Page gave you U.S.
currency worth $500.

Mr. WILSON. No; I didn't intend to imply that, Mr. Caputo.
Mr. CAPUTO. I am sorry.
Mr. WILSON. What he gave I became aware of, but he gave it

directly to Trader Vic's. I never saw the money.
Mr. CAPUTO. There is only one person that you can remember

that gave you a large amount of cash since you have become a
Member of Congress?

Mr. WILSON. As a personal gift, there possibly--
Mr. CAPUTO. Any kind of gift.
Mr. WILSON [continuing]. Is more than one, but I cannot recollect

or recall now.
Mr. CAPUTO. So that to your memory at this time the $1,000 that

you got through Mr. Park's agent, from Mr. Park, is unique.
Mr. WILSON. Yes; I said that in my statement, page 11.
Mr. CAPUTO. And yet you didn't remember it?
Mr. WILSON. That is right.
Mr. CAPUTO. Until--
Mr. WILSON. I didn't remember that, or several other wedding

gifts that I received.
Mr. CAPUTO. Did you have an interview with Washington Post

reporters in early December 1976?
Mr. WILSON. Yes; I did.
Mr. CAPUTO. Did you relate to them the gifts you got at your

wedding?
Mr. WILSON. No; I didn't.
Mr. CAPUTO. You told no Washington reporter that you received

silver chopsticks from Tongsun Park at your wedding as a wedding
gift?

Mr. WILSON. I can't recall what I told them, Mr. Caputo. Again,
we are getting into the same area that Mr. Fortuin asked me
about. I am not able to comment about anything that was not in
the newspaper article itself.

It has been too long ago. I cannot recall what was said in that
interview. The only way I can recollect or recall anything to my
mind would be if I saw the newspaper article itself.



Mr. CAPUTO. I am not asking for what is in the newspaper story,
but what you--

Mr. WILSON. Well, I can't recall anything else not in the newspa-
per story.

Mr. CAPUTO. Let me try to refresh your recollection.
Did you explain that you received a plaque at your wedding, as a

wedding gift?
Mr. WILSON. No; I didn't get a plaque at my wedding. I indicated

that it was not unusual in Korea for people to give you gifts at
weddings or any other time, for visiting dignitaries.

I indicated the type of gifts that you might receive. Plaques are
quite common.

Mr. CAPUTO. But you had no--
Mr. WILSON. I received no plaque as a wedding gift.
Mr. CAPUTO. We are talking about a point in time about 14

months after your wedding.
Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. CAPUTO. Early December 1976. You were asked what you got

for your wedding in Korea, and at that point--
Mr. WILSON. I don't know that I was asked directly what all I

received because I couldn't have read what I received, and I didn't
remember.

Mr. CAPUTO. What I am building to is the condition of your
memory 14 months after you received $1,000 in cash from a stran-
ger. You couldn't remember 14 months after that, that you had
received that $1,000?

Mr. WILSON. I indicated it was a very unusual gift, Mr. Caputo,
and I honestly did not recall anything about gifts at the time I
completed my questionnaire.

Mr. CAPUTO. My question was not at the time you completed
your questionnaire, but in December of 1976 you could not recall,
only 14 months after the fact.

Mr. WILSON. The questionnaire I think is what we are talking
about, isn't it?

Mr. CAPUTO. I am trying to learn the validity of your claim that
you did not remember. I am trying to find the point in time where
it escaped your memory. Obviously the day you received it you
must have read it. Obviously at some point in time it slipped from
your memory.

I am trying to find when that was. Now--
Mr. WILSON. I couldn't tell you when it slipped from my memory.
Mr. CAPUTO. I am not asking that question directly. In December

of 1976 you had no memory of receiving $1,000 in U.S. currency 14
months earlier. Is that your testimony?

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Caputo, even if I did have any memory of it at
that time, it was none of the newspaper reporter's business wheth-
er I received it or didn't receive it.

Mr. CAPUTO. I think that is right. Did you remember at that time
that Tongsun Park gave you silver chopsticks?

Mr. WILSON. We had quite a few sets of silver chopsticks.
Mr. CAPUTO. From Tongsun Park?
Mr. WILSON. No; one set from him. It costs $17.



Mr. CAPUTO. Let me ask this. Did you make any-when a strang-
er gave you $1,000, did you make any effort to learn who that
stranger was and why he might be making a gift of that kind?

Mr. WILSON. Well; I knew who the stranger was, Mr. Caputo. I
had two or three things that came into my mind as to why he
might have done it. I suspect that he was in the habit of doing
that, for one thing.

I indicated that he may have had a motive to do it because of the
potential business he might get from my wife's father. I didn't
think it was unusual, just because of the man's reputation, and
even though he was a stranger to me.

Mr. CAPUTO. So you didn't make any attempt to discover the true
nature and purpose of the gift?

Mr. WISON. The purpose of it was a wedding present.
Mr. CAPUTO. OK. If I may, I would like to read into the record

for purposes of establishing the gravity of this incident, and hence
the likelihood that it ought to have been read by a Member of
Congress, a section from our Manual of Offenses that we adopted
as a committee earlier.

Mr. FLYNT. The committee will take notice of its own documents.
Mr. CAPUTO. I won't be permitted to read this out loud?
Mr. FLYNT. You can if you want to.
Mr. Caputo [reading]:
Even if a Member of Congress did not have actual knowledge of a donor's ties to

the Korean Government, for example, or did not actually know of any corrupt
motivation underlying the gift offer, the Member should still be subject to at least
some sanction if the circumstances place that Member on notice that the gift was
tendered in an attempt by a foreign government to influence his present or future
actions and he took no action or insufficient action to attempt to discover the true
nature and purpose of the gift; that is, if all the circumstances should have alerted a
responsible Member concerned about both the letter and spirit of the law to hesitate
and inquire before acting, the failure of a Member to learn the truth should not be
an excuse.

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Caputo, may I say that in the first place I had
no reason to think that he was an agent of a foreign government. I
had been advised that he was not in the good graces of the Govern-
ment of Korea. I never felt that he was an agent for the Korean
Government.

I just felt that he was a businessman. I think that is all he was. I
don't think there has been any evidence to prove otherwise.

Mr. CAPUTO. Thank you.
Mr. FLYNT. Any other questions?
Mr. Volner?
Mr. VOLNER. I have one or two questions, if I might.
Mr. FLYNT. All right.
Mr. VOLNER. And then I would like to call our last witness.
Congressman Wilson, have you ever voted against aid to Korea?
Mr. WILSON. No; not even during these difficult times.
Mr. VOLNER. When you went to Korea in October 1975, to be

married, would you say it is fair to characterize your position with
respect to Korean aid as a matter of public record?

Mr. WISON. It certainly should have been.
Mr. VOLNER. Did you at any time ever feel that the wedding

present was illegal?
Mr. WILSON. Absolutely not.



Mr. VOLNER. I have no further questions.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Fortuin?
Mr. FORTUIN. Nothing further.
Mr. FLYNT. Do you want to call another witness?
Mr. VOLNER. I have one more witness.
I call George Gould, please.
Mr. FLYNT. Would you please raise your right hand. Do you

solemnly swear that the testimony you will give before this com-
mittee in the matter now under consideration will be the truth, the
whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. GouLD. I do.
Mr. FLYNT. You may be seated.
You are Mr. George Gould?
Mr. GouLD. Yes, sir.

TESTIMONY OF GEORGE GOULD, HOUSE POST OFFICE AND
CIVIL SERVICE COMMITTEE

Mr. VOLNER. Mr. Gould, would you state by whom you are em-
ployed?

Mr. GouLD. House Post Office and Civil Service Committee, Sub-
committee on Postal Personnel and Management.

Mr. VOLNER. Who is the chairman of that subcommittee?
Mr. GOULD. Charles Wilson.
Mr. VOLNER. Mr. Gould, were you present in Congressman Wil-

son's office when he was interviewed by two reporters from the
Washington Post?

Mr. GouLD. Yes, sir.
Mr. VOLNER. Do you have any recollection of that interview?
Mr. GouLD. Some. It has been a while.
Mr. VOLNER. Do you recall generally what was discussed?
Mr. GouLD. Yes; generally what the thrust, supposed thrust was;

yes.
Mr. VOLNER. Were you asked or was Congressman Wilson asked

about gifts of any kind or characteristic?
Mr. GouLD. Yes, sir.
Mr. VOLNER. Specifically, was he asked about wedding presents,

to the best of your recollection?
Mr. GouLD. Not to my recollection.
Mr. VOLNER. What was the subject, what were the sorts of re-

sponses as you recall them to the questions about gifts?
Mr. GouLD. Basically, the reporters wanted to know, in my par-

ticular instance it was involving a committee trip, if we had re-
ceived gifts from representatives of a foreign government.

Mr. VOLNER. And what was the response to that question?
Mr. GouLD. The response was we received what we characterized

as mementos, plaques, maybe a small key to the city, some type of
remembrance, maybe a small stamp album.

Mr. FORTUIN. I am sorry, can I have that again. I just didn't
quite get it.

[The reporter read the answer.]
Mr. VOLNER. Do you have any recollection of Congressman

Wilson saying he had received a set of silver chopsticks from
Tongsun Park at the time of that interview?

Mr. GouLD. No, sir.



Mr. VOLNER. Do you recall whether he was asked by the reporter
whether he received cash or anything else from Tongsun Park?

Mr. GOULD. I don't remember any such conversation.
Mr. VOLNER. Now, you were also present when the FBI came to

visit Congressman Wilson and the attorney from the Department
of Justice on or about July 20, 1977?

Mr. GouLD. I was at the interview.
Mr. VOLNER. Do you recall Congressman Wilson being asked

whether he had met Tongsun Park?
Mr. GouLD. No; I do not.
Mr. VOLNER. Do you recall Congressman Wilson being asked

whether he received anything of value from Tongsun Park?
Mr. GouLD. No; I do not.
Mr. VOLNER. Do you recall his answers to those questions, assum-

ing that they were asked?
Mr. GoULD. I don't remember the questions. I don't remember

that being discussed.
Mr. VOLNER. Do you have any recollection of that interview at

all?
Mr. GouLD. Yes; I do. They asked him questions, the newspaper

reporters, on the committee trips did we receive anything of value
from officials of foreign governments.

Mr. VOLNER. Did they ask about anything else that you can
recall?

Mr. GouLD. The purpose of the trips, people we met, the business
of the trip, why we were there, who paid for it.

Mr. VOLNER. Do you recall any questions being asked about
former Congressman Hanna?

Mr. GoULD. I think he asked if Mr. Wilson knew Mr. Hanna.
Mr. VOLNER. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Fortuin?
Mr. FORTUIN. Let me just ask you about the interview with the

FBI. You are saying you don't recall any conversation with respect
to the receipt of anything from Tongsun Park?

Mr. GoULD. No, sir, I do not.
Mr. FORTUIN. You don't recall any conversation? There could

have been one.
Mr. GouLD. I answered your question. I do not recall any conver-

sation.
Mr. FORTUIN. Would you recall it if there were such a conversa-

tion?
Mr. GOULD. Would I recall it if there were such a conversation? I

don't know if I would recall it, since I don't recall it.
Mr. FORTUIN. OK. How about Mr. Wilson's marriage to a Korean

woman and his marriage in Korea. Was there any discussion of
that?

Mr. GouLD. There was at one of the interviews, and I will be
frank with you, I cannot remember which interview it was.

Mr. FORTUIN. How about the FBI interview? Do you know if that
was discussed there?

Mr. GouLD. Again, I cannot remember if it was that interview or
the one with the reporters.

Mr. FORTUIN. When was the first time that you learned about
the wedding gift, Mr. Gould?



Mr. GOULD. After it was publicized.
Mr. FORTUIN. I have nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Volner?
Mr. VOLNER. Just one or two questions.
Mr. Gould, did you ever see Congressman Wilson with Tongsun

Park at any place at any time?
Mr. GOULD. With Tongsun Park?
Mr. VOLNER. Yes.
Mr. GouLD. No, sir.
Mr. VOLNER. Did you and Mr. Wilson ever discuss Tongsun Park

prior to the July 19-prior to July 1977?
Mr. GouLD. I don't remember a specific occasion, but since he

was in the newspapers I have to assume that I did-it was some-
thing that was rather well discussed.

Mr. VOLNER. Did he ever say to you that he did or did not know
Tongsun Park?

Mr. GouLD. No, I don't remember him making any comment
either positive or negative.

Mr. VOLNER. I have no further questions.
Mr. FLYNT. Any member of the committee have questions?
Mrs. FENWICK. I have a question.
Mr. FLYNT. You do?
Mrs. FENWICK. If I may, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Mrs. Fenwick is recognized.
Mrs. FENWICK. I think you said that the question was raised as

to who had paid for that trip. What was the answer to that ques-
tion?

Mr. GouLD. The committee paid for the trip.
Mrs. FENWICK. The postal committee?
Mr. GouLD. House Post Office and Civil Service Committee.
Mrs. FENWICK. Thank you.
Mr. CAPUTO. I have trouble hearing from back here.
Mr. GouLD. I am sorry.
Mr. CAPUTO. Your testimony is that you have no memory of what

those reporters asked in October?
Mr. GouLD. My answer to his question.
Mr. CAPUTO. You don't remember what the reporters asked or

you don't remember the answers to the questions?
Mr. GouLD. I don't remember what he asked me about.
Mr. CAPUTO. Let me start from the beginning. Do you recall

meeting with reporters in December?
Mr. GouLD. Yes; I do.
Mr. CAPUTO. 1975? 1976?
Mr. GouLD. I think 1976. I think the Congressman is right.
Mr. CAPUTO. Do you recall any questions that those reporters

asked?
Mr. GOULD. Yes, as I said, I did.
Mr. CAPUTO. What questions did they ask you?
Mr. GouLD. Well, as I indicated earlier, I remember them asking

about the purpose of the trip, who we met with--
Mr. CAPUTO. I didn't hear you earlier.
Mr. GOULD. Who we met with, the purpose of the trip, how

expenses were paid for the trip, results of the trip, was anything



done after the trip, were there hearings, was there a report, was it
publicly known.

Mr. CAPTro. And you stated that the reporters did not ask ques-
tions about what kind of gifts did he receive for his wedding.

Mr. GOULD. In that interview they asked about gifts that were
received from officials of the government.

Mr. CAPUTO. Try to answer my question. My question is your
testimony--

Mr. GouLD. I am sorry, I can't hear either, sir.
Mr. CAPUTO. Your testimony is not that you don't remember, but

that you do remember specifically that the reporters never asked
at that interview about wedding gifts.

Mr. GOULD. I do not remember them asking about wedding gifts.
Mr. CAPUTO. So, your testimony is not that you have a memory

of that questioning and at no time did the reporters ask such a
question. Your testimony is rather different. It is that you don't
remember whether or not--

Mr. BENNETT. Mr. Caputo, would you like to have another 5
minutes? I have to go to the floor.

Mr. CAPUTO. I am almost done. You may go ahead. I don't mind.
Mr. FLYNT. The committee will recess.
[Brief recess.]
Mr. FLYNT. The committee will come to order.
The gentleman from New York.
Mr. CAPUTO. Mr. Wilson, I understood you to say-Mr. Gould, I

understood you to say that this trip to Korea was paid for by the
committee.

Mr. GOuLD. That is correct.
Mr. NIELDS. Mr. Chairman, the respondent is not here.
Mr. VOLNER. I assume he has gone to vote. Since he is not on the

stand, we may proceed. I will waive his presence for the purpose of
this questioning.

Mr. FLYNT. All right.
Mr. CAPUTO. You mean you waive his right to be present?
Mr. VOLNER. Right.
Mr. CAPUTO. The trip to Korea was paid for by the committee.
Mr. GOULD. Yes, sir.
Mr. CAPUTO. Can you help me to understand why, in the respon-

dent's prepared statement, which is unlabeled, it reads at page 12,
"We went to Korea in October 1975 for the sole purpose of meeting
her family," meaning his new wife's family. Is that a legitimate use
of--

Mr. GouLD. We are talking about two different trips. The report-
ers initially discussed a trip that was taken in April of 1976 to
Korea, during the spring recess. That is the one that they discussed
during that meeting, to my recollection.

Mr. CAPUTO. Well, they knew he didn't get married until Octo-
ber, so how could they possibly have asked about his wedding gifts
on a trip he didn't get married on?

Mr. GOULD. All I can do is tell you what I remember as a
participant in that meeting, and that is what I remember him
discussing, was that trip.

Mr. CAPUTO. I don't think you were at the right meeting.
Mr. GOULD. Possibly. Maybe I missed the right meeting.



Mr. VOLNER. Mr. Caputo, if I may be permitted, Congressman
Wilson was married on a trip in October 1975. There was a subse-
quent trip in April 1976. There was an interview by the Washing-
ton Post reporters in December of 1976 which, according to the
witness, made refrence to the April 1976 trip.

Mr. CAPUTO. I don't believe so. I think there was a Washington
Post interview about perhaps, in addition to an April trip, the
previous year's trip, the 12-month earlier trip, in which the Con-
gressman got married. I think they specifically asked about wed-
ding gifts. Now, you didn't hear--

Mr. GOULD. I don't remember.
Mr. CAPUTO. I just want to verify for the record that your

memory is incomplete. You are not saying: I remember all the
questions that were asked and at no time did they ask a question
about wedding gifts.

Mr. GouLD. I say my memory is not perfect.
Mr. CAPUTO. You are saying you don't know whether or not they

asked about wedding gifts?
Mr. GouLD. That is right.
Mr. CAPUTO. They might have.
Mr. GOULD. That is correct.
Mr. CAPUTO. And you are not even sure whether they were

asking about an April trip or an October trip?
Mr. GouLD. I know they asked about the April trip because i

participated in it.
Mr. CAPUTO. At no time did they ask about an October 1975,

trip?
Mr. GOULD. They talked in generalizations concerning trips. They

didn't specifically lay it out. They didn't give us time frames. They
talked about trips in general to Korea, meeting government offi-
cials in Korea in general.

Mr. CAPUTO. I understand you work for a subcommittee.
Mr. GouLD. That is right.
Mr. CAPUTO. You are not on the Congressman's personal-staff?.
Mr. GouLD. That is correct.
Mr. CAPUTO. So; if he were going to talk about personal gifts he

got, personal relationships he had with Tongsun Park, that prob-
ably would have been a conversation he had with his personal
staff, is that right?

Mr. GOULD. Probably.
Mr. CAPUTO. OK. I am finished.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Volner?
Mr. VoLNER. I have no further questions.
Mr. FLYNT. Any other questions?
Mr. Fortuin?
Mr. FORTUIN. I have no further questions of this witness.
Mr. CAPUTO. One more question, sir. Who paid for the October

1975 trip?
Mr. GOULD. I don't know, sir.
Mr. FLYNT. Do you have anything else?
Mr. VOLNER. No, sir.
Mr. FLYNT. Do you have anything else?
Mr. FORTUIN. A brief rebuttal witness, Mr. Chairman, here from

North Carolina.



Mr. BENNETT. You have another witness?
Mr. FORTUIN. One brief witness.
Mr. FLYNT. All right, call him.
Mr. FORTUIN. Call Craig Bradley.
Mr. FLYNT. The hearing will come to order.
Mr. Fortuin, call your next witness.
Mr. FORTUIN. Craig Bradley.
Mr. FLYNT. Please raise your right hand.
Do you swear that the testimony that you will give in this

matter before this committee will be the truth, the whole truth the
nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. BRADLEY. I do.
Mr. FLYNT. Your name is Craig Bradley?
Mr. BRADLEY. Yes.
Mr. FORTU:N. What is your occupation?
Mr. BRADLEY. Visiting professor of law, University of North Caro-

lina, Chapel Hill.
Mr. FORTUIN. In July of 1977, how were you employed?
Mr. BRADLEY. Senior trial attorney, integrity section of the Jus-

tice Department, investigating the so-called Koreagate scandal.
Mr. FORTUIN. In the course of your duties, did you have occasion

to visit Congressman Charles Wilson?
Mr. BRADLEY. Yes.
Mr. FORTUIN. Do you recall the date?
Mr. BRADLEY. Not of my independent recollection now, no.
Mr. FORTUIN. Let me show you an exhibit which we have pre-

marked W-13 for identification, and ask if this refreshes your
recollection as to the date of that meeting.

Mr. BRADLEY. Yes; this is the memorandum of that meeting
prepared by the FBI agent who came with me. It indicates the
meeting was on July 20, of 1977.

Mr. FORTUIN. Did you review that exhibit for accuracy shortly
after it was prepared by the FBI?

Mr. BRADLEY. It was my practice to do so, whenever I went on an
interview with an FBI agent, to review the agent's notes, since I
did not prepare the interview. I do not recall whether or not I
specifically reviewed this one, but I am sure I did.

Mr. FORTUIN. Who else was present when you interviewed Mr.
Wilson?

Mr. BRADLEY. Two of his staff and an agent of the FBI.
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you have any questions as to the subject

matter of Tongsun Park?
Mr. BRADLEY. Yes; I asked Mr. Wilson to describe to me his

contacts with Tongsun Park.
Mr. FORTUIN. Tell us what was said.
Mr. BRADLEY. Well, I can either tell you what I recall directly or

what I recall buttressed by what I read here which, to my recollec-
tion, is correct.

Mr. FORTUIN. Tell us what you recall. 'Then we will ask you
about the document.

Mr. BRADLEY. I asked Mr. Wilson to describe his connections with
Tongsun Park. I no longer recall what it was he indicated, but one
had to do with his wedding. I then asked him if he had ever been
offered or received anything of value by or from Tongsun Park,



and he said he had not. He did not relate to me any meeting with
Tongsun Park in the Chosen Hotel in Korea. I would have remem-
bered that had he done so.

Mr. FORTUIN. Were there any comments about any chopsticks or
anything of that nature?

Mr. BRADLEY. He made the flat statement he never received nor
had been offered anything.

Mr. FORTUIN. As I understand it, it is your testimony that exhib-
it W-13 is accurate and reflects your recollection of that meeting
with Mr. Wilson.

Mr. BRADLEY. The interview took, I would guess, between 15 and
20 minutes, perhaps even longer. This is only a 2-page document,
so it obviously does not reflect everything that happened. However,
everything it reflects is accurate.

Mr. FORTUIN. On that basis, I would offer W-13 into evidence,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. VOLNER. No objection.
Mr. FLYNT. So ordered.
[Whereupon, Committee Hearing Exhibit No. W-13 was received

in evidence.] (See exhibits.)
Mr. FORTUIN. Did you ask Mr. Wilson as to whether any other

Member of Congress had received anything of value from Mr. Park
or any other member of the Korean Government?

Mr. BRADLEY. Yes, I remember that, because at that point, Mr.
Wilson got very angry with me and essentially indicated he would
throw me out of the office or terminate the interview if I was going
to ask questions like that. I was surprised at that response. Since
he had coolly denied receiving anything himself, why he should
react as to the question about other Congressmen? At the time I
was particularly interested in Mr. Hanna.

Mr. FORTUIN. I have no further questions.
Mr. FLYNT. Mr. Volner?
Mr. VOLNER. Yes. This interview took place approximately a year

ago?
Mr. BRADLEY. Yes.
Mr. VOLNER. But you have no specific recollection of reviewing

that report before it was filed?
Mr. BRADLEY. Other than--
Mr. VOLNER. I believe you testified it was your practice.
Mr. BRADLEY. Yes.
Mr. VOLNER. So you assume you reviewed this one before it was

filed, but you do not specifically recall it was reviewed?
Mr. BRADLEY. I assumed it was accurate--
Mr. VOLNER. That is not my question. Do you specifically recall

seeing this report before it was filed?
Mr. BRADLEY. No.
Mr. VOLNER. Does the report accurately reflect the order in

which things were taken up?
Mr. BRADLEY. The FBI tries to group things into paragraph. For

instance, if I asked things about Suzi Park Thomson at the begin-
ning of the interview and asked other questions at the end, the
agent would have put everything into one paragraph. So it does not
generally reflect the chronology.

Mr. VOLNER. You have seen the document.



Mr. BRADLEY. Yes, I have it right here.
Mr. VOLNER. In transcribing the notes, why would the FBI start

the report with the last subject interviewed? It struck me as not
being logical.

Mr. BRADLEY. I do not know what that has to do with anything,
but it does not strike me as logical.

Now, if you ask if the FBI typically does things logically, I would
say, probably not, but I am no expert on how the FBI typically
operates.

Mr. VOLNER. Do you know if the subject of Congressman Hanna
came first, followed by Congressman Wilson's visit--

Mr. BRADLEY. I believe the entree I used in interviewing Mr.
Wilson was to put him at ease in hopes he would be less defensive
in answering questions. Instead of saying, "I am here to inquire
about you," I think I eased into the interview by indicating I was
primarily interested in Hanna, not Wilson.

Mr. VOLNER. Congressman Wilson got hostile, I believe was your
phrase, when you asked about possible payments to other Congress-
men.

Mr. BRADLEY. Yes.
Mr. VOLNER. But he did not at all become upset when you asked

him questions about himself?
Mr. BRADLEY. He was somewhat antagonistic throughout the

interview, but he did not become upset at that question. That is
correct.

Mr. VOLNER. When you conducted the interview with Congress-
man Wilson in July of 1977, did you have any knowledge of any
wedding present by Tongsun Park or anybody else to Congressman
Wilson?

Mr. BRADLEY. No.
Mr. VOLNER. I have no further questions.
Mr. FORTUIN. Nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Any member of the committee have any questions of

Mr. Bradley?
Mr. Fortuin, any other witnesses?
Mr. FORTUIN. Staff rests.
Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Chairman, one question, if I may, and it is

really not a direct question, but I would like to have a response.
In your opinion, did Mr. Wilson's attitude to you reflect just

what you intended to get over to this committee? Do you think his
answers to the questions about himself to you reflected his credibil-
ity?

Mr. BRADLEY. I am not sure I understand you.
Mr. QUILLEN. You said he was not upset, but somewhat antago-

nistic throughout the interview.
Mr. BRADLEY. Are you asking if I believe Mr. Wilson?
Mr. QUILLEN. Are you trying to leave the impression he did not

answer the questions correctly, or do you have a doubt?
Mr. BRADLEY. Absolutely, since Tongsun Park later told us that

he had given Mr. Wilson money and Mr. Wilson denied it.
Mr. QUILLEN. About attitudes, Mr. Chairman, I would say it

would be very difficult to determine the truthfulness, because here
we get very heated at times, and I think in the end, we say in a



creditable way what we think or mean, but I do not think by
inference you could even infer that, really.

Mr. BRADLEY. I really did not come to any conclusion of Mr.
Wilson's credibility on the basis of his attitude.

Mr. QUILLEN. That is what I asked you.
Mr. BRADLEY. I simply took note of what he said and later on I

collected evidence which contradicted it.
Mr. QUILLEN. Why, then, would you bring that point out to the

committee?
Mr. BRADLEY. Which point? As to what his attitude was?
Mr. QUILLEN. Yes.
Mr. BRADLEY. I brought it out in response to the question, and

now I do not remember what the question was, so I am at a loss as
to my motives, but in any event, it impressed me. It aroused my
suspicions that Mr. Wilson should have gotten upset by what seems
to me a more innocuous question from his point of view than the
question had he taken any money. I recall going back to the office
and discussing with my superior what appears to be a highly
suspect response on his part.

Mr. VOLNER. With respect to which question?
Mr. BRADLEY. With respect to whether he had knowledge of any

other Congressman receiving money.
Mr. QUILLEN. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Any other questions?
Mr. VOLNER. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Any further witnesses?
Mr. FORTUIN. Nothing further.
Mr. VOLNER. I have no further witnesses.
Mr. FLYNT. Do you have anything further to present at this

time?
Let me read from the supplemental rules of procedure, page 2,

paragraph No. 2:
At the conclusion of the taking of all testimony and the receiving of all evidence

with regard to each above named respondent, the chairman shall fix a date certain
to hear closing oral argument from the staff and the respondent and to conduct
deliberations thereon.

Counsel from both sides having agreed on the date of September
27, that date, September 27, 1978, is set as a date certain to hear
closing oral argument and to conduct deliberations thereon.

Is that agreeable to staff?
Mr. FORTUIN. Yes.
Mr. VOLNER. Yes.
Mr. FLYNT. I am informed the staff and Mr. Volner have also

agreed they shall file with the committee written proposed findings
of fact on September 22; is that correct, Mr. Volner?

Mr. VOLNER. Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FLYNT. Then September 22 is the date set for the filing of

proposing findings of fact with support for each proposed finding.
Is there anything further to come before the committee in the

matter of Representative Charles Wilson? If not, this meeting is
adjourned, and the committee will go into executive session.

[Whereupon, at 6:20 p.m., the committee proceeded in executive
session.]
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITrEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met at 3:53 p.m. in room 2226, Rayburn House

Office Building, Hon. John J. Flynt (chairman of the committee)
presiding

Present: Representatives Flynt, Bennett, Hamilton, Flowers,
Spence, Quillen, Quie, Cochran, Fenwick, and Caputo.

Also present: John M. Swanner, staff director; John W. Nields,
chief counsel; Thomas M. Fortuin, professional staff member, and
Ian D. Volner, counsel for Hon. Charles H. Wilson.

The CHAIRMAN. The Chair now will proceed to hear oral argu-
ments in the matter of the statement of alleged violations regard-
ing Representative Charles H. Wilson of California.

Let the record show that Mr. Fortuin and Mr. Nields are present,
counsel for the committee, and that Mr. Ian D. Volner is present as
counsel for Mr. Wilson.

Let the record further show that 10 members of the committee
are present.

Will Mr. Wilson be present?
Mr. VOLNER. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you waive his presence?
Mr. VOLNER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will announce that both sides having

introduced evidence, the customary rules and practices will be
followed, that is, that staff counsel will open and close. Counsel for
respondent will have an equal amount of time in between the
opening and closing arguments of the staff.

Is 30 minutes to each side sufficient or do you suggest a lesser
amount or greater amount? I ask that of counsel for both sides.

Mr. FORTUIN. That is about right.
Mr. VOLNER. Mr. Chairman, I hope I would not use the full

amount of time, but I would like it.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Under the rules and practices, the committee counsel will be

recognized for 30 minutes to use such time as he desires, reserving
the balance of the 30 minutes allotted for conclusion.

I assume Mr. Fortuin will open for the staff?
Mr. FORTUIN. That is right, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fortuin is recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. FORTUIN. If it please the committee, the evidence in this case

establishes clearly and convincingly that the respondent, Charles
H. Wilson of California, submitted a false statement to the commit-
tee when, in response to the committee questionnaire, he said that
he never received anything of value more than $100 from Tongsun
Park.
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In fact, the evidence established that he received $1,000 in cash
from Mr. Park in the summer of 1975. The evidence further estab-
lishes clearly and convincingly that Mr. Wilson knew that his
answer to the committee was false when he submitted it.

Let's first look at what happened in Korea in the summer of
1975 when Mr. Wilson took the money from Tongsun Park. I think
these facts alone and Mr. Wilson's clear recollection of what hap-
pened in Korea establish that Mr. Wilson could not and did not
forget about getting money from Tongsun Park.

When I review these with you, I would ask you to think that if
this had happened to you, if you had gotten this money from
Tongsun Park under these circumstances, if this is something that
you would forget about.

Congressman Wilson first met Tongsun Park on October 16,
1975, on an airplane flight from Taipei to Korea. Mr. Wilson was
with his then financee whom he was about to marry in Korea.

On the plane Mr. Wilson spoke only briefly with Tongsun Park.
Here is Mr. Wilson's recollection of what was said:

We had a brief chat. I informed him I was accompanied by my fiancee and I
would meet her family in Korea. He congratulated us, stating he was happy I was
marrying a lovely Korean lady and he hoped we would see each other in the future.

When Mr. Wilson got to Korea he was warned to stay away from
Tongsun Park. Notwithstanding that warning, Mr. Wilson met
with Park the following Wednesday in Korea. On October 22, 1975,
Park's assistant called him at the hotel. Mr. Wilson told us in the
testimony that the call was at 7:30 in the morning. Today he
recalls the precise hour of the day when he was called, but when
he answered the questionnaire, he didn't remember anything about
it.

Park's assistant called him to the dining room to have breakfast
with Tongsun Park. He went down and had breakfast with Park
and his associates. Here is how he described the breakfast:

As we were getting ready to break up, he-referring to Mr. Park-gave me a
small box and said, "this is a traditional Korean wedding gift, a pair of silver
chopsticks. It is not necessary for you to open it now." Then he-referring to Park-
reached into his pocket and pulled out an envelope filled with Korean currency,
handed it to me and said, "I have $1,000 for you." I said-again Mr. Wilson
talking-well, I appreciate your generosity but I have no use for this money, it is
Korean. I am leaving today and it is of no value to me, but I do appreciate your
generosity.

Wilson even recalled that the silver chopsticks he got from Tong-
sun Park were worth $17. He tells us today that he can remember
they were worth $17 but he could not remember in the summer of
1977 that on precisely the same occasion he got $1,000 in cash.

Mr. Wilson kept the $17 worth of chopsticks but he returned the
money because it was Korean currency. But before he left Korea,
Park sent some U.S. currency to Mr. Wilson and Mr. Wilson kept
this.

Again, here is Mr. Wilson's description of those events:
I went back to my room and packed my bags and then came back to the lobby to

check out of the hotel and another associate, someone who was not with us at the
breakfast, approached me and said he was associated with Mr. Park and he said,
"Mr. Park really wants you to have this wedding present," and I said-this is Mr.
Wilson speaking-'"well, it is not necessary." And he said, "well, Mr. Park wants
you to have it." So I took it and went up to the room. There were six $100 bills.



Notice that today Mr. Wilson can recall for you the precise
denomination of the bills in the envelope, but in the summer of
1977 he didn't remember anything about it. Again, Mr. Wilson told
you, "I didn't count the Korean currency, I handed it to my wife."

Then he continued in the course of his testimony and told you
how his wife turned the money, $400, over to her father and
brother when he left at the airport.

I say to you that that is an unusual transaction; the receipt of
cash from Tongsun Park is an unusual transaction. Mr. Wilson
admits that it is an unusual transaction. Here is what he told the
committee:

I admit the wedding present was unusual. The present was unusual because it
came to me in cash, and although the amount was modest, it was one of the very
few cash presents that Mrs. Wilson and I received at the time of our wedding. It was
unusual because it came to me from Tongsun Park, whom I had never met before
that trip to Korea and never saw again afterwards.

Wilson in other testimony characterized the gift as unique and
on one occasion as a very unusual gift.

In response to Mr. Caputo's questions, he could recall receiving
one other cash gift and that was not made directly to him. It was
made to Trader Vic's on his behalf.

I think that those facts alone establish to you that the man had
to remember this transaction in the summer of 1977, but there is
more to that. Not only was this the type of gift you could not
forget, but it came from Tongsun Park. For months prior to the
time that the committee sent out its questionnaire, the media had
been filed with stories of Park's payments to Members of Congress.
In fact, the media were talking about precisely the type of transac-
tion that Mr. Wilson had with Tongsum Park, handing out cash in
envelopes. That is what the investigation was about.

This was not lost on Mr. Wilson. I asked him. I said, "The issue
current at that time," referring to the time when he filled out the
questionnaire, "was money in envelopes. Is that not what people
were talking about at the time?" He answered, "yes."

Question, "And you knew Tongsun Park had been mentioned in
that connection?"

His answer was yes.
I say to you that the prominence of the stories of Park handing

out cash-filled envelopes is important because it shows that at the
time in that climate it was inconceivable that even if Mr. Wilson
had forgotten about this transaction, his memory would have been
refreshed by all the newspaper accounts.

Second, it shows, that at the time Mr. Wilson felt that it would
be embarrassing to admit a cash gift from Tongsun Park.

Now, not only was Tongsun Park prominent in the media, but
Wilson, himself, prior to answering the committee questionnaire,
had been interviewed on two separate occasions concerning his
contacts with Tongsun Park. The first of these occurred in Decem-
ber of 1976 when he was interviewed by the Washington Post, and
8 days before he answered the questionnaire he was interviewed by
an agent of the FBI and an attorney from the public integrity
section of the Department of Justice.

I say to you with all this prominence in the media, with these
interviews, it is inconceivable that Mr. Wilson would not recall this



unusual gift of $1,000 in cash in Korea. When you put it altogeth-
er, it comes to this: the receipt of $1,000 in cash from someone you
don't know is unusual. If you could forget about a pile of cash from
somebody else, you could not forget about a pile of cash from
Tongsun Park, given his prominence in the media.

I suggest to you, third, that if Mr. Wilson had admitted that in
the summer of 1977, it would have been embarrassing and that is
why he didn't do it.

Finally, I suggest to you that Wilson knew that his own contacts
with Park were being questioned at the time by both the newspa-
pers and the FBI, and under the circumstances he could not have
forgotten about a stack of $100 bills.

Nonetheless, when on July 28, 1977, he responded to this com-
mittee's questionnaire about Tongsun Park, he didn't tell the com-
mittee about the $1,000. In fact, he stated that he had never
received and he had never been offered anything of value more
than $100 from Tongsun Park.

Now you have not only the evidence of the transaction itself, but
the facts and the circumstances under which Mr. Wilson ultimately
disclosed that gift make it plain that he knew at the time that he
submitted the questionnaire that it was false.

In the summer of 1977, Mr. Wilson believed that he could submit
a false statement to the committee with impunity because Tongsun
Park simply was not around to implicate him. With time, however,
that all changed.

As the committee recalls, on December 31, 1977, the papers
carried the story that the Korean Government would let Tongsun
Park testify. On January 13, 1978, and we are now about 3 weeks
before the time that Mr. Wilson actually disclosed the gift, the Los
Angeles Times, which Mr. Wilson admitted he reads regularly,
carried a banner headline and this is contained in exhibit W-9
which you have. The banner headline says, "Park starts talking,
lots of people, sums of money, revealed to probers. Lawmakers
reported on his list."

The articles reported that Mr. Caputo, who had been in Korea
for the testimony, said, "He would report his findings to the House
Ethics Committee."

On January 14, the next day, the Los Angeles Times reported:
But Park reportedly said also that dozens of other Members of Congress had

accepted amounts ranging from several hundred to $1,000 or $2,000 apiece.

So, on January 14, Mr. Wilson learns: (1) That Park is talking
about gifts to sitting lawmakers, that is himself; (2) he is talking
about gifts of $1,000 to $2,000. That is precisely what he received;
and (3) that Mr. Caputo, who heard it all, is going to tell this
committee about what he learned.

Then, 5 days later, Mr. Wilson is visited by Martha Talley, a
committee lawyer and investigator, and he is told two things: One,
the committee wants to take his testimony under oath, and, two,
the committee wants among other things all of his correspondence
with Tongsun Park.

I suggest to you that it was then that Mr. Wilson realized that
Park-or felt or feared-that Park had revealed the $1,000 gift to
him, that the committee was about to investigate him for it, and he



then had to tell the truth. It was then about a week later on
February 7, 1978, that he finally did tell the truth about his con-
tacts with Tongsun Park

I suggest to you that these facts establish that Mr. Wilson did
not and could not forget about the $1,000 that he got from Tongsun
Park.

Before I continue, I want to speak very briefly to, I think three
issues that have been raised by the defense that I think are wholly
frivolous and I will not spend much time with them.

One, Mr Volner claims that the response to the questionnaire
was not necessarily false, that it was merely misleading or some-
thing of that sort. I don't know what can.be more false than to say
that you were never offered or you never received anything more
than $1,000 when in fact you took $1,000 in currency. It seems to
me that is unequivocal.

Second, they say that Mr. Wilson's false statement is not materi-
al to the committee's inquiry--

The CHAMMAN. Excuse me one second. Did you mean more than
$100 when you just said more than $1,000?

Mr. FORTUIN. I did, Mr. Chairman, I am sorry.
Second, they say that Mr. Wilson's false statement to the com-

mittee was not material to the committee's inquiry. I simply don't
know how that can be. The House Resolution provides or directs
the committee to conduct a full and complete inquiry and investi-
gation to determine whether Members of the House of Representa-
tives, their immediate families or their associates, accepted any-
thing of value directly or indirectly from the Government of the
Republic of Korea or representatives thereof.

I simply don't know how anything could be more material than
the committee seeking to determine whether Mr. Wilson received
something of value from Tongsun Park.

The third thing they say I think is wholly frivolous is that the
questionnaire was ambiguous. It seems to me you would not even
have to read the committee questionnaire in the summer of 1977 to
know the thing the committee was interested in was whether you
got money from Tongsun Park, but if you do read it, you will see,
first of all, Mr. Wilson rearranged the questionnaire so that it
would be completly clear, and if you read his answer, you will see
the question is absolutely unambiguous. It asked him whether he
got or was offered anything of value more than $100.

So the idea that this was somehow confusing frankly strikes me
as wholly frivolous.

Now I should think that the unusual nature of the transaction
along with the prominence of Park's name in the media and all
these other things that I have mentioned should establish beyond a
doubt that Mr. Wilson knew that his response to the committee
questionnaire was false. But there is more.

I want to reviw with you now the different stories that Mr.
Wilson told other people about his contacts with Tongsun Park. I
want to do that for two reasons.

The first is that you will recall that when Mr. Wilson first told
the truth about his relationship with Tongsun Park, he gave one
reason why he had not set forth the gift in response to the commit-



tee questionnaire. That was because he said he was not thinking
about wedding gifts. Here is what he said:

At the time of answering your committee questionnaire, I was thinking in terms
of gifts given for the purpose of influencing a Member in his function as a Congress.
man and not as a courtesy at the time of a wedding.

In fact, when Mr. Wilson was asked on one occasion about the
wedding and on another occasion about wedding gifts in particular,
he failed to tell about the $1,000 he received from Tongsun Park.

There is a second reason why I want to go into these stories
because I am going to tell you about four false stories that Mr.
Wilson told about his relationship with Tongsun Park. These false
stories establish beyond a doubt that he felt that linking himself to
Park would be extremely damaging to him.

The stories also establish that Mr. Wilson's false answer to the
committee questionnaire was not an inadvertent incident but was
rather a part of a pattern of activity in which the Congressman
repeatedly falsified and repeatedly sought to minimize his contacts
with Tongsun Park. You will see that each of these different sto-
ries is false, each of them is different, but they all have this in
common: They all falsely underplay Mr. Wilson's contacts with
Tongsun Park. Here is what happened.

Mr. Wilson's first false story about his relationship to Tongsun
Park came in an interview with reporters from the Washington
Post on December 2, 1976. Mr. Wilson's sworn testimony, he told
the Washington Post about the silver chopsticks he received from
Tongsun Park but he did not tell them about the cash that he
received simultaneously.

Here is Mr. Wilson's testimony before this committee:
Question. Let me focus your attention back to December of 1976. Do you recall

December 2, 1976, you were interviewed by Mr. Armstrong and Mr. McAllister f
the Washington Post. Do you recall that?

Answer. How could I forget it.

Then deleting a little down to page 96:
Question. Did you tell them about getting silver chopsticks from Mr. Park?
Answer. I did. I told you that today.
Question. And you told them that, that he gave you a set of eight chopsticks?
Answer. That is right.
Question. But you did not tell them about the money offered at the same time you

got the chopsticks?
Answer. No, I did not.

That is Mr. Wilson's testimony about what happened at the
interview with the Washington Post.

I say to you it is inconceivable that Mr. Wilson could have
remembered $17 worth of chopsticks and forgotten $1,000 worth of
cash that he received on the same occasion.

Now what does this show? Obviously, Mr. Wilson was under no
obligation to tell the truth to the Washington Post. But this inci-
dent, I suggest to you, shows that even when wedding gifts were
specifically brought up, Mr. Wilson was denying the receipt of the
$1,000. He plainly remembered the gift at the 'Chosen Hotel and he
lied because he thought it was embarrassing. The chopsticks were
not embarrassing so he told about them. He told a half truth.

This is important because it is the beginning of the pattern in
which Mr. Wilson sought to deny having gotten anything from



Tongsun Park. Eight months after the interview with the Washing-
ton Post, Mr. Wilson was interviewed by an agent of the FBI and
an attorney from the public integrity section of the Department of
Justice.

Once, again, the wedding in Korea was mentioned but Wilson did
not tell the agent or the attorney even about the chopsticks, not
did he tell them about the meeting at the Chosen Hotel.

Is this a convenient time to break, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAna&AN. That is not a vote. You have consumed 19 min-

utes. That is a notice quorum.
Mr. Fortuin. I will conclude shortly.
When Mr. Wilson spoke to the FBI agents, a Mr. Bradley, he did

not tell him about the chopsticks or the meeting at the Chosen
Hotel. Here is Mr. Bradley's testimony, who is a visiting professor
at the University of North Carolina.

I asked Mr. Wilson to describe his connections with Tongsun Park. I no longer
recall what he indicated, but one had to do with his wedding. I asked him if he had
ever been offered or received anything of value by or from Tongsun Park and he
said he had not. He did not relate to me any meetings with Tongsun Park in the
Chosen Hotel in Korea. He would have remembered had he done so.

Question. Were there any comments about any chopsticks or anything of that
nature?

Answer. He made the flat statement he never received nor had been offered
anything.

Thus, Mr. Wilson did not tell the FBI about the chopsticks or the
meeting at the Chosen Hotel and he did have an obligation to tell
them the truth. Even though he did mention to them meeting Park
at the time of the wedding, he did not tell them about the $1,000
wedding gift.

When he said to the committee he did not mention the wedding
gift because he was not thinking about it, I suggest to you that is
also false because when the FBI inquired specifically about the
area of the wedding, Mr. Wilson did not mention the $1,000. That
is two false stories.

The third false story Mr. Wilson told was to his staff. Even after
he had met Park twice, he had gotten $1,000 and some chopsticks
from him, Mr. Wilson told his staff he had never met the man.
Here is the testimony of Mr. Pontius who, as you will recall, was
Mr. Wilson's administrative assistant. This may be an isolated
instance, but in one point in 1976 there were numerous society
stories in the papers as to Tongsun Park entertaining locally and
Mr. Wilson said in passing he had not been irivited to any of his
receptions and that he had in fact not met the gentlemen.

Question. He said he had not met Tongsun Park?
Answer. That is correct.
Question. How many times did he tell you that he had not met Tongsun Park, if

you recall?
Answer. Mr. Fortuin, I am not certain. I would say once or maybe twice before

the questionnaire.

We asked him the date and he said that was in 1976. He testified
to that again on pages 27 and 28. Mr. Pontius testified unequivocal-
ly that Mr. Wilson had told him that he never met Tongsun Park.
Thus, even to his own staff he was falsely minimizing his contacts
with Tongsun Park.
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Then on January 9, 1978, Martha Talley went to see him with an
investigator and what did he tell Martha Talley? He told her, I
only met Tongsun Park once and he gave her the precise date of
that meeting. He said it was October 16, 1975, making it clear that
he had reviewed the events surrounding his marriage, that he had
a precise recollection of those events even to the point of remem-
bering the exact day, month, and year of the first meeting with
Tongsun Park.

It is ridiculous to suppose he could remember the exact date of
the chance encounter, but could not recall $1,000 in currency he
received just 6 days later.

The evidence establishes a pattern of conduct in which Wilson
falsely denied his contact with Tongsun Park. He told the commit-
tee he had received nothing over $1,000 and in fact he got $1,000.
He told the Washington Post about the silver chopsticks, but not
about the $1,000 in cash he got at the same time. He told his
administrative assistant he had never met Tongsun Park and told
the FBI he received nothing from Tongsun Park, and he told Mrs.
Talley that he had met Tongsun Park, giving the precise date of
the meeting, but telling her nothing about the Chosen Hotel Meet-
ing, but nothing about the money and chopsticks he had received.

Now, while it is unnecessary for us to show any motive in this
case, let me suggest to you one reason quite frankly why Mr.
Wilson told these stories was he felt it would be embarrassing to
him and Korea if he admitted he got cash from Tongsun Park.

Another reason, he felt it was nobody's business, he was angry
with the Washington Post, the Department of Justice, and the
committee's questionnaire.

Mr. Bradley testified when he spoke with Mr. Wilson he was
antagonistic. "He told Mr Caputo, even if I did have a memory at
that time, it was none of the newspaper reporters' business wheth-
er I received it or I didn't receive it."

He said with respect to the committee questionnaire, quoting Mr.
Wilson, "I will be frank to say that the questionnaire surprised and
annoyed me."

You may find Mr. Wilson's conduct in this case was nothing
more than an angry defiance of his lawful obligation to tell the
truth.

Now, recognizing how damaging the evidence was of these var-
ious and consistent false statements, Mr. Wilson adopted before
this committee the-same strategy he used before to deal with the
receipt of money from Tongsun Park. Except when the committee
had clear evidence, he claimed he did not remember anything.

With respect to what he told his staff, he testified both ways.
First he told them he didn't know Tongsun Park and then he said
he did.

Question. Didn't you in fact tell several of your staff members that you never met
Mr. Park?

Answer. I very possibly did; yes.

Next page:
And you don't recall telling any other staff members that you never met Mr.

Park?
Answer. No; I don't.



He goes on to say it was none of their business, we would not
talk about it. That is on page 11.

With respect to the FBI, he sought to deny it altogether, said he
didn't remember it. Yqu will remember in his sworn statement Mr.
Wilson said, "I frankly have no independent recollection of having
been asked about Tongsun Park in the course of that interview."

You will remember Mr. Gould's testimony. Mr. Gould said he
didn't remember him being asked about the gifts from Tongsun
Park.

Then you have the testimony of Mr. Bradley and the FBI report
which is exhibit W-13 which shows unequivocally that the wedding
was discussed and that Mr. Wilson told the FBI and Mr. Bradley
that he had no additional contacts with Tongsun Park and Park
never offered him anything of value.

Finally, I think what happened before the committee, before
your very eyes, is precisely what happened with the committee
questionnaire. You will recall when we asked Mr. Wilson about the
Washington Post interview, when he thought that we had a tape
recording of that interview, he testified unequivocally that he told
them about the chopsticks, but not about the cash.

I just read that testimony. It was not equivocal. He testified to it
clearly and unequivocally. Then when he learned we didn't have a
tape recording, then he backed off and said he didn't remember
anything.

Mr. Caputo asked him and he said:
I can't remember what I told them, Mr. Caputo. Again, we are getting into the

same area Mr. Fortuin asked about. I am not able to comment about anything not
in the newspaper article itself. It has been too long. I cannot recall what was said in
the interview. The only way I can recollect anything would be if I saw the newspa-
per article itself.

Mr. Caputo asked him:
I am not asking what was in the newspaper story, but what you answered.
Well, I can't recall anything else not in the newspaper story.

What does this show? It shows that Mr. Wilson up to and includ-
ing the time of this hearing admitted only what he thought the
committee knew. As to everything else, he said "I don't recall."

At 3 p.m. he remembered the chopsticks with the Washington
Post. At 5 p.m. he doesn't. The only difference is that at 3 he
thought we had the tape and at 5 he didn't.

In February of 1978 he admits he got cash from Park. In July
1977, he says he didn't. The only difference was in 1978 he thought
we had the evidence and in 1977 he thought we didn't.

I suggest to you that all this evidence suggests unequivocally
that Mr. Wilson knew that the answer he submitted to the commit-
tee was false and he knew that when he submitted it to us.

The CHmRMAN. Mr. Fortuin, you have consumed 28 minutes.
You have 2 minutes remaining.

Mr. Volner, you are recognized for 30 minutes.
Mr. VoLNR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, this is despite all

the rhetoric, a very simple and uncomplicated test.
The CHAunuw. Mr. Volner, would you suspend 1 minute? I

think it would be probably best if the members who desire to
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answer a live quorum do so rather than to break the continuity of
your argument.

Mr. VOLNER. I am at the pleasure of the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand in recess. The live

quorum will be followed by an aye and nay vote. Members will
please return as soon as they have voted if a vote is called for.

The committee stands in recess.
[A brief recess was taken.]
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Oral argument will be resumed.
Mr. Volner, you are recognized for 30 minutes.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF IAN VOLNER ON BEHALF OF
CONGRESSMAN CHARLES WILSON

Mr. VOLNER. When you strip this case of all the rhetoric, we
submit it is a very simple one.

We further submit that to punish Congressman Wilson for
having made a false statement when he voluntarily and freely
came forward and corrected that statement would be an injustice.
It would also, I believe, do a serious disservice to the important
purposes of this committee.

The case is a simple one because there is no claim here nor can
there be one that Congressman Wilson violated the conflict of
interest or other rules of the House.

There is no charge of improper influence, of pocketing campaign
contributions or illegal payments of any kind.

The wedding present was perfectly lawful and in the circum-
stances of his wedding was perfectly proper.

The issue then is a very narrow procedural one: Whether Con-
gressman Wilson's failure to originally report the wedding present
he and his wife admittedly received from Tongsun Park, even
though that present was later disclosed, nevertheless constitutes
the deliberate and willful submission of a false statement, with
respect to a material fact.

The cardinal facts themselves are not seriously in dispute. In
October 1975, Congressman and Mrs. Wilson were married in
Korea. They received a cash present amounting to $600 American
money and $400 Korean money from Tongsun Park.

That was legal and proper.
Three years later, in July 1977, Congressman Wilson failed to

report that present in his response to the committee's questioning.
In November 1977, 4 months after that, while the reponse was

still on file and while it still had not been corrected, Congressman
Wilson, at the request of the Ambassador, interceded with the
Government of the Repubic of Korea to urge the return of Tongsun
Park to the United States for questioning by this committee.

In January 1978, Congressman Wilson remembered that he had
received the wedding present. He immediately contacted counsel to
find out what he should do about it. He filed a corrected statement
as promptly as possible thereafter. Even so, it was more than 2
months later before Tongsun Park himself got around to acknowl-
edging the fact of that wedding present and I submit to you that if
Congressman Wilson had not told you about it, it is doubtful that
you would know to this day.



So the case boils down to a very simple pattern.
Congressman Wilson freely and voluntarily corrected a state-

ment he made with respect to a present, the acceptance of which
was perfectly absolutely legal. He is, nevertheless, charged with
having deliberately made a material misstatement.

As a legal matter, the elements of the defense are not terribly
complicated either. That there was a false statement, and we will
concede for the purposes of this proceeding that there was, it must
be false. We have great difficulty as to the falsity of the statement.
It must be with respect to a material fact which we also have great
difficulty with, and it must have been made knowingly and willful-
ly.

When you apply these four elements to the facts of this case, it
becomes clear that Congressman Wilson is entirely innocent of any
wrongdoing.

Staff suggests that the question, question 3, to this questionnaire,
was absolutely lucid, that no man could possible have been con-
fused by it and I mean no disrespect to your staff when I assert
that the multipart question 3 can only be characterized as a blun-
derbuss. There are at least 60 possible answers to that question and
this assumes that you have a single Congressman and a one-man
staff, no business enterprises, and nobody else in his family. The
more you add to any one of those components, the more possible
answers you get to that question.

The question calls for information with respect to three different
groups of people.

The Congressman-four different groups of people. The Congress-
man, his staff, his immediate family and business partners. It
involves four very different types of transactions ranging from
social contacts to business dealings and then it sets forth five
different people, on of whom was Tongsun Park.

Maybe that is why we have lawyers. If I had seen that question,
certainly in a courtroom context I would have objected to it. In the
context of the questionnaire, I would examined it much more thor-
oughly than someone who is not a lawyer, as Congressman Wilson
is not, would be inclined to do.

I submit to you that kind of question is a trap for the innocent.
Unfortunately, the unwary tend to be innocent. The innocent man,
feeling he has nothing to fear, answers the question. It is the guilty
man who sits down and kicks the question about and devises an
answer which comes as close to the truth as he can possibly get
without disclosing that which he wants to hide.

Congressman Wilson answered that question relating to Tongsun
Park with a flat no. He did so because he had nothing to hide. He
did not attempt to evade the question.

As I said, we do not before this panel contend or engage indispu-
tation as to what the legal significance of that question, whether it
is legally false or not, but I do think that this committee must
consider that this was not as outright and blatant attempt to lie to
you.

This was not an attempt to withhold information in response to a
direct and clear question which was unmistakable.



I think you have to consider that in assessing the validity of your
counsel's claim, that Congressman Wilson cooly and with malice
aforethough sat down and did not record the wedding present.

The other thing you have to consider is the question of motive.
We have suggested that the wedding present, because it was
lawful, was not material to this committee's investigation. It cer-
tainly was not an important fact to this committee's investigation.

Congressman Wilson, incidentally, did report the fact of his at-
tendance at social functions given by Suzi Park Thomson and no
action was taken with respect to those.

The wedding present is no more material than were those casual
social contacts.

The purpose of the committee's investigation was to uncover
wrongdoing, influence peddling, conflicts of interest and improper,
that is unlawful conduct.

Congressman Wilson has testified that he regrets that he accept-
ed the present. That is a personal comment. It is not a legal
conclusion. There was nothing improper or illegal about the pres-
ent.

It follows that there was no reason, no purpose, no conceivable
reason to hide it.

Your staff suggests that Congressman Wilson wanted to hide it
because he was embarrassed. I put it to you, gentlemen, and Mrs.
Fenwick, that people don't hide things in this sort of arena merely
because they are embarrassing.

They hide for one or two reasons: Because the admission is,
itself, criminal, as may have been involved in the situation this
morning, or because there is some economic incentive to hiding
things. People don't hide things merely because they might be
embarrassing if they become public, and in this situation there was
no reason to believe it ever would become public because the com-
mittee said it would conduct the investigation in the utmost secre-
cy.

Moreover, if Congressman Wilson was embarrassed by the wed-
ding present, why did he tell you he had gone to two or three social
functions at Suzi Park Thompon's?

I suggest embarrassment is not a motive to hide and there is
nothing like that here.

We turn then to the question of the evidence of intent. We
recognize this is a disciplinary, not a criminal proceeding, and the
standards of proof beyond a reasonable doubt which would be
applicable in a criminal case do not apply here, but if justice is to
be done and if the committee's effectiveness is to be preserved,
there must be some real hard concrete evidence, some fact upon
which a finding of violations is based.

There was a sharp and clear difference in my mind at least
between evidence, real facts, and the kind of conjectural conspira-
torial view of the world upon which your staff has placed its claims
and urged its conviction.

I will spare you a detailed recitation of the record. I had original-
ly intended not to deal with what I regard as the distortions of
counsel's presentation. There is one point I will come to in a
moment which I cannot leave unanswered, but when you get down



to it, your staff's case comes down to an incredibly narrow proposi-
tion.

They say the present was so unusual that no person could ever
possibly have forgotten it and they say that the corrected state-
ment of February 7th was bad timing and therefore was not volun-
tary. They say it was motivated by fear, if you will, a blatant
attack of free-floating anxiety that the committee either- knew or
would soon find out about the present.

There is certainly no credible evidence in this record to support
either of those contentions.

At page 6 of your staff's brief, they say, "It is simply incredible
that Wilson would not remember such an unusual gift as cash."

Congressman Wilson did indeed testify that the wedding present
was unusual. But the circumstances in which he got that present
were, to say the least, highly unusual. He was on his way to Korea
to meet his fiancee's family. He married her not once, but twice, in
a time of great excitement, in great celebration, and the present
slipped from his mind. He never saw Tongsun Park again. It is a
perfectly normal reaction, I submit to you, for a man to lose track
of an isolated and unimportant event in his life. Your staff sug-
gests, and they are right, that there are certain events in a man's
life which are truly unforgettable.

I suggest to you that this was not such an event. The wedding
present must be viewed in the context in which it was given and in
that context it is clear that it was not only forgettable, but soon
forgotten.

Your staff goes on to assert "It is preposterous to suppose that
Congressman Wilson-" I am quoting them:

That Congressman Wilson could remember meeting Tongsun Park on the air-
plane on the way to Seoul, but to completely forget the event which took place 5
days later, the breakfast after which he received the wedding present.

Staff ignores the fact there were things in that airplane ride
which would make it somewhat less forgettable. In particular, in
addition to Tongsun Park, Congressman Passman was on that
plane, and in the light of subsequent developments, which are all
well known to all of us, it is the type of incident which, when you
pick up the newspaper, you are inclined to say to yourself, "My
Lord, I was on an airplane with those two characters. I wonder
what was going on at the same time."

The wedding 6 days later occurred under a different set of cir-
cumstances and the present in conjunction with that wedding could
readily be forgotten and was readily forgotten.

The only thing which is interesting about Congressman Wilson's
admission to the FBI that he had met Tongsun Park on an air-
plane ride from Taipei to Seoul is the FBI agent's description of
Congressman Wilson's demeanor. What the FBI agent said is, "He
answered the questions about himself calmly. He became extreme-
ly upset when he was asked to inform on other members."

I put it to you that that is not the conduct of a man with guilty
knowledge who is trying to hide it. If he was trying to hide knowl-
edge, he would have been anxious to talk about other members and
not about himself. The best that can be said about the FBI report is
that it proves Congressman Wilson did not remember the present



when he was questioned by FBI and a week later, when he re-
sponded to the questionnaire.

Your staff assumes that Congressman Wilson told the Washing-
ton Post that he received the silver chopsticks from Tongsun Park.
That is not what this record says and I am astounded the argu-
ment was made.

Let me read the passage from page 96.
"And did you tell them about getting some silver chopsticks from

Mr. Park?"
That is Mr. Fortuin's question.
"I did."
That refers to the fact that he had gotten silver chopsticks from

Mr. Park and the next sentence proves it: "I told you that today.
What did he tell you today? He didn't tell you on that day in

that hearing that he had been interviewed by the Washington Post
and had told them about the chopsticks. He told you that he had
received silver chopsticks from Tongsun Park.

When he was asked more directly what he told the Washington
Post, he said, "Truthfully, I don't know."

Frankly, I don't think that Congressman Wilson ever mentioned
Tongsun Park to the Washington Post or the chopsticks. If he had,
the Post would have printed it and then your counsel would have
produced either the article or the notes or the tape recording which
presumably took place. This sort of attempt to entrap a congress-
man I submit to you has no place in a proceeding, the object of
which is to get at the truth.

Equally frankly, I have to tell you that I don't think it matters
very much what Congressman Wilson told the Washington Post. If
he had told the Post about meeting Tongsun Park in Korea, there
was even less reason to hide it from you. The information was
already public. Whatever Congressman Wilson told the Post, it was
clear that he had forgotten that and the wedding present when he
answered the questionnaires.

There is finally the claim that Congressman Wilson had an
attack of free-floating anxiety in Mid-January, 1978, motivated by
press accounts as to what Tongsun Park was or was not doing or
might or might not do.

Half of those press accounts which are in his record are entirely
irrelevant. The reason for that is that Congressman Wilson testi-
fied, and I will confirm it, that he contacted me on January 19,
1978, so that all of the press accounts after that date simply had
no-could not have any conceivable impact upon his decision to
correct the statement.

The other half are relative only to your counsel's theory of
timing, that the timing of the corrective statement was bad.

I don't believe, members of the committee, that you can base a
decision on the accident of timing. Does it really make a difference
in terms of Congressman Wilson's intent to deceive you whether he
remembered the present and corrected the statement one day after
he submitted his response, 2 months after he submitted his re-
sponse, 4 or 6 months?

The point is, he submitted the statement voluntarily; he did it
before you knew anything about the wedding present from anybody
else; he did it before he was deposed. This is not the type of



situation which you may encounter from time to time in which a
witness comes forward with just as much as he thinks you may
have to respond to it.

This is a situation in which he carefully and fully set forth in the
letter all of the circumstances surrounding the acceptance of that
present.

That story has not been challenged by your counsel and it cannot
be.

Incidentally, the reason for the 3-week delay between January 19
and February 7 was precisely that. Your counsel suggests that
Congressman Wilson on the stand had extraordinary grasp of the
details of that incident. That was because between January 19 and
February 7 he and I went through everything we possibly could so
that when we did submit the statement it was the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth and that is indeed the case.

The only other thing that your counsel invokes is the classic
avoidance dodge of prior inconsistent statements. He says incor-
rectly he told the Post one thing; that he told his staff another;
that he told the FBI and Martha Talley the same thing.

Well, the first observation I have to make is, we seem to be
developing a new rule of law around here that it is improper for
Congressmen to be less than candid with the press. If that is the
case, then I suggest Congress has to adjourn sine die because we
are all guilty of this charge.

The second thing I have to observe is what is important is what
he told you and he told you the truth. He told you the absolute
truth; he told you before you knew from anybody else and he told
you freely and voluntarily.

The inconsistent statements, if they were inconsistent, to staff,
are just absolutely irrelevant to the charge which has been made
here.

Now, against this sort of speculation and conspiracy and invec-
tive, really, there are facts which affirmatively support the proposi-
tion that Congressman Wilson is indeed, as we claim, entirely
innocent. His narrative is simple and straightforward. He apolo-
gized to you for having made the mistake. He explained he an-
swered the question entirely from memory, that he did it too
quickly; that perhaps he should have retained counsel and perhaps
indeed he should have consulted with the committee staff.

There is nothing complex about that. That is a man who has
made a mistake and recognizes it. He pointed out in his testimony
that he voluntarily came forward and corrected it and in the
language of the court that patently negates any intention to de-
ceive.

Second, he voluntarily interceded with the Government of the
Republic of Korea to urge the return of Tongsun Park, the only
other person who could testify about that wedding present.

I put it to you that this is simply not the conduct of a man who
is trying to keep information from this committee.

Your staff says that that staement is absurd. They base their
contention on a highly selective and I think grossly unfair reading
of a speech which Congressman Wilson made a month before he
went to Korea in November of 1977.



He did indeed in that speech, as your staff read into the record,
characterize certain of the witnesses before this committee, Korean
officials, as traitors, but he also went on to say: "Of course, there is
no defense to bribery if there has been bribery."

We know, because the record is uncontested on it, that Congress-
man Wilson was asked by the ambassador to convey a message to
the President of the Republic of Korea. We know because the
record is uncontested that he agreed to do so.

I submit to you it is insulting to suggest that he didn't carry out
that mission, particularly when he had said, "There is no defense
to bribery if there has been bribery."

He was perfectly willing to help this committee ferret out brib-
ery. He did not particularly care apparently for people who were
willing to trade information for asylum in this country.

Third, as I said, there is, after all, nothing to hide. The Congress-
man himself regards the acceptance of the present as an error in
judgment, but it is not the type of error in judgment for which
sanctions ought to be imposed.

As I said, this is not a case where the story came out piecemeal.
It came out once and it came from the one man other than Tong-
sun Park who could tell you about it, and the Congressman told
you about it first.

Then the case against Congressman Wilson is entirely devoid of
any evidence which establishes that he deliberately and willfully
omitted the wedding present from his original response.

The charge rests upon the premise that because Congressman
Wilson has been a longtime champion of aid to Korea, because he
has visited Korea fairly often, because the wedding present was
somewhat out of order and because his wife is of Korean birth, he
could not possibly have forgotten it.

That kind of argument by your staff, I submit to you, is called
"Forget the facts; in your heart you know he is guilty."

Thomas Moore once said that only God can know what is in the
heart or mind of man.

I don't believe you will or should find Congressman Wilson guilty
of the charge based upon guesswork and speculation as to what
was in his heart and mind when he sat down on July 28, 1977, to
answer that questionnaire.

I don't believe for a minute that you are going to base a finding
of violation on irrelevancies such as what was in the newspapers at
the time, or the fact that he is a supporter of aid to Korea, or that
his wife, a lovely woman, is of Korean birth.

If you do base a final violation on the kind of flimsy record you
have here, you would have severely hampered, if not entirely de-
stroyed, this committee's ability to function in the future. You
depend upon the free flow of voluntary information from the other
members. Otherwise you can't work.

If you make a finding of violation on the record here, you will
have created what will become known as the rule in Wilson's case.
You are damned if you voluntarily come forward; you are damned
if you don't and the committee subsequently finds out by some
other means. If that becomes the rule, the functioning of the com-
mittee will be at an end.



You should be concerned to make sure that there is clear and
convincing, overpowering proof before you find a man guilty when
in these circumstances he has voluntarily and freely come forward
with the response.

For these reasons, as I said at the outset, it is not a complicated
case. It comes down to three facts: He did indeed fail to respond
accurately . He corrected his statement. What more is it that you
could want out of him?

Even if you believed, despite the fact that his action was deliber-
ate, you should acquit him because he expunged the mistake when
he submitted the corrected statement.

More properly, I submit you should find there was no violation
whatever because the mistake was entirely innocent and was cor-
rected voluntarily, freely and promptly once it became known.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Volner, you consumed 22 minutes.
Mr. VOLNER. I will waive the balance of my time, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fortuin, you have two minutes remaining.
You are recognized for that 2 minutes.
Mr. FORTUIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't think I will need more than that.
The committee should be clear that the evidence with respect to

Mr. Wilson's interview with the Washington Post was precisely as I
set it forth and it was clear that what he was testifying to there
was what he told the Washington Post and that is on page 96 of
the transcript, quoted in our memorandum. It is clear that what he
is talking about is what he told the Washington Post.

Question. And you did tell them about getting some silver chopsticks from Mr.
Park?

Answer. I did. I told you that today.
Question. And you told them that that gave you a set of eight chopsticks?
Answer. That is right.
Question. But you did not tell them about the money offered at the same time you

got the chopsticks?
Answer. No, I did not.

I think Mr. Volner's reading is contrary to the record. There are
some other things he said. I think we have answered them in our
papers. We have answered them before. The idea that in November
of 1977 Mr. Wilson went to President Park and tried to help us get
Tongsun Park is ridiculous.

Days before he characterized the witnesses at the October hear-
ings as "defectors and traitors," he said they were trading informa-
tion in order to get asylum in this country. That is precisely what
Park was doing; he was trading the information he had so he could
get an indictment dismissed, so he could get immunity, so he could
come back to the United States, so Mr. Volner would have you
believe Mr. Wilson, in October 1977, is calling all the witnesses
traitors and defectors and then he goes to the President of Korea
and makes exactly that kind of deal for Mr. Park.

I say that is absurd and I say that testimony is fraudulent.
I think I have used up my time. I think our papers contain the

answers to a few other things that Mr. Volner covered that I didn't
have a chance to respond to.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. All Time has expired.



Is there any further written statement counsel desires to submit?
Is there anything which should properly come before the commit-

tee at this time?
Mr. FORTUIN. I have nothing, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VOLNER. I have nothing, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Spence is recognized to make a motion.
Mr. SPENCE. Mr. Chairman, I move we go into executive session.
The CHAIRMAN. This is a motion which under the rules of the

House must be made in open session. We are in open session. It
must be made with a quorum present. We have a quorum.

This vote must be, under the rules of the House, taken by record-
ed or rollcall vote.

The staff director will call the roll. When your name is called,
those who favor the motion will vote aye. Those opposed, vote no.

The staff director will call the roll.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Flynt.
The CHAIRMAN. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Spence.
Mr. SPENCE. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Teague. [No response.]
Mr. Quillen.
Mr. QUILLEN. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Bennett. [No response]
Mr. Quie.
Mr. QUIE. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Hamilton.
Mr. HAMILTON. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Cochran.
Mr. COCHRAN. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Preyer. [No response.]
Mrs. Fenwick.
Mrs. FENWICK. Aye.
Mr. SWANNER. Mr. Flowers. [No response.]
Mr. Caputo. [No response.]
Mr. Chairman, the yeas are seven, the nays are none.
The CHAIRMAN. The motion is agreed to and the committee will

go into executive session immediately upon reconvening after the
vote, which is now in progress.

[Whereupon, at 5:50 p.m., the committee proceeded in executive
session.]
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1978

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT,

Washington, D.C
The committee met, pursuant to other business, at 6:52 p.m. in

room 226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. John J. Flynt,
(chairman of the commtittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Flynt, Bennett, Hamilton, Spence and
Fenwick.

Also present: John M. Swanner, staff director; John W. Nields,
Jr., chief counsel; Thomas M. Fortuin, professional staff member,
and Ian D. Volner, counsel to Hon. Charles H. Wilson.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Volner, do you waive the presence of Mr.
Wilson, both now and in the public hearing?

Mr. VOLNER. Yes, Mr. Chairman,
The CHAIRMAN. The committee is now prepared to inform coun-

sel before informing the public of the action of the committee.
The committee sustained the statement of alleged violation with

and amendment.
Now do you have the statement of alleged violation?
Mr. VOLNER. No; I don't, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you like one?
Mr. VOLNER. Yes, I would.
The CHAIRMAN. The staff director will read it.
Mr. SWANNER. The amended statement reads as follows:
On or about July 28, 1977, Charles H. Wilson, the respondent, who at all times

relevant to this Statement of Alleged Violations was a Member of the House of
Representatives from the State of California, did conduct himself in a manner
which did not reflect creditably on the House of Representatives, in violation of
Rule 1 of the Code of Official Conduct of the House of Representatives, in that the
respondent, Charles H. Wilson, did before the Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct knowingly make a false statement in writing; to wit....

The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any questions?
Mr. VOLNER. What is the recommended action?
The CHAIRMAN. The recommendation is that upon the adoption

of this report, Mr. Wilson be reprimanded, and that upon the
adoption of the report that the reprimand be considered as admin-
istered.

Now, I will go one step further. The language relating to the
violation of section 1001, title 18, is stricken. The word "willfully"
is stricken. The words "false statement and false writing" are
condensed to read "did make a false statement in writing."

Mr. VOLNER. May I ask one question? I don't know whether it is
appropriate, Mr. Chairman, but may I know the vote?

The CHAIRMAN. The vote was unanimous. The amendment was
agreed to first-excuse me, it was not unanimous. There were eight
in the affirmative, one in the negative and one abstaining. Ten
members were present. I beg your pardon.

(147)



The amendment was agreed to by unanimous consent.
Are there any other questions?
Mr. VOLNER. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Fortuin?
Mr. FORTUIN. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nields?
Mr. NIELDS. I have no question, Mr. Chairman. I trust that the

hearing on Bonnie Robinson--
The CHAIRMAN. The committee has been advised that we will

meet tomorrow morning at 10 a.m. on that case.
Mr. BENNETT. I want to say that the attorneys did a good job.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, I want to invite them in if there is anybody

out there.
The committee in closed session, having voted to come into

public session, the comittee is in public session. There are five
members of the committee present. At the time when all action
were taken, there were 10 members present.

The Chair would like to read rule I of the Committee Rules:
Scope and Authority. These rules govern the procedures to be followed by the

Committee on Standards of Official Conduct and are adopted under the authority of
Rule X12.(a) of the Rules of the House of Representatives, 95th Congress.

The Chair will further read rule 10(d) which reads as follows:
This relates to investigative hearing procedures:

The investigative hearing shall consist of two phases, unless the committee deter-
mines that a single phase is more appropriate. The first phase shall be for the
purpose of obtaining probative evidence upon which the committee can base its
findings and conclusions.

That phase was completed last week.
The second phase shall be for the purpose of making recommendations for action.

Evidence offered solely as a reflection of the respondent's character or which tends
to mitigate the charges against the respondent shall be received only during the
second phase.

The second phase provided for in rule 10(d) was completed today.
The Chair will now read rule 13 of the Committee Rules;
Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations. After completion of the investiga-

tive hearings, the committee, by the affirmative vote of a majority of its members,
shall adopt an appropriate resolution, report, or recommendation, which shall be
made public and furnished to the complainant, if any, "-there is no complainant in
this case-" unless a majority of the members of the committee determines that
there is good cause not to do so.

In accordance with the wording and the intent of rule 13, the
Chair announces that it has completed action on the statement of
alleged violation in the matter of Congressman Charles H. Wilson,
and before voting on whether or not to sustain the statement of
alleged violation, by unanimous consent an amendment to the
statement of alleged violation was agreed to.

The statement of alleged violation as amended will now be read
in its entirety by the staff director.

Mr. SWANNER [reading:]
On or about July 28, 1977, Charles H. Wilson, the respondent, who at all times

relevant to this statement of alleged violations was a Member of the House of
Representatives from the State of California, did conduct himself in a manner
which did not reflect creditably on the House of Representatives, in violation of rule
1 of the Code of Official Conduct of the House of Representatives, in that the



respondent, Charles H. Wilson, did before the Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct knowingly make a false statement in writing; to wit....

In a letter to the Honorable John J. Flynt, Jr., Chairman of the Committee on
Standards of Official Conduct, dated July 28, 1977, the respondent, Charles H.
Wilson, did respond "no" to the following question contained in the questionnaire
issued by the committee:

Since January 1, 1970, have you or any member of your immediate family or to
your knowledge has any member of your official staff or any person with whom you
are a business partner or coventurer (a) been offered anything of value in excess of
$100 by (b) received anything of value in excess of $100 from (c) attended a function
(other than an Embassy or official residence) given by, or (d) had any commercial
dealings with (1) Tongsun Park, (2) Kim Dong Jo, (3) Hancho Kim (4) Kim San
Kwon?

In the first case, No. 1, Tongsun Park is underlined and the
emphasis is added in parenthesis when he then and there knew on
October 22, 1977, he was offered a sum of money by Tongsun Park
in Korean currency in value of in excess of $100; on that same
date, he received from Tongsun Park the sum of $600 in U.S.
currency with a sum of money in U.S. currency when he then and
there knew his answer was false. (Rule XLIII Clause I, Rules of the
House of Representatives.)

The CHAIMRMAN. The vote on the amendment to the statement of
alleged violation was done by unanimous consent of the committee
without a vote.

On the vote to sustain the statement of alleged violation as
amended, the ayes were eight, the nays were one, and one member

-was present but abstained from voting out of a total of ten mem-
bers present.

On a subsequent motion, the committee voted to recommend to
the House that the respondent be reprimanded and that upon the
adoption of this report by the House, that the reprimand be consid-
ered as administered.

On this motion the ayes were eight, the nays were one, and one
member was present but abstained from voting. At the time of that
vote also there were 10 members of the committee present.

Are there any questions by counsel for respondent?
Mr. VOLNER. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions by committee counsel?
Mr. FORTUIN. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there anything relating to this case that either

the counsel for respondent or counsel for committee wishes to
properly bring before the committee at this time?

Mr. VOLNER. We have nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORTUIN. The staff has nothing further, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Accordingly, subject to correction of typographi-

cal errors in the transcript, this proceeding is closed and the com-
mittee stands adjourned until 10 tomorrow morning in room 2212
for the consideration of a matter unrelated to this matter.

[Whereupon, at 7:04 p.m. the committee was adjourned, to recon-
vene at 10 a.m., Thursday, September 28, 1978.]
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COMMITTEE HEARING EXHIBIT NO. W-1

COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF OFFICIAL CONDUCT

Response of Rep.

Since January 1, 1970:

1. Have you or to your knowledge has a member of your official

staff, visited the Republic of Korea while you were a

Member of Congress?

Yes No

2. Have you or any member of your immediate family (spouse,

parent, sibling, or child), or to your knowledge has any

member of your official staff or any person with whom you

are a business partner or co-venturer been offered anything

of value in excess of $100 by, or received anything of

value in excess of $100 from:

(a) Any person known by you to have been a

representative of the Government of the Republic

of Korea at the time of the offer or receipt, or

(b) Any person now suspected by you to have been

a representative of or affiliated with the

Government of the Republic of Korea at that time?

Yes No

33-865 CI18
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3. Have you or any member of your immediate family, or

to your knowledge has any member of your official staff

or any person with whom you are a business partner or

co-venturer

(a) been offered anything of value in excess

of $100 by,

(b) received anything of value in excess of

$100 from,

(c) attended a function (other than at an

Embassy or official residence) given by, or

(d) had any commercial business dealings with

(i) Tongsun Park,

(ii) Kim Dong Jo,

(iii) Suzi Park Thomson,

(iv) Hancho Kim, or

(v) Kim Sang Keun

Yes No

If your answer to any of these questions is yes, please

furnish complete details.

Signature

Date

(If you would prefer to discuss your answers to these

questions directly, rather than complete this questionnaire,

please telephone the Committee's offices (225-7984) to arrange

for members of the special staff to meet with you.)
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COMMITTEE HEARING EXHIBIT No. W-2

tNfl*PhcWSSw.a ~
-- KOREAN INFLUENCE INVESTIGATION PURSUANT TO H. RES. 23Zo,.fl. •ne "* J.w,

. .- " WoU of Rtepreentatib-e-
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF

OFFICIAL CONDUCT
-.mcw . N. -

" ' amminutwm, WaC. 20515

Dear Congressman:

House Resolution 252 directs this Committee to perform several
distinct but related responsibilities. One is to ascertain whether
Members of the House have violated the standards of legitimate conduct
in their dealings with representatives of the Government of the Republic
of Korea or with Korean nationals. That phase of our investigation is
being pursued actively through a variety of means and channels.

In addition, the Committee is given the responsibility to assess
the allegations that Members of the House have been "the object of
efforts" by the Government of the Republic of Korea to influence
Congressional action by conferring things of value on them, their
immediate families, or their business and political associates, This
function is coupled with a directive to report to the House the
Committee's conclusions about the adequacy of existing laws and
standards "to protect the House of Representatives against the ex-
ertion of improper influence by or on behalf of foreign governments."

In order to discharge our responsibilities the Committee must
attempt to ascertain the existence - or non-existence -- of a con-
certed pattern of efforts by the Korean Government or its alleged
agents to influence the House. As the alleged "objects" of Korean
"efforts" Members and former Members of Congress are uniquely situated
to furnish this Committee with information about the existence or non-
existence of such efforts. Only with collective, comprehensive infor-
mation can the Committee gauge the nature and scope of those efforts,
if any, and fulfill its responsibilities under House Resolution 252.

Accordingly, in order to assist this Committee in gathering infor-
mation necessary in discharging our responsibilities under House Resolu-
tion 252, and in order to channel the investigation so that it may more
quickly be concluded, we are asking each person who is or was a Member
of Congress during the past seven years to fill out the enclosed brief,
confidential questionnaire. We request that you take a few minutes to

33-865 i{QMMITTEE HEARING
EXHIBIT, 1iA/a.

_________________ .
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do so and return the completed questionnaire within fourteen days of
the receipt of this letter. If you would prefer to discuss these
questions directly, instead of completing the questionnaire, members
of the Committee's special staff will be available to meet with you.

We emphasize that it is important for the Committee to receive a
prompt reply to these questions, even if the answers are negative. We
also emphasize that affirmative answers would not imply any misconduct.
The Committee is simply attempting to gather facts which will assist
us in this inquiry; and we will not be able to responsibly account to
the House or to the public without surveying Members (and former
Members) of the House on some basic questions.

In accordance with rule XI 2.(e)(2) of the Rules of the House,
the information you furnish is confidential and is not available to
anyone outside this Committee, except pursuant to an affirmative vote
by this Committee.

Sincerely,

Philip A. Lacovara
Special Counsel
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COMMITTEE HEARING EXHIBIT No. W-3

CHARLES H. WILSON
*33M30 SlNV ICUSJ ... V l~m1, Oles ,a l~~. n 3f

Com ofnrc at fe E)niteb btatefs-0
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,, , ., , 3,,,,o July 28, 1977 fl. ,.,---'- -
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cml. To - no-ome

Honorable John J. Flynt, Jr,
Chairman, Committee on Standards

of Official Conduct
Room 2360
Rayburn House Office Building

Dear Mr. Chairman;

This correspondence is in response to letters I have
received from Mr. Philip Lacovara dated June 15, 1977, The
following is in response to the questionnaire:

Since January 1, 1970:

1. Have you or to your knowledge has a member of your
official staff visited the Republic of Korea while
you were a Member of Congress?

Yes X No

January 10-11, 1971. Congressmen Charles H, Wilson,
Dan Daniel and William G, Bray. Mr. Jim Shumate,
Counsel, House Armed Services Committee accompanied
the Congressmen on this official House Armed Services
Committee trip.

August 16-18, 1975. Mr. John Pontius, Administra-
tive Assistant,

October 16-22, 1975. Congressman and Mrs. Charles H.
Wilson.

April 16-22, 1976. Congressman and Mrs. Charles H.
Wilson, Mr, and Mrs. George Gould, (11r, Could is
Staff Director of Postal Facilities, Mail and Labor
Management Subcommittee of the Committee on Post
Office and Civil Service), and Mr. Bob Williams
with the Federal Times, Since this was an official
House Post Office and Civil Service trip, I sent you
on May 26, 1977, a copy of the report which was filed
with the Chairman of the Committee.

"COMMITTEE HEARING
EXHIBIT NO.!v'/
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September 30-October 7, 1976, Congressman and Mrs,
Charles H. Wilson, and Mr. John Pontius, Administrative
Assistant. The Department of Defense Escort Officer
was Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Conti. Since this was
an official House Armed Services Committee trip, I
previously sent you a copy of the report which was filed
with the Chairman of the Committee.

2. Have you or any member of your immediate family (spouse,
parent, sibling, or child), or to your knowledge has any
member of your official staff or any person with whom
you are a business partner or co-venturer been offered
anything of value in excess of $100 by, or received any-
thing of value in excess of $100 from:

(a) any person known by you to have been a
representative of the Government of the Republic
of Korea at the time of the offer or receipt, or

(b) any person now suspected by you to have been
a representative of or affiliated with the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Korea at that time?

Yes No X

3, Have you or any member of your immediate family, or to
your knowledge has any member of your official staff
or any person with whom you are a business partner or
co-venturer

(a) been offered anything of value in excess
of $100 by,

(b) received anything of value in excess of
$100 from,

(c) attended a function (other than at an
Embassy or official residence) given by, or

(d) had any commercial business dealings with

(1) Tongsun Park

(2) Kim Dong Jo

(3) Hancho Kim

(4) Kim Sang Keun

Yes No X
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4. Have you or any member of your immediate family, or
to your knowledge has any member of your official
staff or any person with whom you are a business
partner or co-venturer

(a) been offered-anything of value in
excess of $100 by,

(b) received anything of value in excess
of $100 from,

Cc) had any commercial business dealings

with

(1) Suzi Park Thomason

Yes" R. X

(d) attended a function (other than at an
Embassy or official residence) given by. or

() Suzi Park Thomason

Yes "X No"

On two occasions, I attended functions given
by Suzi Park Thomson, Korea was not discussed
in any way whatsoever, nor were any Koreans
present, The first occasion was approximately
in 1971, I can't recall the precise date of the
second function, I believe it was sometime in
1972 or 1973, To the best of my recollection,
only six people attended: Suzi Thomson, myself
and my former wife, Mrs. Betty Wilson, who is now
deceased, a couple from New York and their son.

I am unable to furnish any documents or copies thereof
of receipts or deposits of any funds of any office account,
as defined in your letter of June 15th. At no time did I have
a permanent office account. I am unable to furnish records or
copies of fundraisers held in my behalf to defray the costs
of my ne-qsletters or any other office expenses. While records
are unavailable, I can certify or swear under oath there was
never any contribution or check given by a Korean for any fund-
raiser conducted for my "communications, account,

CHW:bt
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- -N ri-rrr CoN-rss I ,,-

KOREAN INFLUENCE INVESTIGATION PURSUANT TO H. RES. 252 " " '"

....... J)ouse of riaprmaentatibe
COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS OF

OFFICIAL CONDUCT
a~la~MWbington, B.C. 20515

January 16, 1978

HAND DELIVERED
The Honorable Charles H. Wilson
U.S. House of Representatives
2409 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Wilson:

In connection with the Korean Influence
Investigation, the Committee on Standards of Official
Conduct has directed that your testimony be taken.
We desire that a mutually convenient date be arranged
between you and attorneys for my staff.

At 'the deposition, the Committee also desires
that the following be produced:

(1) All appointment diaries for the years 1968
through the present;

(2) All telephone logs or messages from
January 1, 1968 through the present;

(3) Correspondence of any nature between you
or your office and any Korean Government official, Tongsun
Park or Hancho Kim between January 1, 1968 and this date;

(4) Any record of campaign contributions made
from 1968 to this date.

Sincerely,

Leon r

Special Counsel

LJ/srp
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Conrea of the Eniteb .6tato
t$ufeof Aepretentatibe.9

PT o ,,,=C A N, CIVI , -,V I , 1*U b i tZ n , .f . .2 0 5 1 5
411111am40. IOlltr t OI lw

CHAIIMAR. POA Ps I, I OS~ ARC

@I A TIOAr rianl14l MAS ann. iaVfl

February 7, 1978

Honorable John J. Flynt, Jr.
Chairman,Committee on Standards

of Official Conduct
Room 2360
Rayburn House Office Building

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On July 28, 1977 I replied to a letter of in-
quiry from Special Counsel to your Committee concerning
having been offered or received anything of value in
excess of $100.00 from Korean Government officals or
certain named individuals. I replied in the negative.

Subsequently I realized that I had failed to
mention my wife and I were the recipients of certain
wedding gifts given to us at the time of our wedding in
Seoul, Korea on Saturday, October 18, 1975.

At the time of answering your Committee inquiry,
I was thinking in terms of gifts given for the purpose
of influencing a member in his functions as a Congress-
man and not as a courtesy at the time of a wedding.

My then fiance Hyun Ju Chang, a U. S. citizen,
but a native of Korea, and I traveled to Korea from
Taipei on October 16, 1975. During the course of the
flight I was introduced to Tongsun Park. We had a
brief chat during which I informed him that I was ac-
companied by my fiance and that I would meet her family
in Korea. He congratulated us stating he was happy that
I was marrying a lovely Korean lady and he hoped we would
see one another in the future.

Upon arrival at Seoul we were met by U. S. Embassy
personnel, members of my fiance's family and a Korean-
American friend of ours, Ki Su Shin. While waiting for
the transfer of my baggage to my hotel I was chatting
with my friend Mr. Shin who stated that he noticed Tongsun
Park get off the plane. I stated that I had been introduced
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to Tongsun Park on the flight to Seoul and Mr. Shin
stated that he understood that Tongsun Park was not
viewed with favor by the Korean Government.

With the aid of U.S. Embassy personnel Hyun
Ju Chang and I were married in a civil ceremony at
Seoul City Hall on Friday, October 17, 1975 and a re-
ligious ceremony on Saturday, October 18, 1975 at the
U. S. Army Base in Seoul.

I had many meetings with Korean Government offi-
cials over the next few days and my wife and I were
guests at several luncheons, dinners, and receptions
given by her family, the U.S. Ambassador and Korean offi-
cials to celebrate our wedding.

I had a meeting with the Prime Minister who pre-
sented us with a calligraphy that he had made himself in
honor of our wedding and at a dinner given by the Director
of the KCIA he presented us with a painting that he had
made in honor of our wedding. There is no way to deter-
mine the value of these personalized wedding gifts.

On our last day in Korea (Wed., Oct. 22) Tongsun
Park called me at the Chosun Hotel where we were staying
and asked me to join him at the Hotel for breakfast.

During the breakfast meeting he again congratulated
me on my marriage and expressed his pleasure that my wife
was Korean. He stated he wished to give us a wedding
present and presented me a small box containing two chop-
sticks and an envelope which contained Korean currency.
I thanked him but returned the envelope to him stating
something to the effect that we were departing Korea and
would be unable to use the currency. I thanked him for
his generous gesture. I do not know the amount of the.
Korean currency.

We parted and I returned to the room to prepare to
check out of the hotel. Later when I returned to the
lobby to complete the check out from the hotel I was ap-
proached by a Korean, whom I did not know, who said he was
an associate of Tongsun Park who handed me an envelope
and said Tongsun Park wanted me to receive it as a wedding
gift.
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1 returned to my room, opened the envelope and
found $600.00 in U.S. currency and some Korean cur-
rency.

I suggested to my wife that she might want to
leave the Korean money with some member of her family
which she did.

The meetings outlined above are the only times I
have ever met Tongsun Park.

rtruly yours,

a l .W i~ so n
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Seul.l to Let Toigsu... Park Testify
.yN(IOLAS7I iXRorlaK /4g//~

WA SIi TON. Dec. 30-The South 'osth in January. and if ho later testifies
Gorras Go verniwCnt has agreed to permit "truthfully" at trials here will be given

n Park to return to the United full immunity for past criminal acts.
ta.n iefy at bribery and conspira. Te department also agCd to dismiss

.ral 'iRin ufrom the invstigatiu'r all charges againstt him if he is a truthful
or a:i, d influence peddling in Congress. vjieas.
tie Department -of Justice announced The agreement tnade no pruvisio for
toIay: Mr. Park to testify before Conrcusional

aep tlnCnt issued 1a tlree-pn.- n mritlens that ara investigating charges
-.. t n "cooperation" between that the Korean Gov.rment bribed
t'orea end the United Sates that pro- Amerean legislatars.

idus thart Mr. Park will be Interviewed lminediite criticism of the agy ,eit
e Liu-t Stiltea ofiias in Seoul und-C ru,;ne from i oLen Jas..arski, the ''ciuW

counsel for the Ioue ethics cao ittee,
;who in a prepared sitament called it
"iadequste end uhacceptable."

Howavv, Victor Kramer, the spciat
counsel for the Sc n~t etiics cnrilte,,
issued a statement t .at terned the agree-
meot a"iatl first stop."

TheJastice Depnrtrent's stateo-.st, is-
sued at a formal briefing for American
and Koreie nawsroen held in the depart-
mnt's Great 1ll late today, gave the
following details: .

IIA formal "mutual presecation assit-
unCe agreement" to solidify tho points
of today's "uderstandings". will bel
sin in Seoul before Mr. Park is qus,tioned.

9SA second meeting in Sent will Permit
the sigaing of a formal agreement be'

Continued on Page 57, Column I

SEOUL TLET PAAK#
.TESTIFY AT THIANS

1: Continued From Page I

tws.an, the Justice Department and Mr.Paid to formtleze his commitment to

lruthful tesimony and the depastmert's
eal charges and granthim'immunity. .. ,

5hir. Park wtil he que oned under
P-°tb" ' Anerican aed Korean oficitls
In f aiioi5 held to normalt office hoses"lie may be subjected to a polygraph, er
tHe detector test at the sme time. Qu-
tio"r usill be In English and treeslated
litat Ioreo... • • I

The. KCa. Govenmeot will sube
qirely pennit him to travel to the Ut'
W edt.Slates to teat fy at t.all1o r l11aj
froijW the investlgat n. A rmer Kar .
official, Honcho Kim, and Richard T.
Hap). until 1974 a Repesntatlng.l
Congss from California, are n r .is- .
dieoeet on charges inclodLdg heian' ""
sad= cmospreac. in.' . -~

29ue United Stt Department of isa"
tici s0i seek dismissal by the canet r
tht pending Indictment agaiote Mr. Totnz-
suan.Park promptly upon the conleetle
of.h;is.rthful testimony et the last Unit-r
ad Stales court proceedin aod will pre-
vide him with full immunity from anl
past criminal act," the ennoonceane,-

Ren.Iamie S. CiRiletti te Asai ie At'
vorney Generalli charge of tha .imioal.
ivison said at thrieling that the Im-

mnity would extend to such things as
charges of tax evasion

The agreement said. that Mr. P ei
'o,4 "arime no btigatdn to appear

before Cenyreonional committes' and
that he would be admitted to the United
Stores for the "specific purpose of and
limited periods necasary .for tstifpingat coont trials."

N*egetiatinon csoe $n -"sas
But ,MIr. Civiletti sid trat noLhing is

she agreement was designed lo diacour-
age Ceegres-lott suhpoenas end rhat the
de'crt nt .. uld do getting to
"abridge. impede or prohibit" the cmt
mittess from seeing Mr. Park an a wit-
ness. Hoa.sever, he said tlet he hoped
summonses for W.I Park to testify n
Capital Hill would be a matter of "negod-
atian" so tiey would not he r"counteo-
dactire" to the arioiout prasecution...
. Mr. Civiletti said that delays in issuing

the statement in tre last 48 hoa" dtd
not stem from a dispute over Iana.
that would have committed the Caan
Administrntio to trying to haepCdarr4
soant! investigators fram hr. Park How-'
ser' P.io iar responsible Administration
source said that that sca an irsue. The'
Korea, s be said, wanted the ag-remee
to include tan-a -e that the Justice De-
partment wonld discourage Congrvslonlt .
sbpoens. . .- '•

It .as o the issue "f .Conkrasiolm
-;!m:ny !hat ,M . JAuorsi focused h

.:iff aItck. " .. qL
"lr.,td of nv.dening cooperation on

[he part of Sirth oena, his statement
2-id. "t;s agreement is ntier example
oa South Koreas failure to cooperate'saltShCongress. , . .. "" ", .

'tnder the agreement. Tongsun Pae
k.. to lertify in the United States oly.

sntb r.slt to those limited matter.
dares admit in his depoaition

in -rt -rder the'watchful eye of the'
So'. Korean Gosernmert and then onIy
if such admissions result in Indictmenti'
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Park to ctily at U.S. Ur"inia Til
By Bill Richards

and Charles R. Babcock
- w,,S~itOfl ect null wi nc

The Justice Department said last

night that after eight weeks of intense

neotiations, South Korean business-

man Tongsun Park has agreed to

come to the United States to testify at
criminal trials, under full immunity,
about his alleged influence buing
among U.S. congressmen.

The announcement of the terms of
Park's return drew an angry response
from the special counsel of the House
ethics committee, which is looking into
alleged Korean influence-buying ef-
forts. House special counsel Leon
Jaworsl criticized the deal with Park
as "inadequate and unacceptable,"

Justice Department officials have
said, however, that Park's testimony
could get the Korean scandal investi-
gation moving from its current,
stalled position and lead to additional
indictments of U.S. congressmen.
Justice officials refused yesterday to
speculate on which congressmen could
be affected-

Assistant Attorney General Benja-

min R. Civiletti said at a news confer-
once that Park would first be interro-

gated in Seoul starting Friday by a

team of officials from the Justice De-

partment and the FBI. Civiletti said

later that he also has Invited repre-
t

sentatives of the ethics committees to
be present as observers during the
two weeks of planned interrogation in
South Korea.

Park could be returned to the

United States for testimony at the
criminal trials of Hancho C. Kim and
former Rep. Richard T. Hanna (D-
Calif.) within eight to 1 seeks, Cisi-
letti said. Kim and Hanna are the
only two persons besides Park to be
indicted so far in the inflnence-buy-
ing scandal.

Kim, a naturalized U.S. citizen, al-
legedly received $t00,000 from the Ko-
rean Central Intelligence Agency to
pay and ektertain U.S. officials;
Hanna was indicted on 40 counts of
bribery, conspiracy,.mail fraud and
failure to register as a foreign agent
in connection with his alleged part in

See KOREANS, AG, Col. I

TONGSUN PARK
g.. granted full immunity



* To Testify at U.S. Trials
KOREANS, From Al

helping bribe aflntals t take tavorn-
hie actins toward South Korea.

park who has a 36otat Indictment
gaust hIm. wan promised under the
terms bf the Justice Departenert
agreement to bane the chan drop.
ped once be bea completed his teat-
many In any trials stemming from the
]Korean probe. CtUetti said that b"
der the terms of the agreement. Park
would also be provided with full im.
rondly fraom any nethmeircininat
cbrges,

The Pact teSm Perk open to clvi
adta bee. howee. Including possible
lome tan chames and ay actions thaa
might arise out of a probe by the Secm'i"
lis and Exchmne CommssinS lnt Kd
ran hiflueice'bytg attampta., . -

The Jinsie Department made aval.-
able yenterdny to Jint ottment.,..
garding the agreemant between Squitk
Karen end the United St m Peros

a.e. to addition. m department
offcal said a m detailed maow
candom af aduntnnding will be
sged by Par etac the naraSlaon
team armmas in Somali. and a third

mmain praa i aatmn egaeft.
m me e as was draw up, setting
forth the terms between Santhe Karn
and l. Ontke States In mate detail.
Ietbre lte ntat twinagreemeitse

Iarko ark ssy William G. Bond-
'".t aid ent nIght he s atlate
Atei te agreement. Obeiusly I

woald prefte that the Uiedatgmeonn
emteea woald wait Ita qopestion
Par-k] unte the hattet with thenn
tien Department sare "tesd Band.

In Seund Peat Isued a ntateman t
enytg "A.. I Intend Ino cooperate in
the Invangoaidihaseamef reaiet I
wil ael pas Inthe United Staten In
teditey." t Park mid be besi ht
cooperation will help create a
"maimentaim n rese nen
In a clear and satisfactory manner."
p In annenadid t* agreement. Celti

mild: We are coneileni we now harn a
prontca oaYtio In thidMnntte."In the pant. o b sod afvilettI has
noted that even with Ptra tetimany
against Em ad ames additional back.
ap evdene will he netted. We'll ntee
strag corbeoating evidene af a pat-
tern at evant" hasaid after ynad-
daofa na onference. wt-
-Janneniwi aanatenm
of the B wnne C ammitter on. Ste d-

ardsar e(Offial.Ceniud. ala knee.,i
an the oren eoanmdte ebargad yen
terday that the stint ofeeetad
falls short an two counts. Thi agree-
meat, anIdns Jaworn . only Me .
quea d Pak o tel be aen ad-

uoien. he may make ducing bin
estin etoeu untd t what in.

worsbii canled "the watchtall eye of
the KKre. gaveraralt.

Solar math e Department gth id
troengln denied Jaendits sections.

oaey id Park enid he asked ay
Mines reltIng n his contacts with

cawra rnet?- US. aotflata op

diallera enunslcto b there Karen aont-

thecals. The agreement, they mid.
artin at limit additia l qnetiningT Perk In the United Stain after bis
depaitin in Soad.

Jran-aki and Peter A. White. deputy
special rue InA the aon ciint-
tn. smid the agreement iae remaven-
the prrviir tram the South Enrean
gaverame nt to make available other
Souath K revn who may h.e had a
tjart in alleged lntlaance-buiiyng been
Tan at those mientioned by Jawrsit
and White are corner South Korean
Aah.-der Kim Deang Jn and Ya..- Do
Ion. farmer KCIA station chief in the
Vold Staten. Soth meno have lena im-
phetirtd in prevlius cgnsieinal tn-ni-
men, aith providing oney andtIfta

in eo.:inrn.

White sad yesterday that the Notie
etomittee Intends to subpoena Park
for testimony as soon as he retard.
to the United Staten even ahegh
Justice officials may request them to
accept transcripts of Park's dept.n
instead.
The Sinate ethics Vommittee. whicb

Is ats imnestigating alleed Korean
payofft. In-al a statement calling the
agreement "far from Ideal" However.
the commiten's special counseL Victor
Kramer. said the pac with Park wan
"A vital frat step" and a positive de-
Vejimep t In the investigation.

mine st member rened yeahs,
day wat wotei heb. agreement whole
prmet Peak am whinstkg in and e-n
athe mounted Stitd t bin trial ep.
Peued wthr Meanag. ue tou.

mair bague Cuoumah,.. _., . .
-a joint agreement rieeed by the

Justie Department- . haty enmr
dta that Park mant remain in the
Unite Stoenfat 9011t blids "Under
me arngemente S is expected that be
wsouild ceut the Repua i of ern.-
Papu ater bin oetinsy at mach
trial, s the agreement satee

CIvetatti mid a la-maninate hnls Pan
the mnnaacement--whichi hod been
'hedled gay Thuraday-wanS due In
malIce Department intionc that Park
sign a emsa nt ent that be wavid be
benars by t he memJar std e of ude
Staedleg drawn up duerng the -eoelna-
tine.
o Prk and i.ttrneys raised mad
tenrened lijetiams an -Mvra
e trelres a the agreement. Clivl.
etilsaid. Far enaimple. he maid Park

*had diangred with Justice and State
Department negotiates In Seoul ar-
how otn he celd required te M
turn here fay testimony. Thbe agree I
meat ntaten thet Perk wil be arilable
an otten as required oa trial terti-
mony. h

Park am bjecd I the Justic e
Pamtmeat requirement thit be be qun-
tinned with a lie detector. Cirlletit said
the polygraph wasnapemea, In ensue
ta t Parks tesimony in .ma te and
the0 r neleMast wan kept In the agree,
meat
JThge aleemnt esaeight week. at
d~elicate diploenatic aegatit n an
Lanet that threatened In impair cta.
fints betwn tee t ctue ntrie..

It else penmises I glie Vt life In
the stalled Jabo Department Iveali.

gatln. The Yenr-aad-ntultald crimi-
et o n t a b a focused an the activ-
tien at Parks and Kim and kas been
bagged down without Parwlis treti-

Only 6e. Pasnt member d iCngremn .
Itansa. has been Indiet-A an tar. Set
Justice officials hae said l'.lvately
that theyelea a halt-aer Indict-
mntao o. far r aCrrent "oehers
ot Cangrass are Possibte It Parka
trnthfnl, testimony Is abtied.

The Justice Departmnt k;-realign-
11M Is known In have leaked closely
at Perk. relatinship with tanner
Bterm. Carnebasm Gallagher (D-12jJ
Otto E. PaIanM (D-LaLi Edwin Ed-
wards lDiLa.) and William K. k'lnshall
OItOhm)t.

in_ criminal indictments and e-
cent congressional bearings havedec
umented earlier press reports about
Park's alleged activiles as an agent,
for the South Korean gaverament. Ac-
cordin Io the congressional tent-
inny, the South Knrean government'
arranged far Park to reeve-nilns
of doLas In emmlslons an the Sale
o! U.S. nice to Inrea eas the past
several yena".Park wan knwa In Wahblngtea dar

lag that time as a flamboyant enter-
tolner whenm laish parties"atretd
the likes of then Vice President Ford
and current Howe Speake-Tbman
P. (Tip) O'Neill Jr. D-Ms. "

About 2q members of Cqnmre bae
acknowledged venettag legal ca-
paign cantrlofietm fria Park aw
the years. It has bee aUgead that
Park also gve seret cab Paymenet
to snme members.

Park left the Unt Stein fta LWe
don In the fail at ImN at The WaII- --
Inlon Post began repeating dotab odf
te Karen lafmbelag campaign.

He retrNed to ern last Ausugt. hmt-
Ty her he wn. sntty Idimd IV a
edardgnd Jury he .
Th. Carter admlnistratano a eIn

aegotatng a his tqi evat dn
The omna geaman sadobeet-

has denies any Cenmeeso with PMt
W. that could fac him toreturn to

lhiUied Slalea n 0ntilabt K..
m toiai agee n et with a

tam of Justice Department Pee.
hen. led by Chailsml.

Thnse talkoae b.dawn. bnweve.
and there was an Immediate bahiada
In Con whicb threatened to e.s
seit Ine cutea- oa US. aid to Korea.

Since then, the administration has
seat the Koreans increasingly strong
nignaln ab=rt the danger the Park
cae presented to continued friendly
remains between the tw countries.
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Per Tsiify 4f
Thlrals in [1].5.

Figure in Bribery Cse,
to Be Given lnniuiiity .
Ethics Panel Angered '

1tT RoWBET L Jiti1O

WASLIIXGTON-The United
States and South Kern agreed ge-

'day on a elan for Korea basin
an-.lobyist To7 un Park to testrtt

he may have bried or favo
l
dlwi

Unde tenhdtelnsno
In tshlr charg SOA Pak wouldbe lgain le(mbamlt, from brb -

e .d.cetnet sto p,.ofcials In res n inlne eh -

mmnlt o a taed beluesa o

the boo y Ih Of: ec tW
" _tek Wit -. a-.4"

'aid it eI ca if . . I

Rep. John J. lt Jr."(D Ci"
committee chairman. cllt the.
agreement "a fcade Tt de-
flounced the meant he it
excludes .opataeal c to hit"

aranetSmthueetocontrot his t . - ,.- ...
Fanner Waterpti rase torrlIlaworoL, the committees special

concot, called the a.et °"
PrONc token of etopere He saidthe co.;lutlee would soibpoes Pork.
if be returned to the United States tl-
ternexi a.-

Psd o avig tae ceoperi-,Itn with cngres ional Wovatlion
to doubt, the beMOnt riled doubts
thtte testisof Pale%' elmn
culd be#J.3 lead, m.". . ..nle -7.e otatesin .

specille4 toat PatC woold lrst b• en .ed. uode ot In Seed . i-
zPreeutma', - b

woutd p.artiipate tn these pjriva "
suda0% Adeaemsnu to,,'..nar~ .a that am U. ,&
Justice Daortnentr official said
A, X have a "chillng of-

TEStIMiO-NY -BY PARK(
Continue feoa flIot Pageplanned to depart for Seoul in obou week to kegn sd

aol direct" quotouo .1 Park as provided by the agre-

Intn eort to asute Pasita ts lpun, theolates US. prseutors may osea ie detectr, ifChil i

cePakferfor apalilged poyh sgtom
duriI these nloosormn later court testimony.
* However, cate the malie De ent d .nltParnl Seoul ithlepr~oved takbe as cooperative wiln

Park oald he sober so coeputsio to votanter facts
about whthe wan spceiltestly asked.

In addition, any evetal pesjary pros,1: c t of Part
would be imprctiel be.nae nch eases take mother to
develop and Park evild rem aln kyoed the tth U.
authorities if such a case restarted.

Civletti told reporters he was h~ru that Parks te-
onn sSeoui vwild lcd to1 frhrIndictmtsa tIs lo

"Bt this wilt doefd upon wia we ft rs i;.
Park,"esd . : -

Ibhtoefim'terthdtoi anne d a. ' .t
to faendm ger aa in Wasltinato thtmIsisut

,.the. "as ds! ., ". - - "' .-

AUndfed es Par alimitle peitotaesteat ina-

diced to th s Keran e m hsio -"Eastc Ki aoud be Korven-hee adt s egeu •B INt emI U .Pasks todichmet lost Atst aced

iftls a to o~ l~l r forme rmembr i of
lllefrompa Pid ly tmotha~rpemon ban beeni-

Elk, a N i a, -or b"~~ir ..I
nessman, and foeme.rfes RichardT. Hears (DaIL).

Cviletti sail that Coogre% as an equal braeh di the
US. government "has full rights. powers nb aohei eu
to do Whet it doc,,as appuopiate in im c a" But e aid
the tpartmet would a*k coppenlat ceommates not to

returned to testly gat criirdjtt!
llhenacedifteldupre--d thatdeietolamnl,

Cviletti said:". "e ha a diseooton ahout stopoeg
Mr. Park and he ( lvki) in d wected h b na b
ion to hoior thet req oe " -
Civiotti said the agreement with the SWUI gvennoMt

evidened."a vry outrative altitude by the tepdul of
Komea" which has no extradition treaty with te .UprState.. ., . . .' :- . •
•The joInt ag'eectot m oicntd -to Seoil Isp ,toa

enoeidL. Snie
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Names Passnian, Hanna, Gallagher,
Mirishail and Edwards. in First Testimony

U1i rw notmRnR L. ;Acxs o.

SEOUL-Tonrgsu Park told US. who is the central figure in te
prosecutors in his first sworn test!- Korean influence-buying investiga-
mony here Friday that he had dis- tion in Washington--did not charam-
bursed hundreds of thousands of dol- terize his alleged payments as impro-
lars over a five-year period to in- per or illegal, sources said. Rather, he
fluence American politicians. contended that the payments were a

Sources present at the Korean sign of his close friendship with many
businessman's closed-door ihterroga- congressmen. 1-1
tion said he had named five former Parkwas indicted IatAugust on 38
congressmen as having received the counts of bribery, conspiracy, racke.
bulk of his payments. But Park re- teeing and mail fraud. Hanna, who
portedlysaid also that dozensofother also was indicted, was charged with
members of Congress- had accepted one" count of conspiracy, two co-nts
amounts ranging from several of bribery, one count of accepting an
hundred dolls to $IAOOor $2 illegal gratity 35.counts of man
apiece. - . fraud and one count of failing to re-
- As Park's testimony opened in gisterasaforeignagenL.

Korean government conference room US. prosecutors asked pak, ln If
downtown, sources said the 42-year- first day of testimony, to give them
old rice broker had identified former anoverallpictureofbispolfticalpay-
Reps "Richard T. Hanna (D-Calif), ments, most of which were never re-
Cornelius E. Gallagher (D-NJ.) and portedbyhisrecipients,.surcessaid
Otto E. Passman (D-La.) as having
received more than $1000,00 apiece in - Park was told that he would be
a series of cash-paymert Passman's pressed for exhaustive details in sub-
total, the largest of any politician an sequent sessions, and no precise total

.Park's list, approached $20000, a- of Park payments was arrived at Fr-
cordingto Parles story, day. However, key sources said-that

the total would clearly range Irom
Park reportedly testified that he ,50,OOto$imllion. - .

bad paid former Rep. Wfiam Min- " Park distributed most of big money
shal (R-Ohio) approximately $60,000 from 1970 through 1974, with the
in addition to a cash gift of $20,000 1972 election year marking hisIiea-
that Minshall was to give to the 1972 viest payments, according to his ac-
reelection campaign of former Pres- count
identRichardMi. Nixon. - He was not questioned Friday

Former Rep. Edwin W. Edwards- about any relationships he might
(D-La.), now governor of Louisiana, have had with U.S. senators. That
was given $10,000 and his wife $10,- subject wasput offfor another session
O0, Park reportedly told prosecutors, today or Monday, the sources said.

Hanna has acknowledged that he Demonstrating their concern about
had a close business and personal re. Park's credibility as a later witness at
lationship with Park, saying he criminal trials, US. prosecutors ar-
earned $60,000 to $70,000 in joint ranged for FBI agent Frank Connally
business ventures with the Korean. to give Park a lie-detector test in an-
But he has denied that he.received other room at the close of Friday's
bnbes. ... .... •.•.session. It was understood that the-

Gallagher, Passman and Ilvinshall results had not yet been reported to
have acknowledged that they knew prosecutors
Park but have denied receiving any • Park reportedly was fatigued at the
improper payments. Edwards and his conclusion of six hours of intensive
wife have said that they received a but courteous questioning by Justice
total of $20,000 as campaign contribu- Department prosecutor Paul Michel
tions. * and Benjamin R. Civiletti, chief of the

In his testimony Friday, Park- lesseTurn.felage7 Col.1
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Park Tells of Gifts;
Indictments Seen

By Charles R. Babcock
Wasbh Zta P=% Stalr Wr .t

Accused South Korean agent Tong-
sun Park has told Justice Department
prosecutors in Seoul that he. gave
members of Congress "hundreds of
thousands" "ol dollars over the years,
an observer-at his Interrogation said
yesterday.

The Justice :Department official
.heading the American team Implied,
lin a separate phone interview from
.Seoul, that-.Park's testimony could
'lead to a-'qhndful" of further indict-
ments in the Korean influence-buying

.Investigation.
These were the highlights from the

-flst day's private session with the
wealthy Washington rice dealer who
js trading his testimony for the dia-
missal of a 36-count felony indictment
'against him.

In telephone interviews from Seoul,
.Benjamin E. Civiletti, the assistant at-
-torney general heading the Justice
Department team, and Rep. Bruce F.
Caputo (R-N.Y.) botl expressed satis-
faction with Park's candor in the five-
.hour "survey" of questions covering
il the members of Congress alleged

to have had dealings with Park.
'Caputo said Park had acknowledged

giving something of value to about
half of the dozens of House and Sen-
ate members he was questioned about.
This ranged from "trivial gifts to stag-
gering amounts of money,' he said,
with the totals amounting to
"hundreds'of thousands of dollars." "

iThe -Los. Angeles jTimes reported
that Park named five former congress-
min, including Rep. Richard T. Hanna
(D-Calif.), as having received the bulk
of his political payments, citing sources
present at the closed interrogation in
SeouL

[He reportedly said that dozens of
other members of Cong-ress had ac-
cepted amounts ranging from several
hundred dollars to $1,000 or $2,000 a-
piece.

[As Park's testimony opened in a
Korean government conference room
downtown, sources' said the 42-year-
old rice broker identified former Reps.
Hanna, Cornelius E. Gallagher

See KOREANS, A2, Col. I
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Tongsun Pairk Tells U.S. Prosecutors
O -fy-outs; More hidictn nts Seen

oREANS, From Al members of Congress. But when Th.e Houso committee is convinced
asked that, he said. "We think we that Park was just one of a series of

(U-1T. and Otto E. pasman (D-Wn) have .made some good progress. He Korean agens who made payoffs-!W
as having received more than $100,000 has ven us material information
apiere to a series of cash payments. that comports with our evidence in a members of-Coness. In testimony
passman's total, the largest of R0y handful of matters." belowethe remmttse last fall, former
politician on Park's list, approached' Sifar, only anna has been indicted Ambassador Kim .was Identified. 2s
$2Ooo, according to Park's story. hi connection with the Korean lobbying having delivered on enjeope stuffed

cambaig s on Capitol HlL. . with h10 bi'ls'ton Kansas House
" Knowledgable justice Departilient member isivh -iat" remmed the
officials have mid privately that they money.
.thought they might get as many as Caputo and Cirllettl agreed That
half a dozen additional indictments Park did not appear to be inhibited by
'with Park's testimony. , - the presence of Korean officials dur-

Capuato emphasized that while he log the questioning. "
was pleased with Park's first-day testi- Cvilettl noted that the American
many, he still did not think the Ko- team insisted on having the room or'

eon government was cooperating ranged so that Park sat across the ta-
fully with his committee's invcstigar ble from the US. prosecutor, with
tion. lfrmteUSprsctrwh

Leon aFBI agents seated behind them. 'leLen Jaworski, special counsel to would have to turn. sharply to look at
the House Committee on Standards of
Official Conduct, has vocally criti- the Korean prosecutors," he said.
cized the Justice Department's ar- Park's responses to an initial lie de-
rangement for obtaining Park's testi- teetr check on his testimony were
many, making it clear he wanted a- also satisfactoMy Civiletti added. ..
eess to Korean diplomats as well. Asked about Jaworskl's continued

-As long as Leon Jaworski says that criticism of the Justice Department's
- the Korean government is not cooper- bargain for Irk's testimony, Clvilett
acting to the extent It should, there repeated that the agreement did not

- will be.trouble in Congress," Caputo prohibit the House from subpoenaing
aid. ' " " . - Park when he retuned to the United.

0'- ;He added that lie was concerned States for trials.'.
that 'U.S.Ambassaior to Korea Rich'-. He added Mlat'he plans to make ibe"
.ard L Sneider was not supporting the -full text of the agreements public
-iongressioml requests. "He just, when he returns to the United States
-thinks It is unrealistic to think the • next week. .ind he said that the Jus'
South Koreua will allow their former tice Departnrent will be able-to ques-
' ambassadors to bc questioned,"Caputo tion Park further on new Issues when..said. .'""h -oc akfor trlls. -

If neessary, Caput said, he will"...gain spon r lereisltin to cut off

.U.S. economic aid to South Korea.
r '- A similar amendment he sponsored

last fail -Was narrowly defeated. Hesaid the committee was especialy in.

sailors Kim "Dong Jo and Hahm
.Pyong-choon and former Korean Ccn-

:tral Intetiigmene A ;ency Director Lee
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r0-RAL iB.1.E U OF INVS1GAT;Orl

1 c ©.:. ,,, enn.o.iyi 7/29/77

Congrosmr.n C:A?.., H. IILS . California,
was interviewed by Departr.n:t of Juz';iee attorney CRAIG
BLADI.EY In the frerence of Atr-Ini. tative Assistant
JOHN PO..:,US and ouce Cc;-i ttce on ?Out Office and
Civil Sex-vice staff e.ployce GE0RG .E .a .DD WILSON
stated in Lubstance es follows:

6ILSON does not recall that former Congressman
RICHARD HANAHxver made any effort to influence WILSON's
views 6i conduct rewarding U.S. policy toward the
Republic or Korea (ROK). No one has furnished WILSON
with material to be used !n speechs, statements, letters -
or articles to-be issued in WILSON's name.

WILSON knew who SUZI PARK-THOMS..N is from her
many years on Capitol Hill. WIsoU, some relatives and
friends attended a sit down dinner at PARK's apartment,
between 1970 and 1972. He believes about six persons
were present. During the same time period, he attended
a cocktail party at her apartment. There were no Koreans
present on either occasion. WILSON has not been introduced
to or met any other Korean through THO.4SON.

WILSON visited ROK twice in the early 1970's
on congressional business and three times since 1975.
Aozr of WILSON's travel expenses were paid by a foreign
gcvar mant'althourh his 1975 trip to ROK in connection
with WILSON's marriee to a Korean, was paid by the
Pacific Cultural Foundation.

The marriage of a U.S. Congressmn to a Korean
woman generated a lot of publicity in ROK. It was during
that 1975 visit that TONG SUN PARK introduced himself to
WILSON. Sometime later WILSOTa t-ended a Wine Tasting
Party given by the California Wine Producers Association
at The George Town Club (TGTC) at which TONG SUN PARK
was present. In 1976 WILSON and his wife were invited
to a reception.given by TONG SUN PARK which they declined
due to a previous engagement. WILSONl can recall no
additional contacts with TONG SUN PARK. PARK never offered
WILSON anything of value.

7/20/77 .. Washinoton- D.C_ ,j WO 58-

SA GEORGE E. OAKS/dlw _D.. _,d 7/27/77
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In early 1976,o_Wq.;LjTJ and Coninressnan JOHN
1"JT-.1'Y sponsored a reception at Trader ic's for a
-de-lFetion of visiting .:- nationall Assemblymen which
included a friend of the father of WILSON's wife.

WILSON recounted that in his more recent
trips to ROK he had private conversations with each
President PARK ChunR-Hee and Korean Central Intelligence
Agency (KCIA) Direcf6 -SHIN Jik-Soo. WILSON was taken
to his appointment with te--KCIA Director by a U.S.
Embassy driver wh6 waited outside. The translator was
provided by SHIN. Although the news accounts of Korean
bribery and the U.S. investigation of the alligations
were well known at that time, WILSON denied that the
subject wras mentioned in his meeting with the KCIA Director.
The activities of the Fraiser Com .ittee concerned the
Koreans. WILSON assured then that FRAISER's attitude.
was not shared by the majority of the U.S. Coniuressmen.
Beyond that, there was no mention of individual U.S.
Congressmen or other officials In WILSON's meetings
with BOX officials.

WILSON said that he did not receive nor
was he offered payments, contributions or gifts
of value by Koreans or persons who might have been
acting as Agents of the R0K Government.

WILSON inquired of BRADLEY as to whether
the Korean-American Economic Foundation is or should
be registered as. a foreign agent. BRADLEY stated the
organization was unknown to him. WILSON was unable
to provide an address for the foundation.
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	Illustration: [Attorney General] Civiletti: Even with Park's testimony "we'll need strong corroborating evidence."
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	Illustration: Session in Seoul--South Korea's Tongsun Park, right, follows his attorney, William Hundley, center, and Dep. Atty. Gen. Benjamin Civilette after questioning on payoff scandal.
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